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This manual is dedicated to Carl Kohlbach, who

worked for the German Foundation for Interna-

tional Development (DSE), one of the predeces-
sors of InWEnt.

As a senior program officer at DSE’s Food and

Agriculture Development Center (ZEL) in

Feldafing on Lake Starnberg, he was one of the

‘early adopters’ of MOVE in German develop-
ment assistance, back in the early 1980s. Carl

Kohlbach did not just use ‘Participatory Ap-

proaches for Cooperative Group Events’, as the

method was called then, but lived it – always

engaging in cross-border dialogue, ideologies,

and social groups. He helped the moderation
method and interactive, experiential learning to

be integrated in DSE’s general didactical concept.

Numerous moderators owe him their first

stimuli to try a new way of training, learning,

and planning, the basics of MOVE and the ability

to deal with sometimes difficult group dynamics.
Many have adopted his patience, his respect

towards others, and his integrity in their own

professional ethics.
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Orientation
For more than three decades, InWEnt, Capacity

Building International, Germany and its prede-

cessors, the German Foundation for Interna-
tional Development (DSE) and Carl Duisberg

Society (CDG), respectively, have engaged in

international dialogue and training programs for

experts from developing countries.

Dialogue and training have at least two dimen-
sions: the ‘What’ and the ‘How,’ meaning the

technical subject matters and the methodological

know-how.

As a training hub concerned with ‘what’ profes-

sionals and executives from developing and
transformation countries need to know, InWEnt’s

Department for the Environment, Natural

Resources and Food relies on three professional

divisions: Environment, Energy and Water in

Berlin, Natural Resources and Biodiversity in
Leipzig-Zschortau (Saxony), and Rural Develop-

ment, Food and Consumer Protection in

Feldafing (Bavaria). The field of global water

resources - including integrated water-resource

management, drinking-water supply and waste-

water treatment and use, water use in agricul-
ture, and organization, cooperation and conflict

management in the use of scarce water resources

– is one of the key competences of the division in

Berlin.

As a ‘learning organization,’ InWEnt realized
that technical and  professional expertise alone is

not enough. Instead, it is equally important ‘how’

the subject matters are conveyed. Professionals

often feel a need to boost their methodological

competence and to elevate their social and

analytical skills. To InWEnt, capacity building
and human-resource development means

cultivating the individual and institutional

willingness and ability to learn.

Over the years, many resource persons and

moderators have joined InWEnt in this open-

ended endeavour. A basic understanding
emerged that, in a learning process, technical

competence on the one hand and methodological

competence on the other hand are two sides of

the same coin.

The remaining question was how to best link the
‘What’ and the ‘How.’ And that is what this

manual is all about.
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Prologue

A Tale of Everyday Frustration

A day of training at INPUTS (International
Palace for Uniform Training Services), the

century-old institute in Everland: 22 water-

management specialists from nine African and

Asian countries are sitting in rows of tables and

chairs, trying to follow Professor Know. Using

handwritten notes, he lectures about water-
management models for hours. Occasionally, he

throws in overhead transparencies showing text

and technical drawings from his book. Also, the

professor tries to flavor the dry stretches of his

presentation with anecdotes which, unfortu-

nately, tend to drift away from the program’s
actual theme. Some participants comment that

the topics raised are not what they expected and

irrelevant to the situation in their countries. They

refer, for example, to water losses and propose to

discuss simple leak-detection techniques.
Professor Know explains that he is not prepared

for this because this specific problem hardly

occurs in Everland. Visibly irritated and of-

fended, he proceeds with his prefixed lecture.

The participants feel rejected, bored and frus-

trated. As a result, they fall silent and many of
them doze away. By the end of the day, during a

question-and-answer session, some polite

participants raise a few technical details that are

meticulously elaborated on by the expert.

Professor Know distributes handouts copied

from his textbook - and that’s it.

When asked later about the usefulness of the

event, Professor Know grumbles “Actually, it was

a complete waste of time. The people were so

indifferent. No one opened his mouth, and when

they did, they only complained and mentioned
petty stuff. But someone has to tell those trainees

what to do. At least, they now have an idea what

water management is really all about.“

The participants, however, shared different point

of views. “Who does this professor think he is?
We are experts in this field as well! But our own

experiences were neglected”. “The presentation

was a disaster. He was badly prepared and never
got his information across.” “I don’t even

remember the most important facts from the

lecture now, a day later! And I am completely

frustrated because I still don’t know how to solve

problems of water loss back home.” “Instructions

on how to manage a water network isn’t every-
thing. We have problems with customers willing

to pay their bills.” “They (the organizers) could

have also sent the textbook to all of us individu-

ally. That would have saved us a lot of time. But

INPUTS thinks we should be enlightened in

‘dialogue,’ as they call it.”
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A Formula for Success

A day of training at InWEnt, the newly-estab-
lished international capacity development

company in Germany: The scenario is quite

different from the training event at INPUTS.

Chairs for the water-management specialists are

arranged in a three-quarter circle, which leaves

space for a center stage with a number of pin
boards covered with packing paper. There also

are two flipcharts and a box with cards of

different colors and sizes, board markers, pins,

glue sticks and other material. First, a feedback

committee of three participants presents

yesterday’s highlights through a simulated radio
show. Ms. Mood, the event’s moderator, points

out today’s agenda which is written on a

flipchart. She then introduces a resource person,

Mr. Practice: In a 20-minute PowerPoint case

study from an Asian country, he presents typical
problems in water management. He visualizes

major features on posters that he finishes while

putting them up on a board that is left standing

center stage. In the subsequent discussion,

participants raise various issues which the expert

answers while the moderator summarizes them
on a flipchart. Using a dot ranking, the partici-

pants decide which issues they want to elaborate

on further. Ms. Mood takes over again and puts

in writing the problem-oriented tasks prioritized

by the plenary. For 90 minutes, three working

groups apply the expert’s input to their own
working environment, with Mr. Practice keeping

himself available for coaching. One after the

other, they present and discuss their results on

boards in the plenary. The moderator assists

them in summarizing and drawing conclusions.

All cards pinned on the boards are glued to the
packing paper. The resulting posters are photo-

graphed and stored as an „external memory“

which the group can use as a starting point the

next day, when results from different such

discussion rounds are aggregated in an action

plan. Before participants leave the room, they
indicate their disposition through a dot in the

mood barometer.

Here, too, participants were interviewed after the
event. “More than half of the time was spent in

working groups. I am satisfied because I was

able to talk about my problems and experiences.”

“We had so much fun, we didn’t realize how

disciplined we and the training team worked the

entire time.” “Basically, we organized ourselves
and tapped all of our potentials. And yet, the

moderator prepared and managed this training

so systematically.” “We felt taken seriously. For

example, the agenda was often changed accord-

ing to our needs.” “We know what to do when we

get back to work at home, as we put down
everything in our action plan.” “It’s great to share

all those valuable results, visualized and docu-

mented so well!“
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Why MOVE?
Most of us involved in organizing group events

of any sort – training, teaching, meetings,

planning or decision-making workshops etc. –

will have experienced frustrating and inefficient

situations like the one related to INPUTS
described above. The prologue also reflects

experiences the German Foundation for Interna-

tional Development (DSE) gained in its dialogue

and training programs for experts from develop-

ing countries. Besides Carl Duisberg Society

(CDG), DSE is one of the two predecessors of
InWEnt, Internationale Weiterbildung und

Entwicklung gGmbH (Capacity Building Interna-

tional, Germany). When DSE started interna-

tional training in the 1960s, conventional

approaches in numerous seminars and confer-

ences for hundreds of participants were used –
professors, lecturers, talking heads, top-down

and one-way communication.

This was also the case at DSE’s Food and

Agriculture Development Center (ZEL or
Zentralstelle für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft)

in Bavaria which dealt with basic problems in

agriculture and rural development. Today, the

InWEnt Division for Rural Development, Food

and Consumer Protection is located there. Fairly

quickly, DSE found itself frustrated most of the
time: It was frustrating for the organizers

because they did not meet their high expectations

in events that were supposed to contribute to

solving problems in the field. It was frustrating

for the participants because they did not see their

countries’ realities and their own experiences

reflected and incorporated in the curricula. And

it was frustrating even for the lecturers and

experts invited as resource persons because they
felt they did not “get their message across”. The

bottlenecks observed were expressions of

hierarchical and patriarchic attitudes that

dominated knowledge and decision-making

without adequately taking the interests of all

people involved into account.

During the late 1970s, DSE realized that more

problem-oriented and more interactive methods

were newly available for creating effective and

productive group events. An approach called

‘Moderation Method’ combined adult education
with visualization techniques. In DSE-ZEL, it

was adapted and developed further to meet the

needs of intercultural, professional experience

exchange in a wide range of fields and situations

of international development cooperation. Here,
specialists on certain subject matters joined

training method specialists in combining crucial

topics and concepts, the ‘What’, with appropriate

didactical methods and instruments, the ’How’.

This effectively improved how participants

learned and what they remembered.
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For example, it is one thing to dig into lengthy

explanations about complex and complicated
concepts such as Geographical Information

System (GIS), and it is another to visualize

crucial aspects of such a concept by means of

photos and other graphical support such as the

illustration to the right.

All of the sudden, people and their creative and

intellectual potentials were at the center of

attention, not predetermined institutional

positions or bits of ‘eternal’ scientific knowledge,

or technical know-how. Plenary sessions were

often broken down into small working group
interaction, and the monologue by lecturers and

dominant trainers was replaced by dialogue

between participants, trainers and moderators.

Most of them left a course with a sense of having

learned something new and valuable for them-

selves and their work. As a result, the modera-
tion method sufficiently convinced DSE, and the

organization made its adult education philoso-

phy the backbone of its overall didactical concept

in the mid 1990s. Courses for moderators and

trainers on what then was called ‘Participatory
Approaches for Cooperative Group Events’ (see

Ullrich et al 1991) were offered in English,

French and Spanish since the mid 1980s.

The success story of the ‘Moderation Method’

resembles the situation described in the
Prologue’s right-hand column. Those who

Why a MOVE Manual?
Over the last 20 years, InWEnt, respectively, DSE

and CDG, have garnered positive experiences

with improving group interaction in interna-

tional training through moderation and visual-

ization methods. Many trainees who participated

in related courses later became moderators and
trainers themselves or applied the newly-gained

methods in their own working environments. To

their assistance, some internal manuals on the

methods were published by DSE (e.g., Participa-

tory Approaches 1986) and by moderators and

institutions that adopted them  (e.g., VIPP 1993).
In the 1990s, when international training

became even more integrated with human

resource development and institutional capacity

building, e.g., in the context of long-term

environmental management programs of DSE-

ZÖV (Public Administration Promotion Center)

in Viet Nam and Indonesia, the need for a more

defined body of know-how became evident.
Therefore, the idea emerged to share and

synthesize its lessons learned under a new name

– MOVE, Moderation and Visualization for

Group Events – and to make these lessons

available in a manual.

The publication provides a brief introduction to

the essential elements of the approach, and it

attended an InWEnt training event will know the

difference. What strikes the attention first is the

‘hardware’ – the boards and cards etc. – which

differ from the conventional classroom setup.

But what is really different, is the ‘software’, the

philosophy and ethics of the method, especially
its belief in the creative and intellectual potential

of every person concerned. The approach

involves all participants in the working process of

arriving at a consensus, not just a few ‘loud

mouths’ who often dominate a meeting. Full
participation leads to higher individual creativity

and activates the assembled pool of knowledge

and experiences. The result of such a working

process is best summarized in a motto that is

often heard in moderated events: “Nobody knows

everything – everybody knows something”.
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includes examples of potential use. MOVE is to

be used flexibly and adapted according to the
needs of the participant group as well as the

situation at hand. Hence, it does not attempt to

provide a ”magic tool box”. MOVE does not and

cannot guarantee an output in the way a cook

would repeatedly use a recipe to prepare a meal

using fixed ingredients and procedures. MOVE’s
success depends on the individuals involved, the

intensity of interaction, as well as the quality of

the moderation, and the context in which it is

applied. It is only the underlying philosophy and

the process that can be transferred from situa-

tion to situation. As moderation methods depend
on the individuals who put them into practice,

the authors do not claim MOVE’s exclusiveness

or coverage of the huge diversity of other, similar

sets of methods or approaches. Rather, we would

like to see this publication as a contribution to

support the continuous process of inventing and
adapting methodological issues in interactive

learning and international training. “We”, in this

manual, does not just mean the author who is

principally responsible for the manual’s short-

comings but also a team of supporters in DSE,

respectively InWEnt (Carl Kohlbach, Hinrich
Mercker), as well as Vietnamese (Tran Phong, Vu

Thi Minh Hoa), Indonesian (Nur Tjahjo, called

TJ) and German (Uwe Krappitz) moderators.

The manual is meant to share the best practices

in moderation and visualization, and to encour-
age their use. It will particularly be distributed

among moderators and participants of future

training events as a guide for making use of the

moderation techniques after the return to their

work station. There, it may also serve to demon-

strate the approach to superiors in order to
convince them to change present training

practices and to encourage trainings of further

trainers. However, describing in writing a

training approach - which needs a continuous

process of practical adaptation in order to meet a

given situation - runs the risk of being misunder-
stood by those who never came into contact with

methods of this kind. For those readers, the

publication may serve as a reference until they

have a chance to learn it by doing.

The manual is divided into five major parts.

First, there is a short explanation about the

genesis and the structure of MOVE and the

Manual. Next, the concept and philosophy of

MOVE is introduced in Part 2. The inputs in

Part 3 deal with the people involved in MOVE –
the moderators and the participants, and their

interaction. Part 4 explores the heart of the

matter: four major competences, interaction,

visualization, participation and dramaturgy, and

various instruments associated with the didacti-

cal and pedagogical dimension of the method.
This section also incorporates the skills needed

to combine the variety of tools and elements

related to an interactive learning process in a

didactical planning document, the script. In

Part 5, logistical and organizational aspects in

planning and implementing a group event are
illustrated. Finally, a useful set of resources and

references is provided in the Annex.

MOVE Team in Nha Trang, Vietnam
Carl Kohlbach, Manfred Oepen, Vu Thi Minh Hoa, TJ, Hinrich Mercker
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Page from a photo report of a DSE
training course “Communication for
Rural Development” in Yogyakarta,
Indonesia 1996

The manual is characterized by a hands-on design.

Most of the graphical elements used throughout
the text are imported from photo documentations

of numerous workshops, training courses and

other events shared by Asian, African, Latin

American and Arabian participants. Their quality

reflects the group dynamics, the spirit of self-

organization and the atmosphere of cooperation
and mutual assistance which is so typical for

MOVE events.
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The MOVE Concept

MOVE – Moderation and Visualization for Group
Events is a method comprising a set of tools

meant to elicit ideas and reach group consensus

on one or more key issues or courses of action.

The approach requires a skilled moderator who

stimulates communication by posing precisely

formulated questions that the group works on.
Each individual is given time to think and to

visualize his or her main ideas on cards or other

aids. The cards are then presented, discussed

and grouped to represent the collective reflection

of the participants.

PurposePurposePurposePurposePurpose
MOVE is especially useful for training, planning

and priority-setting. Together with other scoring

and ranking techniques, the method may also be

used when individual opinions should be
consolidated into a group decision.

StepsStepsStepsStepsSteps
Present the participants with a clear question

upon which to reflect. Have the question written

on a flipchart or pin board. Give each participant
a set of cards and felt-tip pens. Ask them to write

down the answers, issues or actions they think

are relevant in answering the question. These

responses should be written in form of keywords.

The participants can use as many cards as they

like. Ask each person to come to the front of the
group, and read out and explain what he or she

has recorded on the cards. As people finish, ask

them to pin or tape their cards on the board. The

first person spreads the cards out. The following

people are asked to add their cards close to the

ones most similar to theirs, or to start a new
‘cluster’. When all of the participants have

presented their ideas and placed them on the

board, there will be various clusters of items. Ask

the participants to consider whether they need to

rearrange the cards among the clusters. If they

do, they should discuss the moves and agree as a
group and with the help of the facilitator. The

participants may also decide to remove some

cards or clusters. In a joint effort with the
participants, develop a title or heading for each

cluster. If a ranked order is needed among the

clusters - for example, deciding which aspects

should be followed up - a ranking exercise can be

employed. Large groups of participants are

broken down into smaller working groups, each
asked to discuss in depth one of the various

clusters identified. The smaller groups then

report their findings to the plenary, and a general

discussion allows the exercise to be concluded.

Strengths and WStrengths and WStrengths and WStrengths and WStrengths and Weaknesseseaknesseseaknesseseaknesseseaknesses
+++++ MOVE helps participants group their

individual opinions as a collective product

+++++ everyone is asked and expected to contribute,

and the method promotes paying great

attention to the ideas of others

+++++ the method is constructive and adds an

important visual element to issues and ideas

for action

+++++ an ‘external memory’ of the ideas is produced

––––– semi-literacy is needed among participants

––––– a skilled moderator is essential

––––– cetain means such as paper, pens etc. are

required

MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology
The methodology is based on three major

working principles - moderation, visualization
and experiential learning. These principles are

constantly applied during the entire workshop.

Hence, instead of instructions and inputs by

experts or teachers, the training philosophy

builds on each participant’s know-how and

experience. This potential is tapped and shared
through guiding questions posed by an experi-

enced moderator, through visualization on cards

pinned on boards, and through the majority of

time being spent in task-oriented small working

group discussions and other forms of interaction

such as exercises, role plays or field studies.
The major features of this methodology are

summarized below.

Profile
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TTTTTransparency in decision makingransparency in decision makingransparency in decision makingransparency in decision makingransparency in decision making

Participants can only gain confidence in a

participatory way of thinking if their opinions

are taken seriously in decision-making. This is

why moderators should make transparent why
they proceed in a particular way, why

particular contents have been chosen etc.

Participants should also be able to trace the

course of the seminar and follow discussion

results.

Needs-orientationNeeds-orientationNeeds-orientationNeeds-orientationNeeds-orientation

Training courses make sense if they focus on

the trainees´needs. It is, therefore, important

to identify those needs at the beginning or

even before a course. Ideally, this may imply

discussions with the beneficiaries that the
trainees are in touch with, the trainees

themselves and their superiors.

Cooperation and participationCooperation and participationCooperation and participationCooperation and participationCooperation and participation

Each idea counts, thus allowing for a fair

dialogue without domination or hierarchies.
Different experiences are equally important -

which is truly reflected in the way cards are

treated as anonymous statements once they

are pinned on the board. Individual, group

and plenary work are driven by mutual

assistance which again taps and stimulates
the capacities and talents of all participants.

This allows for building on the participants’

strengths, and for reducing their weaknesses.

Also, they feel they are being taken seriously,

which increases their identification with

training contents and results.

Learning by self-reflectionLearning by self-reflectionLearning by self-reflectionLearning by self-reflectionLearning by self-reflection

Encouraging participants - whether in group

work, exercises, role plays or video feedback -

to reflect on their own behavior results in a

greater impact on memory. These
participatory training methods may also offer

practical starting points for problem-solving

in comparable situations.

10/60/30 rule10/60/30 rule10/60/30 rule10/60/30 rule10/60/30 rule

According to experiences gained in adult
education, the following ‘rule of thumb’ for

different work forms can be quite useful.

Theoretical input should be limited to an

absolute minimum (10%). Additional

background information can be provided

through handouts during the course for

evening reading. The largest share of the time

should definitely be allocated for participatory

work forms like field work, exercises, group
work, role plays etc. (60%).     Also, sufficient

time should be reserved for discussions and

conclusions about what has been experienced

and learned (30%).

ProfessionalProfessionalProfessionalProfessionalProfessional moderation and visualizationmoderation and visualizationmoderation and visualizationmoderation and visualizationmoderation and visualization
The degree of attention will be enhanced by

using various ways of visualization. Keywords

or key phrases are written on cards, legible

and visible to everybody. This leads to

precision, avoids monologues, and provides

an external memory. Additionally, flipcharts,
overhead projections, drawings and other

visuals are used. Trainers should be able to

plan and conduct courses in a participatory

way, encouraging participants to take over a

central role. They should be able to provide

brief input but, more importantly, guide
group processes, lead discussions and

visualize discussion results.

EEEEEvaluationvaluationvaluationvaluationvaluation

The gradual elaboration of issues facilitates

team work and a flexible approach to content
and methodology. A critique and suggestion

board, a mood barometer, and a daily feedback

committee ensure a shared responsibility

among all participants.
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MOVE – Moderation and Visualization for Group

Events has many roots, only a few of which can

be touched on here. First, there are the roots

pertaining to participation and moderation. In

the late 1950s, Kurt Lewin developed ‘Participa-
tory Action Research’, an approach that was

based on the principles of personal experience

and group dynamics through thinking, feeling

and acting, and that had a great comeback as

‘Experiential Learning’ in the 1980s (Kolb 1984).

In the 1960s, Latin American scholars such as
Paulo Freire added an ethical and political

dimension to that: ‘Conscientization’ aimed at

raising the consciousness of the powerless to

become organized in order to articulate their

needs and defend their rights (see Freire 1970).

‘Andragogy’ (Greek for the “leadership of men”)
experienced a revival in the 1970s as the science

of adult education in all its rich facets. The

‘Search Conference’ tradition for large-scale

system change originated in England in the

1980s, and was transformed to ‘Open Space’ or
‘Future Search’ by U.S. scholars in the 1990s (see

Owen 1992 and Weisbord/Janoff 2000). Also,

some of the sustained ‘Change Management’

gurus of the second half of the 20th century, such

as Everett M. Rogers (diffusion of innovations) or

Peter Senge (learning organization), inspired
MOVE thinking (see Rogers 1962 and Senge

1998).

Another root of MOVE is the visualization

approach of Metaplan of the Quickborn Team in

Germany. This is a learning and planning
approach for decision-makers and their clientele

to jointly visualize problems, needs and solu-

tions, resulting in common action. The methods

became popular in Germany in the 1970s, when

society was confronted with student unrest,

protest movements and a general demand for
more participation in decision-making processes.

A first „Manual for Moderation Training“ was

published in 1973. Since then, visualization

methods have become commonplace in German

management and public administration circles.

A Greek term – majeutik, or midwifing, applied
by the ancient philosopher Socrates to the art of

carefully set questions aimed at revealing the

Roots
truth – best characterizes the role of a moderator

helping groups give birth to collective ideas,

which, in turn, are visualized on cards and

placed on softboards throughout the group

process (see Hoffmann 1995).

Both, the MOVE methods and instruments are

explicitly or implicitly based on a theory or

philosophy. All moderation methods draw from

„a mixture of planning and visualization tech-

niques, of group dynamics and discussion
leadership, of social psychology, sociology,

management and organizational theory“ (Klebert

et al. 1987:8). These fields share a basis in

rational and holistic humanism: education is

more than a master uncovering a hidden truth

for ignorant students but, instead, helps a person
master life and daily activities. That is why

moderators view themselves not as masters or

teachers but as ‘facilitators‘, ’servants of a group‘

or ’communication butlers‘ (see Pretty 1995,

VIPP 1993, Neuland 1998 and Schnelle 1979).
Hence, they try to turn recipientsrecipientsrecipientsrecipientsrecipients who passively

digest ininininin-puts provided by a master into     partici-partici-partici-partici-partici-

pantspantspantspantspants who share their outoutoutoutout-puts with others in an

interactive learning process.

It was not before the early 1980s that these
German experiences were related to international

development assistance. But they were much in

line with the era of ‘Basic Needs’ and ‘Traditional

Knowledge’ – and they offered an alternative to

the previously experienced frustration with

conventional top-down training and meeting
styles as described in Part 1. Participation became

a keyword and, appropriately, the new methods

put dialogue and people at  the center of atten-

tion. In 1979, the German consulting firm

Metaplan helped turn DSE’s 20th anniversary

into a success by using its ‘Moderation Method’.
Senior program managers at DSE-ZEL – headed

by Carl Kohlbach and Gabriele Ullrich – decided

to adapt the related moderation and visualization

technique to the context of international training.

Later, other sources and contributions by exter-
nal consultants – among them Volker Hoffmann,

Herrmann Tillmann and Maruja Salas of the
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University of Hohenheim, Uwe Krappitz and

Manfred Oepen – were integrated. A special
moderation and training approach was devel-

oped, meeting the needs of intercultural,

professional experience exchange  and aimed at

generating solutions to complex socio-economic

problems in a wide range of fields and situations

of international development cooperation. Maybe
the overruling principle of what later became

MOVE – Moderation and Visualization for Group

Events is the belief in the creative and intellectual

potential of every person involved in a learning

process.

The process is put into practice by continuous

and mobile visualization, as will be explained in

more detail in Part 4. The visualization facilitates

active participation, because all the participants

cooperate in visualizing the contributions. It

reinforces the learning effect and raises the
intensity and quality of communication by

making use of other senses than hearing. The

visualization makes the working process trans-

parent and easier to comprehend as it helps to

bridge language and psychological gaps. This
results in ownership on the participants’ side,

creating motivation and significantly increasing

the social integration of the group. However, the

training approach can only be applied success-

fully if all partners – organizers, participants,

moderators and trainers – fully cooperate with
each other in creating a favorable social atmo-

sphere in which all persons mutually respect

each other. Working principles such as “Each

idea counts” or “Everybody helps each other”

applied throughout all group events reflect this

atmosphere.

The same Quickborn Team in Germany that

established Metaplan, by the way, also inspired

the widely-known ZOPP method (Goal-oriented

Project Planning) developed by the Gesellschaft

für Technische Zusammenarbeit – GTZ. But that
is not only another story, it also confuses many

observers with what is here called MOVE

because the ‘hardware’ – the cards and boards

etc. – is the same. However, the ‘software’, that is

the philosophy and ethics, are quite different.

ZOPP allows groups to formulate problems and
objectives through a logical framework approach

working within well-defined development

projects backed by specific resources. But the

rigid structure makes ZOPP less adaptable to
complex situations such as planning among a

broad alliance of partners and may hinder an

integral understanding of the diversity of local

situations. As GTZ used ZOPP as a requirement

in development assistance around the world for

more than 20 years, visualization techniques
have been very often identified with this ap-

proach. Ironically – and very differently from the

use Metaplan was put to in Germany – the

underlying visualization ‘hardware’, the cards

and boards, and the ‘software’, or logical frame-

work, originated from military planning (see
VIPP 1993). Then U.S. Secretary of Defense,

Robert McNamara, used this hard- and software

to coordinate war logistics in trying to win the

Vietnam War. He tried in vain as we all know. It

is part of the historical irony that DSE’s Center

for Public Administration (ZÖV) employed

MOVE – and, hence, part of the same ‘hardware’

– with great and lasting success in Viet Nam.

Two of the Vietnamese MOVE specialists trained

in the process helped elaborate this manual.

So, MOVE is a set of methods, instruments and

competences that share a philosophical platform

derived from creative processes of dialogue. To

the Greek, dia logos was “the uninhibited flow of

meaning” within a group which provided

insights that the individual would not gain by
himself. Today, we would call this “team learn-

ing” (see Senge 1990:19). Unfortunately (and
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wrongly), learning today has become synony-

mous with “taking in information” - at school, in
a course, through a TV program or a manual.

But - as elaborated in Part 4 on participation

competence - information dissemination hardly

has anything in common with a genuine learn-

ing process. It does not make sense to say „I

learned how to ride a bike because I read a
fantastic book about it!“ Instead, learning

touches the essence of human existence as we

rediscover and, at times, recreate ourselves and

our physical and social environment. Learning

means acquiring skills we didn’t possess before.

It means to interpret the world we live in and the
relationships we have with it from a fresh

perspective. Learning means to take part in a

creative act and to share the results of something

new. Human beings usually have a strong desire
for this kind of experience, for most of us it

becomes a basic need.

Adult learning, here, is defined as a conscious

communication process towards a shared

meaning within a group aiming at solving
problems and guiding human activities. As such,

learning is based on a combination of practical

experiences within a working, material and social

environment, external conditioning by peers,

colleagues or superiors, cognitive problem

solving and a humanistic orientation along a set
of social norms and cultural values.

MOVE and other moderation and visualization

methods have been applied in various fields and

establish the basis for recent adaptations:

� training events

� planning and other workshops

� social mobilization

� applied research

� organizational management

� human resource and institutional capacity
development

� team building

� business meetings

� curricula development

� learning and planning at schools

� conflict management and resolution
� search conferences or open space,

for example in Agenda 21 contexts.

In this manual, we will focus on training,

learning and planning events. Most of those

events will be organized as work-shops where
people meet to address selected topics in a group

outside their regular jobs. The participants

usually will be experts or people affected by

plans, decisions or change. A specialized

moderator will be responsible for methodological

issues and group dynamics. The workshop’s
results typically will go beyond the event itself

(see Lipp and Will 2001: 13). Events that focus on

Point of Departure
information dissemination or knowledge transfer

should better be called ‘seminar’, ‘lecture’ or

‘presentation’. A training course or program

often encompasses workshop and seminar
elements in combination with practical exercises

and capacity development. And yet, even within

the limited spectrum of training, learning and

planning events there is a broad continuum of

philosophies and designs.

Philosophy and Design ContinuumPhilosophy and Design ContinuumPhilosophy and Design ContinuumPhilosophy and Design ContinuumPhilosophy and Design Continuum
of Tof Tof Tof Tof Training, Learning andraining, Learning andraining, Learning andraining, Learning andraining, Learning and

Planning EventsPlanning EventsPlanning EventsPlanning EventsPlanning Events

in-putin-putin-putin-putin-put work-outwork-outwork-outwork-outwork-out

cognitivecognitivecognitivecognitivecognitive affectiveaffectiveaffectiveaffectiveaffective

ready-madeready-madeready-madeready-madeready-made tailoredtailoredtailoredtailoredtailored

homogeneoushomogeneoushomogeneoushomogeneoushomogeneous heterogeneousheterogeneousheterogeneousheterogeneousheterogeneous

plannedplannedplannedplannedplanned unstructuredunstructuredunstructuredunstructuredunstructured

conventionalconventionalconventionalconventionalconventional creativecreativecreativecreativecreative

self organizedself organizedself organizedself organizedself organized expert drivenexpert drivenexpert drivenexpert drivenexpert driven

all at onceall at onceall at onceall at onceall at once in modulesin modulesin modulesin modulesin modules

one-to-oneone-to-oneone-to-oneone-to-oneone-to-one large groupslarge groupslarge groupslarge groupslarge groups

st

adapted from: Will 2001
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In training and learning events, the initial level

of knowledge and the suitability of the subject
itself are of particular importance. We distin-

guish between two principal types which are

inseparable and which often overlap.

����� TTTTTopics which are part of theopics which are part of theopics which are part of theopics which are part of theopics which are part of the

participantsparticipantsparticipantsparticipantsparticipants’ experience’ experience’ experience’ experience’ experience

If the subject matters of a group event are
already part of the experience or knowledge of

the participants, the goal of the meeting is an

experience exchange. Through this experience

exchange, it is hoped to acquire new insights,

proposals to solve problems, or initial plans of

action. This builds on the fact that the sum
total of experiences and know-how in a group

is more than the addition of the know-how of

the group’s individual members. This type of

topic necessitates mobilizing the creativity of

the participants and of the team of

moderators, because the solution to problems
is not determined beforehand – it will be

elaborated on in a finely-tuned

communication process.

����� TTTTTopics outside the participants‘ experienceopics outside the participants‘ experienceopics outside the participants‘ experienceopics outside the participants‘ experienceopics outside the participants‘ experience

Training or workshops often comprise topics
which are completely new to the participants

and, therefore, cannot be discussed but just

have to be studied. This is the situation for

future accountants familiarizing themselves

with the bookkeeping system prescribed by

law. There is no possibility of acquiring this
know-how through a dialogue among

participants. And yet, active participation can

be useful. Case studies may be used to

familiarize the participants with experiences
or knowledge which they have not acquired in

reality, but which are prerequisites for the

application and discussion of new know-how.

In the case of an experience exchange, as well as

in the case of a conventional training situation,
the reality of the participants’ work determines

the choice of the content. Only if the moderators

and trainers or resource persons know the

problems in detail can they offer an appropriate

solution. They first learn from the participants in

order to be able to train them appropriately.
In planning and other workshops, resolving

complex problems requires communication and

decision-making. The more persons, interest

groups or institutions are involved, the more

difficult it becomes. The question whether to

involve more or less individuals in a planning
process, allowing them the right of voice in

decision-making, may also cause controversial

discussions. Two examples illustrate this

‘participation dilemma’:

����� CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication

Does ‘one person – one vote’ mean that

participation is only possible in small groups?

Normally, in large groups, one-way

communication is dominant: the teacher, the

coordinator, the ’born orator‘ – all find the
‘right way’, exert their ‘authority’ and

transform the other participants into a

receptive herd. Of course, if everyone abused

his or her right of speaking, a decision could

never be taken.

����� Decision-makingDecision-makingDecision-makingDecision-makingDecision-making

Will every good decision be taken together

and in a participatory manner? Often

authorities ‘up the ladder‘ decide what should

be done and who is going to do it. Later on, it

may be found that the results did not turn out
as hoped because there were

misunderstandings, resistance, and even

obstruction.

In order to resolve complex problems, you need

something more than just technically appropri-
ate solutions. You should consider the individual

as an active person in the planning process and
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not as an object. You should also take into

account that it is difficult for individuals to
change their attitudes and practices. Individuals

show a great reluctance to change the status quo

because actual conditions may be a ‘known evil’.

But the insecurity of a yet unfamiliar alternative

may seem even worse. This is even more difficult

when it comes to changing attitudes and behav-
ioral patterns of large groups.

A group event of the type outlined above may be

necessary if there is a common problem for a

group of people which should not or cannot be

decided by an individual alone. The problem may
comprise a political task or it may arise because

of a technical necessity or a lack of knowledge,

skills or attitudes.

The focus of the required group event is not the

expertise or the knowledge of external experts or
trainers alone but the need or request to solve the

given problem by or in close cooperation with the

participants themselves (see Part 5). Therefore, it

is most important to be familiar with the group

assembling for the event. Homogeneity of the
group can be desirable, but heterogeneity can be

stimulating to help solve complex problems. The

contents, program and subject of discussions at a

group event are determined by the participants’

need for solving the prevailing problem. The

identification of this problem in the field is
difficult and should be undertaken together with

the people concerned and stakeholders. But it

may not be easy for participants to formulate

their needs.

On the basis of these considerations, the team of
organizers and moderators of a group event

should create favorable conditions to group

dynamics. In case of a training course, modera-

tors have a two-fold function: on the one hand,

they coordinate, monitor and supervise. On the

other hand,  they are a member of the group.
This is a basic principle in participatory learning

and interactive training. Another principle is

active participation in meetings which, in turn,

increases motivation and communication among

the group members.

In order to achieve the greatest possible partici-

pation, you should create conducive training and
working situations. A variety of factors play a

role, for example

� training or working procedure

� type of subject

� composition of the group
� participants’ communication capacity

� skills or competences of

the moderators

� application of basic moderation and

visualization elements

� intensity of preparation and flexibility of
organization.

It is necessary to stress that any participatory

approach is useless if there is no important

reason or no common problem motivating the

group to work together. Also, you should keep in

mind that adapting the new training approach is
a practical process of experiences and experi-

ments, trial and error. Working in a team

definitely is the best method to learn it.

Above all, it should be clear that the MOVE

approach
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� is not a ‘magic tool box‘ of elements and

techniques. It is a process of cooperation and

participation and depends on the mentality,

on the attitudes and behaviors of the persons
involved in the group process

� is not a closed package. Instead, its elements

and instruments are open to variation and

adaptation

� is not a list of ready-made recipes and

answers. Applying it will challenge your
creativity to find new forms, and to search for

new ways.

The MOVE approach evolved out of the need to

find training approaches for involving each

participant in the working process of group
events, getting results understood, respected and

agreed upon. It is based on scientific findings,

while integrating different sources and being

adapted to the needs of international and

intercultural training and learning. In addition, it
combines technical elements such as visualiza-

tion with developmental conceptual elements

like participation and cooperation and takes the

human element, its senses, capacities and

potentials into account. Contents are treated

holistically in a cognitive, affective and practical
way, addressing head, heart and hand.

For example, a conclusion or insight such as

“cooperation is a more efficient group behavior

than competition” can be reached in various

ways. You may read about or listen to a rational

explanation which appeals to your cognitive
dimension. You may engage in a game or role

play which leads you into emotional contact with

others and opens affective doors to the same

conclusion. Also, you may get involved in a

practical exercise that teaches you a lesson

through learning by doing. As a moderator, you
may either select one of those learning modes to

HEADHEADHEADHEADHEAD
Cognitive dimension

to knowto knowto knowto knowto know

HEARTHEARTHEARTHEARTHEART
Affective dimension

to feelto feelto feelto feelto feel

HANDHANDHANDHANDHAND
Psycho-motoric

 dimension to doto doto doto doto do

reach the intended learning objective or you can
combine them so they reinforce each other.

The ‘Head-Heart-Hand’ trilogy in achieving

learning objectives is very similar to designing

an effective communication or social marketing

strategy. First, you analyze the knowledge,
attitudes and practices of your target audience

because you would like to identify what the

people you want to reach know, feel and do about

the subject matter of your message. Later, this so-

called KAP Analysis helps you to formulate

messages and select media or communication
channels in a way that appeals to the cognitive,

affective and psycho-motoric dimension of

your target group most appropriately (see

Oepen 2000).
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MOVE means Teamwork

As the moderator, you should not see yourself as
a master or teacher but as a ‘facilitator’, a ‘servant

of a group’, or a ‘communication butler’. But you

will definitely need specific skills and

competences because the success of a training or

meeting greatly depends  on good moderation,

which is both, a skillful craft and a creative art.
MOVE moderators bring a group together,

develop and balance its potentials in a non-

dominating  way. They are knowledgeable about

the issues at stake without showing this off.

Asking and formulating the right question at the

right time is one of their most important tasks.
He or she is fluent in visualizing and presenting

questions, in elaborating  on the individual steps

of a certain topic, or on discussion results. Also,

MOVE moderators master a variety of games and

exercises to enhance group dynamics and
organize plenary sessions as well as team work

in a well-planned, scripted way. Therefore, the

kind of skills and qualities you will most need in

your regular work are summarized below and

constitute the heart of the matter of Part 4:

����� interaction competenceinteraction competenceinteraction competenceinteraction competenceinteraction competence ensures focused

work results and, in turn, creates effective

communication and problem solving

����� visualization competencevisualization competencevisualization competencevisualization competencevisualization competence supports general

understanding, and serving as an external

memory of topics developed and results
achieved

����� participation competenceparticipation competenceparticipation competenceparticipation competenceparticipation competence brings out the best
in a group by means of cumulative learning

which all individuals contribute to

����� dramaturgic competencedramaturgic competencedramaturgic competencedramaturgic competencedramaturgic competence arranges an event

alternating between suspense and thrill,

group and plenary sessions, experience and

cognition.

As a skillful and qualified MOVE moderator

you will

� turn recipients who passively consume inputs

supplied by a master into participants who
share their outputs with others interactively

� make participants and team members feel

that „Nobody knows everything but everybody

knows something“,

� convince the participants of the method not by
preaching but by applying it according to the

rules you have established with them,

� set the tone of the event by controlling

tension, measuring social interaction and

avoiding that there are winners and losers,

� use questions which set processes of
exploration and reflection in motion, instead

of statements which easily symbolize the

status quo,

� distinguish between your perceptions,

assumptions and value judgments in order

to avoid misunderstandings,
� detach yourself from personal views on

contents and subject matters,

� be in control of your body language and

your emotions,

� trust in other people’s intellectual and

creative potential,
� possess tolerance, patience and active

listening skills,

� have confidence without arrogance, and lead

without domination,

� be guided by life experience and

common sense,
� respect the ideas, opinions and practices

of others,

The MOVE Moderator
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� be able to create an atmosphere of confidence

and mutual trust among participants,
� develop dramaturgic features by flexibly

adapting and modifying moderation and

visualization methods, instruments and

sequences of steps,

� possess drawing and handwriting skills,

� acquire a sense for arranging space,
structure, colors and other moderation

elements in order to create an attractive

physical environment.

Moderators, of course, cannot be separated from

the participants they cooperate with. The

question “Which types of participants is MOVE

appropriate for?“ is easy to answer: all persons

open to communication and cooperation. And
the motivation to communicate can be stimu-

lated and mobilized by a seasoned moderator.

But you should remember that adults are mostly

voluntary learners. Their motivation is highest

when they personally have a chance to decide
what and how they learn. Learning, to them, is

an interactive process which appeals to cognitive

capacities as well as to interpersonal relation-

ships and feelings. They learn best when

resource persons and support material present

links to their working situations. Also, adults
learn most from peers who share experiences,

assist each other and enforce team work. Last but

not least, as was illustrated in Part 1 about “How

we learn” and “What we remember”, people learn

and remember things best they have developed

and articulated themselves, preferably in a

visualized way.

This is particularly true for illiterate or semi-

illiterate participants. MOVE works with them,
too, as was frequently proven in rural areas.

There are many examples of successful visualiza-

tion through pictures and symbols adapted to the

cultural reality of less literate social groups (see

Part 4 on visualization). A very impressive
method is GRAAP - Research and Support Group

for Farmers’ Self-Help (see Hoffmann 1995) in a

number of African countries or the Flexiflan

approach used by Indonesian NGO (see Wibowo

1988). Nonetheless, the moderation approach

described in this manual is primarily aimed at
those who know how to write. It has successfully

been used in village settings as well as in office

meetings or international workshops, with a

small or large numbers of participants, with the

young and the old, with women and men.

Experience has shown that this approach can

integrate even very heterogeneous groups such

as university professors and waste pickers in

Indonesian environmental communication

training. However, uneasiness within a given

group of participants is something we some-
times face as moderators. This must not neces-

sarily result in conflict. We prefer to speak of

‘difficult situations.’ A funny typology of partici-

pants, their main characteristics, and some

recommendations on how to deal with them is

presented overleaf.

The Participants

As you can see, the skills and qualities of a

moderator are of particular importance in the
MOVE context. True, the success of a training or

meeting greatly depends on a good moderator,

but it depends even more on team work, on the

trustful and open cooperation of moderators,

participants, resource persons and other people

involved. Therefore, let’s have a look at the other
people at work.
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Planning an event requires, first of all, the

selection and composition of a team with

different functions. The composition of a team is

the task of the organizer, sometimes in coopera-

tion with the moderator. Usually, the organizing
institution will determine some staff members

responsible for organizational and logistical

matters. The prerequisites, requirements and

tasks of the team members can be summarized

as follows:

OrganizersOrganizersOrganizersOrganizersOrganizers
QualifQualifQualifQualifQualification ication ication ication ication – experience in organizing events,

administration and communication, decision-

making and leadership skills

TTTTTasksasksasksasksasks – responsible for the macro-organizational

and logistical dimension of the event, training
needs assessment, selection of participants,

sending out invitations, booking venue and

rooms, arranging meals, organizing transport,

providing equipment such as MOVE hardware

and material, multi-media projector, flipcharts,

TV set and VCR etc

ModeratorsModeratorsModeratorsModeratorsModerators
QualifQualifQualifQualifQualificationicationicationicationication – experience in moderating

workshops, basic knowledge on the subject

matter, flexible working approach, high commu-

nication skills, experience in using the visualiza-

tion methods, emotional stability, teamwork
experience

TTTTTasks asks asks asks asks –     responsible for the methodological

dimension and the event’s group dynamics,

preparing the event’s script, safeguard the ‘red

thread’ in terms of didactics, contents and

methods, elaborating training materials, moder-
ating the workshop in a participatory and

problem-oriented way, documenting working

Team Composition

The BullyThe BullyThe BullyThe BullyThe Bully
Remains calm and factual, doesn´t  contribute
to the conflict, avoids direct reactions but lets
the plenary voice its concern, refrains to a
policy of neglecting the bickering as a last
resort.
The DoerThe DoerThe DoerThe DoerThe Doer
A pillar in any event, lets them summarize
results, tutors working groups, moderates
discussions.
The Clever OneThe Clever OneThe Clever OneThe Clever OneThe Clever One
Lets the plenary deal with their statements,
asks plenary about the latter’s subject matter
relevance, monitors time.

The TThe TThe TThe TThe Talkativealkativealkativealkativealkative
Avoids interruptions of discussions by strict
allocation of time and sequence of speakers,
limits statements.
The IntrovertThe IntrovertThe IntrovertThe IntrovertThe Introvert
Asks easy questions to start with, raises self-
esteem, appreciates contribution explicitly.
The SkepticThe SkepticThe SkepticThe SkepticThe Skeptic
Raises their ambitions, asks for their opinion,
appreciates and uses their know-how and
experience.

The Thick-SkinnedThe Thick-SkinnedThe Thick-SkinnedThe Thick-SkinnedThe Thick-Skinned
Asks for examples from their working
environment to stimulate their interest,
involves them in presenting group results.
The UntouchableThe UntouchableThe UntouchableThe UntouchableThe Untouchable
Instead of criticizing, uses the „Yes, but...“ -
technique.
The CynicThe CynicThe CynicThe CynicThe Cynic
Is     often a subject matter specialist who would
like to contradict the moderator, doesn’t
address their sometimes provocative
statements directly, but lets the plenary refer
to it.
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process and results of the workshop, elaborating

recommendations for follow-up events – all in
close cooperation with the other team members

and the organizers

Event AssistantsEvent AssistantsEvent AssistantsEvent AssistantsEvent Assistants
QualifQualifQualifQualifQualification ication ication ication ication –     basic understanding of the

requirements to organize a participatory group
event, flexible working approach, good commu-

nication skills and high organizational capacity

TTTTTasks asks asks asks asks – responsible for the micro-organizational

dimension of the event, assisting the moderator,

participants and organizers during the work-

shop, managing the MOVE materials, especially
pin boards, distributing workshop materials,

photocopying, photo documentation, computer

services, running errands with travel and other

agencies etc

Resource PResource PResource PResource PResource Personsersonsersonsersonsersons
QualifQualifQualifQualifQualification ication ication ication ication –     called ‘trainer’ or ‘experts’ in

conventional training,     practical and theoretical

knowledge and experience in the subject matter,

ability to communicate effectively with partici-

pants, flexibility, openness and willingness to
tackle all questions of participants, experience

with teamwork, visualization and interactive

learning

TTTTTasksasksasksasksasks – responsible for the contents and the

technical state-of-the-art dimension of the event,

providing detailed input on the subject matter,
elaborating appropriate exercises, group work

tasks, field trips and support material in close

cooperation with the moderator

In workshops or training events with a larger

number of participants, the role of a moderator
and a resource person is often differentiated.

����� ModeratorsModeratorsModeratorsModeratorsModerators help the group define its

objectives and intentions, formulate precise

questions and tasks, and facilitate working out

solutions. Hence, they are the catalyst in the
learning and decision-making process, but

they do not interfere with the subject matters

of the discussions.

����� Resource personsResource personsResource personsResource personsResource persons     provide the group with

specific, often sector-specific know-how and

information. They help in understanding the
topics dealt with and assist in finding

alternative solutions.

You may notice that there is no explicit ‘trainer’,

the dominant figure in conventional events.

MOVE, as you know, puts as much emphasis on

methods as on contents. That explains the

differentiation of roles between the moderator
who looks after the pedagogical and social

matters and the resource person who serves as a

technical expert in the field in question. In case

the resource persons do not yet have enough

experience with moderation and visualization

methods, the moderators should plan for enough
time for a detailed meeting on the basics of

MOVE. If possible, the resource persons should

stay present throughout the entire event because

the (soft) group process is as important as the

(hard) information input. In practice, this will

often be too costly. There are three potential ways
out of this dilemma:

����� The subject matter specialists are amongThe subject matter specialists are amongThe subject matter specialists are amongThe subject matter specialists are amongThe subject matter specialists are among

the participants.the participants.the participants.the participants.the participants. This is a preferable solution

as it is in line with the MOVE philosophy:

Nobody knows everything, but everyone

knows something”. But this requires a balance
of participants experienced in particular fields

or methods. Also, the curriculum and

background material for this kind of event

needs to be prepared in great detail.
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Participants can then set up a mini-lecture, a

presentation, an exercise or a case study from

within the group process and based on a

plenary mandate.

����� Resource persons are invited to work onResource persons are invited to work onResource persons are invited to work onResource persons are invited to work onResource persons are invited to work on

specifspecifspecifspecifspecific topics for parts of the event.ic topics for parts of the event.ic topics for parts of the event.ic topics for parts of the event.ic topics for parts of the event.

Experience tells us that it may be hard to

integrate such an expert into the ongoing

group process if the person is not willing to

discuss, interact and engage in group work

and to question him- or herself. That is why
you should be very careful with isolated

lecture-type presentations but, instead, invite

experts for at least 2-4 sessions.

����� The moderator takes over the role of theThe moderator takes over the role of theThe moderator takes over the role of theThe moderator takes over the role of theThe moderator takes over the role of the

resource person for certain sessions.resource person for certain sessions.resource person for certain sessions.resource person for certain sessions.resource person for certain sessions. Of

course, this requires special know-how and
preparation. The co-moderator or a qualified

participant should act as a moderator during

those sessions so that the distinction between

the two roles remains clear to the participants.

Never act as a moderator and a resource

person at the same time.

The same person can act as a moderator and a

resource person, but the two functions should

not be performed simultaneously. If possible, a

team should allow its members to change their

functions. This avoids overburdening one person
who, as a result, may become too dominant in a

participatory event. Here is a specific example for

the way in which a resource person could

interact with a moderator:

� The resource person provides a 15-20 minute
input on a specific subject or problem when

this is required by the program or by

participants. These presentations are

visualized and followed by a dialogue among

the participants and between them and the

resource person. The moderator facilitates the
discussion itself.

� The moderator, then, could ask the plenary to

split up into working groups in order to  apply

the key points of the input to the participants’

working environment. To this end, he or she

should formulate precise questions or tasks.
The resource person is available to the

working groups for clarifications and

comments.

� The working group results are presented,

discussed and evaluated in plenary, the

process again is subtly facilitated by the
moderator. The resource person comments on

the results and puts them into perspective.

In a group event, resource persons should

comply with the rules, just like any other
participant does. The resource persons can and

should also learn from the other participants and

their experiences. Therefore, they should

participate in the entire event so that they can

provide assistance at any given time. If that is not

possible, they should, at the very least, remain
present for all plenary and working group

sessions related to their topics. This option is not

recommended because participants, once they

have entered a dialogue based on interaction,

equality and mutual assistance, do not easily

accept experts who just join the event for a while.

The roles in the workshop or event team should

preferably change. Every day, another team

member should act as so called ‘moderator of the

day’ and assume responsibility for the prepara-

tion and organization of that day’s work. In case
of methodological controversies among the team

members - for example about the sequence or

timing of steps in the learning process - the

moderator of the day takes the final decision. We

recommend that for events exceeding one week

at least two moderators should be available. For
larger events, at least three people should form
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the team with the following functions being

taken up on a rotational basis:

� one person should act as moderator

� one person should act as co-moderator and

observe both the group of participants and

their reactions, and the conduct of the

moderator as a coach or supervisor
� one person should act as resource person.

You can introduce specialists to the team to

answer specific question, but they should be

well-integrated into the team. Acting in a team
demands from its members the same skills as

working in a group does from its participants:

� following the rules which were accepted

at the outset

� respecting the opinion of others
� reaching consensus (above all on methods)

� finding a cooperative style of work.

One person should be responsible for coordinat-

ing the team. Beforehand, this person should

initiate the development of the program with the
team, as this is an important stage for creating

consensus within the team. During the program,

the team meets every evening after the last

session, and then evaluates and possibly adapts

the program.

Additional services, provided by a photographer,

an interpreter or a driver may be needed. To a

great degree, the composition of the team

depends on the topic, content structure and the

participants. For an event with senior decision-

makers, it is advisable to choose a rather experi-
enced moderator. Some events might require

moderators who would also take over some input

sessions on the subject matter. For a group of 20

participants, usually one moderator is needed.
Possibly, one co-moderator can be hired to

assume the responsibility for a number of

sessions. Often, the co-moderator is a younger or

less experienced person who learns on-the-job

and is supervised by the team. A gender-balanced

team of moderators will contribute to the success
of an event, and it will help solve possible

conflicts with and among participants. At least

one event assistant for a workshop group of 20

participants is needed. Assistants, too, should be

briefed on MOVE.

„Team work is good – Not only for moderators”
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If possible, the team should plan and implement

a workshop or training event together from the

start. In this process, the team will most often go
through at least three stages: before, during and

after an event. These issues are summarized

here with a focus on didactical aspects as

organizational matters are dealt with in Part 5.

Before the EventBefore the EventBefore the EventBefore the EventBefore the Event
Ideally, the team’s first planning session should

take place some weeks before the event. Mostly,

the team meets just before the workshop. The

main objective of this meeting is to clarify the

following questions

� Last things first: What is the event’s

‘final product’?

� What are the recommendations of the needs

assessment?

� What are the learning objectives, expected

results or decisions of the event?
� Who are the participants and which

institutions do they come from?

� What will the size of the group be?

� What are the characteristics and skills of

the participants and possible structure of

the group?
� How will action plans recommended by the

event be implemented ‘in real life’?

Another task is the detailed elaboration of the

event’s script. Often, a draft version has been

circulated among the team members via e-mail
or fax. Each day of the program should be

planned in terms of the event’s content, guiding

questions, division of responsibilities within the

team, and time line for each session. As ex-

plained in detail in Part 4 on scripting an event,

dividing a working day into four sessions of 90
minutes each has proven to be an ideal time

frame. In between the morning and afternoon

sessions, there should be a half-hour coffee or tea

break in addition to a lunch break of at least one

hour. Unless necessary, we advise you not to

extend or vary the duration of sessions. The
logical structure of the topics dealt with, the

mixture between theoretical input, application

Teamwork

� Moderators have different personal

characteristics which are perceived, accepted

and appreciated differently by participants if

they alternate in handling sessions
� The dramaturgy of an event can be arranged

more attractively and creatively if a team is

at work

� Moderation is very demanding and

intensive. It, therefore, requires phases of

rest and reflection throughout the process
� Each part of the program is prepared the day

before it is carried out. While one moderator

guides the group process, the other may

reflect on the program details for the

next day

� Moderators need feedback on performance

and reactions of participants and
themselves. While one member of the team

moderates, the other may observe,

document and evaluate for immediate or

later analysis supervision and team coaching

� Often, new materials are needed, cards have

to be distributed or collected, a dialogue
needs to be visualized or several working

groups to be supervised. In those cases,

team members will assist each other

Advantages of Working in a Team of Moderators
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and discussion during group work and interac-

tive didactical exercises should be clearly recog-

nizable. The planning meeting should conclude

with precisely formulated tasks distributed
among the team members. Thus, everyone

knows which elements during the workshop he

or she has to prepare more specifically.

During the EventDuring the EventDuring the EventDuring the EventDuring the Event
Ideally, the team gets together a day before the

event starts for a second planning session. In

practice, this is usually the first time all team

members – organizers, moderators, resource
persons, and event assistants – meet. The

team will

� go through the entire program script

in general,

� particularly plan in great detail the event’s first
two days, including a precise distribution of

tasks,

� prepare the plenary room for the first day

(seating arrangement, pin boards, flip charts,

photo camera, media and other material).

By the end of every day, the team of moderators

will meet to evaluate the day’s process and results

and the participants’ reactions to the program. In

light of this assessment, the team will review

and, if necessary, modify the next day’s program.

It may be useful to include the organizers and
event assistants in order to receive comments

from a different than the moderators’ perspec-

tive. The team prepares for each day of the event in

advance, using the script for recording the steps,

tasks, materials needed and responsibilities for

each session. Also, the ‘moderator of the day’ is
determined who will assume the overall responsi-

bility on the following day. Short team meetings

during the day may be necessary to rearrange the

schedule or prepare special materials.

After the EventAfter the EventAfter the EventAfter the EventAfter the Event
After the workshop, the team members and the

organizers should jointly reflect on the results of

the final evaluation and discuss the general

question “Which parts of the curriculum or

program should be improved, maintained or

changed if the event should be implemented
again?” The evaluation should be based on the

participants’ assessment and the teams own

conclusions. Finally, follow-up activities can be

planned at this stage. At least 4-6 months after a

training event, a follow-up evaluation labeled “Is
there life after training?” should be conducted,

focusing on the implementation of training

contents in the participants’ working reality. Based

on evaluation conclusions, specific follow-up

activities such as advanced training courses, e-

learning, peer reviews or coaching measures can
and should be implemented later.
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MOVE Competences
In Part 4, we will elaborate on three levels of

MOVE - methods, instruments and competences,

while keeping a fourth level in mind, that is, the

philosophy we addressed in Part 2. It could be
said that the philosophy is more about the ‘heart

of the matter,’ that the methods can be associated

with the ‘head’ and the instruments with the

‘hand’ dimension of holistic adult learning. The

competences, again, incorporate all the three

dimensions in full - head, heart, and hand. The
focus will be on the moderator’s role and

function and the competence needed for the

moderation process. As it is a useful practice in

any MOVE training or meeting to define first the

terms and topics to be dealt with, we will do the

same here.

MOVE, like most moderation approaches, is both

a philosophyphilosophyphilosophyphilosophyphilosophy - meaning: a set of ethical prin-

ciples - and a method, i.e., a toolkit of instru-

ments or techniques that help improve adult
learning, enhance group participation, speed up

information processing, and make decisions

transparent and result-oriented. The term’s Latin

origins ‘modus’ and ‘moderare’ mean ‘measure’

or ‘means,’ respectively, ‘steering’ or ‘mitigating’.

And, indeed, we will see that we, as moderators,
not only lead a meeting or dialogue, but that we

also try to accommodate a modus cooperandi and

modus vivendi which all participants can share

and live with. As with other basic philosophies

and methods that must be learned and mastered

before you can apply them in practice, some
people have a certain ‘natural talent’ or affinity

for MOVE, but most others can acquire it

through learning by doing.

A methodmethodmethodmethodmethod is a ‘path that leads somewhere’ (its

original meaning in Greek), i.e., a system of
organizational and behavioral rules aimed at

addressing problems, developing new insights,

accomplishing tasks, reaching goals, and

optimizing results. Each science or field has its

own methods, as we all know from our various

professional backgrounds. But they all share
certain common elements: re-, in- and deduction,

analysis and synthesis, analogy and comparison,

experiment and observation etc.

InstrumentsInstrumentsInstrumentsInstrumentsInstruments or techniques are standardized
parts of a method, e.g., indicators, scales, tests or

questionnaires in the social sciences, or lectures,

buzz groups, case studies, or visual aids in

pedagogy. As a method, MOVE uses a wide

variety of instruments, and their use will be

explained in this Part. Instruments do exist in
their own right, and yet - by themselves - they are

nothing but tools. You have to know how to use a

hammer, otherwise you will end up twisting nails

or injuring your thumb. The tools become a

piece of art once they are arranged and composed

in harmony with the peculiarities of the subject
matter at hand. Also, they should be appropriate

for the problems and needs of the participants

and their socio-cultural backgrounds. Last, but

definitely not least, the instruments should be

blended with social and communication
competences and embedded in a firm belief in

participation and people’s capacity for self-

organization.

Typical MOVE
  
instruments are

� buzz and working groups for the brain-

storming and gradual elaboration of ideas

� alternation between plenary, group and

individual work

� carefully formulated questions that arouse

curiosity instead of predetermined tasks
� active listening as an expression of respect

and tolerance towards the views of others

� writing, collecting, and arranging cards on

boards with pins

� visualized processing of topics in

presentations or ‘info markets’
� moderated ‘win-win’ dialogues instead of

‘winner/loser’ debates

� energizers, ice-breakers, role plays,

simulations, and games

� case studies, field visits and ‘real life

laboratories’
� continuous evaluation and reflection of

processes and results.
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In a nutshell, the moderation methods depart

from a trust in people’s intellectual and creative

potentials. Hence, the MOVE processes tend to

turn recipients - who passively take in bits of

‘wisdom’ provided by a master - into participants
who share their experiences with others in an

active learning process. This, of course, will not

happen by itself. Instead, it needs a skilled

moderator and a set of social communication

and managerial competences that can be learned

and acquired.

The working definition of competence, here, is

the capacity to adapt, apply, mix, and develop the

moderation methods and instruments explained

later on in this publication. In the Latin origin,

competentia qualifies a person who „meets and

balances requirements“ and assumes responsi-

bility. In MOVE:

� Interaction competenceInteraction competenceInteraction competenceInteraction competenceInteraction competence is the qualification
to organize and regulate learning and working

processes in an atmosphere of trust, respect,

and shared meaning among participants,

moderators, and resource persons. The

competence ensures focused work results

and, in turn, creates effective communication
and problem solutions.

� VVVVVisualization competenceisualization competenceisualization competenceisualization competenceisualization competence refers to the

ability to use and arrange a variety of

instruments for visual aids, presentations and

dialogues which both, support effective

communication and participation, and serve
as an external memory of topics elaborated on

and results achieved.

� PPPPParticipation competencearticipation competencearticipation competencearticipation competencearticipation competence embodies the

moderator’s skill to bring out the best in a

group by means of cumulative learning, a

process which all individuals contribute to.
The complexity of problems is met with

diversity in views and solutions by mixed

teams of investigators: sectors, disciplines,

outsiders/locals etc. Also, participants should

learn that such experiential potentials can be

enhanced in cooperation with their partners
and beneficiaries at work.

� Dramaturgic competenceDramaturgic competenceDramaturgic competenceDramaturgic competenceDramaturgic competence has a managerial

dimension - „doing things right“ - as far as the

proper organization of an event is concerned:

preparation, implementation, follow-up. More

importantly, it is the art of „arranging the
right things at the right time.“ Like a film

director or a music conductor, a moderator

scripts an event with all the details of an

evolving drama: He or she alternates between

suspense and thrill, individuals, groups and

plenary sessions, experiences and cognition.
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Do’s and Don’ts for a Moderator
� Mobilize the participants’ creative energy

and existing knowledge, and open space for

the active interaction of all in a relaxed and

informal atmosphere.

� Link the issues raised during the event to
the participants’ working situation and

stated problems.

� Apply the 60-30-10 rule on learning modes:

60% practice-orientation in working groups,

30% discussions and conclusions in plenary,

10% theoretical input through individual
study.

� Keep the 20/20 rule on presentations in

mind: 20 minutes maximum for expert

lectures, 20 minutes minimum for

presenting substantial working group

results in plenary.
� Motivate by means of questions that

stimulate curiosity and exploration.

� Listen before you talk, in order to fully grasp

the socio-cultural and professional

background, the working situation, and the
problems of your participants.

� Facilitate the exchange of information and

the solution of conflicts by means of

dialogue, but do not intervene directly.

� Introduce guidelines for participatory

approaches and submit proposals for
consensus within the group, but do not force

your view on to the participants.

� Pass on subject matter and methodological

questions directed at the moderator to the

plenary or possibly a resource person.

� Do not defend your procedures, but be self-
critical in the use of moderation rules and in

the evaluation of your own function.

� Formulate questions for group work

carefully and precisely: If possible, pretest

them among the members of your

moderation team.

� Always visualize questions for group work

on a board or flipchart, explain them

carefully and ask whether further

clarifications are necessary.

� Never change questions or a predetermined
course of action without consulting the

participants and asking for their approval.

� Always allocate precise and sufficient time

lines for group work or other tasks, and try

to avoid abusing breaks for work:

Participants need breaks for regenerating
and refreshing their minds.

� From time to time, certainly every morning,

provide the ‘red thread’ in the learning

process: Use a visualized program structure,

recall the last topics of the program and the

last steps in the learning process, and
provide a look ahead into the program to

follow.

� Always provide time and space for working

groups to present and discuss their results

in plenary. Respect the efforts they have
invested. Ask the groups to present but

highlights of their conclusions if time is a

concern.

� Always read cards aloud before pinning

them to the soft board, and ask participants

to do so as well.
� Maintain eye contact with the audience:

When pinning cards to the soft board or

writing on a flipchart, do not speak with

your back to the audience.

� Never throw away cards written by

participants. Respect their ideas. Should the
same idea be mentioned several times, you

may cluster them together, or put one on top

of the other if space is a concern

� For documentation purposes, keep track of

the many posters with group or plenary

results generated throughout an event by
putting a number code in the lower right

corner of the poster.
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Before we go into the details of the four

competences at work, it may be useful to take a

closer look at one of the procedures that you will

use very often - collecting and structuring ideas

on cards:

� As the moderator, you read the visualized

question out aloud and ask whether it is

understood.

� Each participant is given a number of cards.

You may limit the number of cards per
individual or per group if time constraints or

board space are a concern for later

presentations.

� Each participant, or several participants as a

buzz group, writes down his or her answers or

ideas: One idea - one card.
� You collect the cards after everybody has

finished writing. You may mix the cards in

order to avoid individual sequences and

preserve anonymity.

� You read the cards to the group by holding

them up, then pin them randomly. Remember
that about 30 cards fit on a standard board

with enough space between them, so that you

can cluster them together later.

� In a second step, cluster the cards together

according to the suggestions or structure

proposed by the participants. Cards that
belong to several clusters should be doubled.

� The different clusters of cards should be

surrounded by a line, like a ‘cloud.’ This

constitutes a ‘map’ or ‘poster’ of the group’s

opinion.

� Headings for these clusters should be
formulated by or with the group. It may be

meaningful for the group to put the ‘clouds’ in

a sequential or priority order, or to decide

which headings should be dealt with in

greater detail.

� To identify gaps, you may ask „What is
missing?.“

� The group finally discusses and analyzes the

conclusions, adding further cards, if

necessary.

� By the end of the day, you should attach a

number code in the lower right corner of each
‘poster’ for documentation purposes or a

photo report. In addition to a consecutive

number for each poster, you may indicate the

date and the number of the session during the

day. This will keep track of the many posters

with group or plenary results generated
throughout an event.

This way of collecting and structuring ideas on

cards has proven to be the ‘bread and butter’ tool

for brainstorming, or ‘brainwriting’ as this tool is

sometimes refered to. It tends to be so closely

identified with MOVE that it often becomes
overused.  But there are other tools and there is

more than brainstorming to moderation and

visualization methods. The methods and

instruments depend on the function and purpose

of a given event (see Will 2001): form follows

function. Here are some potential functions of
an event and the suitable methods and tools that

go along with it:
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Each function is best met by a number of

methods or instruments while others may be less

suitable to accomplish the mentioned purposes

of an event. The tool ‘collecting and structuring

ideas on cards,’ for example, is good for the
functions ‘collecting ideas’ or ‘gradual elabora-

tion of issues.’ It is less suitable for ‘communica-

tion’ or ‘information dissemination.’ Also, to

avoid boredom, you should work with a variety of

tools and use them creatively. Some variations of

‘brainwriting’ in plenary are assessed below.

learning to know each otherlearning to know each otherlearning to know each otherlearning to know each otherlearning to know each other photo language, interviews in pairs,

groups of four etc.

communicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunicationcommunication active listening, dialogue, expert interview, multi-media

variations, exercises, role plays etc.

collecting ideascollecting ideascollecting ideascollecting ideascollecting ideas brainwriting, buzz groups, autumn leaves, mind map,
call-out lists, flashlight

information disseminationinformation disseminationinformation disseminationinformation disseminationinformation dissemination mini-lecture, info market, multi-media variations,

banner etc.

gradual elaboration of issuesgradual elaboration of issuesgradual elaboration of issuesgradual elaboration of issuesgradual elaboration of issues brainwriting, working groups, dialogue,

expert interview etc.

exchange of experienceexchange of experienceexchange of experienceexchange of experienceexchange of experience dialogue, friendly consultation, exercise,
role plays etc.

easing tensioneasing tensioneasing tensioneasing tensioneasing tension ice-breakers, games,

role plays etc.

adapted from Lipp/Will 2001: 104
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Keeping theses considerations of an event’s

functions and the associated tools in mind, let’s
now take a closer look at the four competences

at work.
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Interaction competence is the qualification to

organize and regulate learning and working
processes in an atmosphere of trust, respect and

shared meaning among participants, moderators

and resource persons. The competence ensures

focused work results and, in turn, creates

effective communication and problem solutions.

A well-prepared event repeatedly goes through a

number of steps or phases, depending on the

number of issues to be dealt with. While there
are many ways to differentiate these phases, of

course (see, e.g., Siebenhüner n.d.: 5 or Lipp/

Will 2001: 28), we focus on just four didactical

phases in a moderation cycle (see also graph on

the right):

OrientationOrientationOrientationOrientationOrientation

The introduction of the event’s participants,

objectives, program, and working principles

comes first. Next, the event’s subject matter and

its basic terms should be clarified, which has the

purpose of reaching a common understanding
among the participants. Buzz groups are a good

tool for this step. Often, this goes along with a

collection and selection of issues and ideas in

working groups which may be put in a certain

Interaction Competence
order, sequence, structure, or other framework of

orientation in plenary. At this stage, a team-

building exercise helps participants relate to each

other, as does changing the composition of

working groups during the orientation phase.

TTTTTeamworkeamworkeamworkeamworkeamwork

The processing and in-depth elaboration of the

issues selected takes place in working groups.

Here, group composition should not be by

chance but by reason: regional, institutional,
socio-cultural or professional, for example, or a

selected mix of these criteria. The moderator

should introduce the groups to guidelines on

how to write and how to collect and structure

ideas on cards, and how to organize group work.

There may be difficult situations and tensions in
group dynamics that the moderator should be

able to handle. The groups should have sufficient

time for all steps in this process: individual

reflection, dialogue in working groups, and the

preparation of the presentation of working group
results in plenary.

Interaction Methods and InstrumentsInteraction Methods and InstrumentsInteraction Methods and InstrumentsInteraction Methods and InstrumentsInteraction Methods and Instruments
A SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA Selection

� dialogue towards shared meaning

� asking questions to extract

existing knowledge

� gradual elaboration of topics by compiling,

sorting, and structuring information
� working in small groups

� dealing with difficult situations

� active listening for building mutual respect

� exchanging experiences and

sharing results
� ranking exercises, single- and

multi-dot questions for appraisal and

decision making

� continuous evaluation

� result orientation by action planning
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Sharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing Results

The results generated during the previous
working group sessions are presented, discussed,

and commented in plenary.  This provides

feedback and an overview. In a further step,

participants often may rate or appraise the

conclusions they arrived at, and they may want to

decide on how to proceed with those results.

Implementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and Evaluationvaluationvaluationvaluationvaluation

Towards the end of a moderation cycle, the

shared results should be integrated. Recommen-

dations are formulated, or an action plan is

drafted. At mid-term and at the end of training
events, it should be evaluated whether learning

objectives were met, expectations achieved and

skills advanced. The transfer of learning refers to

the fundamental question “How can participants

apply their newly acquired learning results and

experiences at work?”

The entity of the four phases makes for the shifts

between action and reflection, and group work

and plenary work that are so typical for moder-

ated and visualized learning or planning pro-
cesses. These shifts are part of what, later in this

Part, is called ‘dramaturgic competence.’ Below,

the four phases of the moderation cycle are

outlined in greater detail.

Phase 1 – OrientationPhase 1 – OrientationPhase 1 – OrientationPhase 1 – OrientationPhase 1 – Orientation

A good start into a group event will predetermine

its course and eventual success. The way you

create the first day of a workshop or training

course will set the stage, atmosphere, and tempo

– cognitively, affectively, and practically. Particu-

larly for groups not yet familiar with MOVE, you
should facilitate a conducive learning environ-

ment up-front and let participants learn the new

method by doing: Working in groups and teams,

putting dialogue over debates, sharing experi-

ences, results, and responsibilities.

There are three fundamental questions which

each event should clarify first:

The first sessions usually set the stage for the
training event, and often follow a standard

number of steps:

� Introduction of participants and team

� Introduction of workshop objectives

and contents
� Participants’ expectations and fears

� Introduction of working principles

and methods

Other, more logistical aspects of the event’s

initial stage such as invitation, first and second
planning meeting of the moderation team,

opening etc. are dealt with in Part 5.

WHOWHOWHOWHOWHO are we?

t What is our personal and institutional
environment?

t What are our fears, expectations and

motivations?

WHAWHAWHAWHAWHATTTTT are we going to do?

t What are our learning or planning
objectives?

t What are the issues and problems we

will discuss, and what are their

respective contexts?

t What can we possibly achieve in the

course of the event?

HOWHOWHOWHOWHOW are we going to work?

t How shall we proceed?

t What are the ‘rules of the game?’
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Introduction of participantsIntroduction of participantsIntroduction of participantsIntroduction of participantsIntroduction of participants

The workshop begins with the mutual introduc-

tion and presentation of the participants and the

moderators’ team. During this step, participants

as well as team members should introduce

themselves presenting their personal profile. The

characteristics useful for a particular event may
vary, but should not exceed five to six cards: 1-

name and place of origin, 2- institution and

position within the institution, 3- professional

background, 4- experience in working on the

subject matter the event is dealing with. These

matter-of-fact pieces of information can be
complemented by more personal questions such

as “What are your hobbies?” or “Which part of a

bicycle would you like to be, and why?.” When

you, as a moderator, later wrap up this informa-

tion, you may hint at the vast pool of knowledge

and experience that the group as a whole brings
to the table. You may also mention how these

various elements complement each other – just

like the parts of the bicycle combined make for a

bike. Also, this picture truly reflects the MOVE

philosophy: The whole is more than the sum of
its parts.

There are many ways how such an introduction

can be facilitated. Having the participants pin

their cards on a board one by one is standard

procedure. But participants may also be paired,
find out about each other, and then introduce

one another to the plenary. The procedure is

greatly enjoyable if personal characteristics like

hobbies or self-portraits are incorporated.

Another method of starting off in a more

emotional way is called ‘photo language’: 50-100
random photos or picture cards are placed on the

floor, with each participant picking one. The

person should explain why he or she selected this

particular one. Depending on time available, the

introduction cards can be presented on

pinboards by the participants themselves. The
introduction boards should be kept in the

plenary room at least during the first couple of

days. If possible, Polaroid pictures or self-

portraits of the participants should be attached.
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Introduction of workshop objectivesIntroduction of workshop objectivesIntroduction of workshop objectivesIntroduction of workshop objectivesIntroduction of workshop objectives
and contentsand contentsand contentsand contentsand contents

Following the presentation of all people involved,

the moderators will introduce workshop objec-
tives and contents. If the workshop is longer than

one week, you should first introduce the program

for the opening week. You should keep the

program board throughout the event as an

external ‘memory’ and point of reference, clearly

visible within the plenary room. Every morning,
you should point a red arrow at the next session

and topic to be addressed, and put it in the

context of where you have been before and where

you will be going next. This will provide a sense

of orientation and transparency. Also, you should

keep the objectives board for the last session of
the event because, at that time, you may want to

compare your aims with your achievements.

PPPPParticipants’ expectations and fearsarticipants’ expectations and fearsarticipants’ expectations and fearsarticipants’ expectations and fearsarticipants’ expectations and fears

Once you have introduced the program as
planned, you should see whether it meets the

participants’ expectations. Ask them what they

expected when they came to the workshop, pin

the cards to a board and compare them to the

objectives and program of the event. The

moderator should comment on how the partici-
pants’ expectation do or do not match the

planned goals and activities. Whenever necessary

and possible, the program should be adjusted

according to the aspirations expressed. Addition-

ally, you may want to find out what should be

done and what should be avoided to meet these
expectations during the training. The partici-

pants will list appeals on cards that may result in

a ‘working contract’ or a ‘code of conduct’ which

the participants set for themselves and the

moderation team. You may refer to these

expectations at later stages and when evaluating
the entire event (see Part 5).

Self-assessment of participants’ skillsSelf-assessment of participants’ skillsSelf-assessment of participants’ skillsSelf-assessment of participants’ skillsSelf-assessment of participants’ skills

In training events, it is important that partici-

pants assess their own skills and competences in
regard to the workshop’s or course’s subject

matter. This will help the training team set

priorities, add to and close gaps in the curricu-

lum. Again, you should keep the board for the
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event’s last session because you may want to

compare the participants’ initial skills assess-

ment with their learning achievements at the end

of the training (see Part 5).

Introduction of working principlesIntroduction of working principlesIntroduction of working principlesIntroduction of working principlesIntroduction of working principles
and methodologyand methodologyand methodologyand methodologyand methodology

In order to create a common basis for participa-

tory learning processes, the moderator should

Clarifying concepts and termsClarifying concepts and termsClarifying concepts and termsClarifying concepts and termsClarifying concepts and terms

Early on, the event’s subject matter and its basic

terms should be clarified to reach a common

understanding among the participants. For
example, if the title of a training course is

“Environmental Communication in Water

Management,” the terms ‘environment’, ‘com-

munication’, ‘water’ and ‘management’ could be

explored. That way, misunderstandings can be

ruled out and the plenary can assess the wide
spectrum of opinions, know-how, and informa-

tion among its members. At this stage, the

present and discuss the working principles, and

the participants should agree on them. This also
includes the guideline on “Writing on Cards,”

which is often practiced a first time at this stage.

Also, the principles and means for continuous

evaluation and shared responsibility throughout

the workshop such as feedback committee or

‘suggestion board’ are explained here.

MOVE Working Principles - Making Full Use of Human Learning Potentials

����� participation and cooperationparticipation and cooperationparticipation and cooperationparticipation and cooperationparticipation and cooperation

t different experiences are equally important

t each idea counts; that way, there is fair dialogue without domination

t individual, group, and plenary work coined by mutual assistance

t stimulation of capacities and talents

����� problem orientationproblem orientationproblem orientationproblem orientationproblem orientation

t topics related to participants’ working situation

t raising relevant questions

t opportunities for creative exchanges of ideas and views

t facilitates team work by flexibly mixing contents and methods

����� mobile  visualizationmobile  visualizationmobile  visualizationmobile  visualizationmobile  visualization

t keywords, key phrases written on cards, legible and visible to everybody

t leads to preciseness and provides an external memory

t one idea – one card

t no more than three lines per card

����� continuous evaluationcontinuous evaluationcontinuous evaluationcontinuous evaluationcontinuous evaluation
t disturbances are given priority for clarification

t gradual elaboration of issues facilitates team work and a flexible approach

to content and methodology

t critique and suggestion board, mood barometer and daily feedback committee

ensure a shared responsibility among all participants

discussion can often be triggered by a provoca-

tive statement, an insightful exercise, a short

video, or a funny situation analysis that leaves

the participants with some unexpected conclu-

sions. In the comic below about the monkey and
the fish, this may be “What went wrong?” and “If

you were the monkey’s consultant, what would

you advise him to do?”

There is a vast number of techniques and

instruments that can be used in this initial
phase, depending on the concrete circumstances.

The objective of this event’s first step is to rapidly
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create a favorable atmosphere for learning and

dialogue and to sensitize and motivate the group.

Also, the participants should experience the
MOVE working principles through a process of

learning by doing.

Questions are keys to unlocking new doorsQuestions are keys to unlocking new doorsQuestions are keys to unlocking new doorsQuestions are keys to unlocking new doorsQuestions are keys to unlocking new doors

One of the indispensable elements of effective
communication and interaction among people

participating in an event is an equal opportunity

to contribute to the dialogue. This opportunity

does not exist if the moderator or the resource

persons hold monologue lectures. In order to

avoid this domination, the moderator should
encourage communication between the partici-

pants and the resource persons or among the

participants themselves by asking questions.

Through these questions, experience and basic

knowledge are mobilized. The team will be able

to identify information needs on the one hand,
and promote the exchange of experience among

the participants on the other. Each new step in

the group learning process should be opened by

the moderator asking a carefully formulated and

visualized question.

Good Questions
� induce curiosity by posing open questions
� stimulate further dialogue

� create group understanding instead of

isolating individuals

� touch common interests

� strategically advance the group process

through personal involvement
� reveal aims, signify aspirations, or include

an explanation of intentions and actions

� bring out the positive qualities of a group

and its achievements

� may be provocative or challenging, if

necessary or useful

Bad Questions
� are closed, leading or     rhetorical, i.e.,

demanding „yes/no“ or obvious answers

� are vague, general statements

� can only be answered by an absent expert
� require evidence that is unavailable

� threaten to invade an individual’s

privacy or culture

� are paternalistic or suggestive

� demonstrate someone’s incompetence

� do not focus on the problem under
investigation
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It is useful for the moderation team to pretest the

question and potential answers once amongst

itself.

There are different possibilities of answering
questions, from free dialogue to written examina-

tion. Make sure that everybody can utter his or

her opinion and that replies are documented

either by the participants or by the moderator or

an assistant. Documentation serves as a basis for

dialogue among the participants.

This process is often quite difficult and time-

consuming, as it demands patience from the
moderator and the group. But the effort is

worthwhile it, because it almost always reveals

the complexity of a problem and the vast poten-

tial inherent in a group to formulate solutions.

Phase 2 – TPhase 2 – TPhase 2 – TPhase 2 – TPhase 2 – Teamworkeamworkeamworkeamworkeamwork

Once you have facilitated orientation, working
groups begin with the detailed elaboration of the

topics in question. As the quality of the group

results depends on individual contributions as

well as on group dynamics, it is necessary to

provide sufficient time and space for all partici-

pants to reflect on the issues at stake, to contrib-
ute to the dialogue within a group, and to

prepare the presentation of working group

results in plenary.

What is my view of the problem?What is my view of the problem?What is my view of the problem?What is my view of the problem?What is my view of the problem? It is necessary to think before speaking. Similarly, before

starting a dialogue in the group, it is necessary to give

sufficient time and silence, so that every person can reflect

on the topic individually.

What do I want to say?What do I want to say?What do I want to say?What do I want to say?What do I want to say? Once every participant has formed his opinion on the topic,
different views will emerge. A fair exchange depends on equal

opportunities for individuals to express themselves. There-

fore, balanced dialogues should be the rule, heated debates

the exemption.

What do the others tell me?What do the others tell me?What do the others tell me?What do the others tell me?What do the others tell me? The diversity of individual views and pieces of information

is an asset to the group. It is up to the group to analyze
which ideas should be advanced and which ones should

be left aside.

Why small groups?Why small groups?Why small groups?Why small groups?Why small groups? In order to exchange opinions, confront ideas, analyze a

problem, and dig deeper into a subject matter, it is useful to

split the plenary into small groups: three to seven people,

depending on the task and the contents. Thus, the active
participation of all the group members, even the most quiet

and timid ones, is stimulated. This will result in a better

problem-solving performance, higher synergy, time efficiency,

and identification of the group with its results.

What is missing?What is missing?What is missing?What is missing?What is missing? Towards the end of each major step in the group learning

process, the group should ask itself: Have we really dealt with
all the essential aspects of the problem? Is it necessary to

complement some aspects or to question some solutions

which previously seemed so evident?
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Group compositionGroup compositionGroup compositionGroup compositionGroup composition

Altering the composition of working groups,

particularly during the orientation phase, helps

participants to better relate to and learn to know
one other and their individual strengths and

weaknesses. It may also be a way to ease tension

or to avoid difficult situations and boredom in

group dynamics. There is a wide variety of ways

how groups may be established, here are just a

few:

BBBBBy chance. y chance. y chance. y chance. y chance. The easiest and fastest way to split

the plenary into working groups is by

counting up to the number of groups you

wish to establish. For example, all individuals

allocated the number 1 constitute group 1, all
those with number 2 establish group 2 etc.

You can do the same through a ‘lottery’ or by

distributing puzzle pieces among participants,

then asking them to find the partners

matching their picture, and to form a group.

This composition mode is most useful during
the early stages of an event, so that

participants will relate to one another

randomly and not just communicate with the

ones they already know.

BBBBBy choice. y choice. y choice. y choice. y choice. Let participants themselves choose in

which group they want to work. Mostly, this
will be based on interest in a particular issue.

Make sure that the group composition is

balanced in terms number and gender.

BBBBBy region or countryy region or countryy region or countryy region or countryy region or country. . . . . In international or

regional workshops, it may make sense to

break the participants down into regional
groups. Analyzing a local situation is best

achieved among people from the same area.

BBBBBy professional background or institution.y professional background or institution.y professional background or institution.y professional background or institution.y professional background or institution.

When it comes to technical solutions or

sector-specific action plans, you may want to

group people who share the same professional
or institutional background.

BBBBBy gendery gendery gendery gendery gender, age or socio-cultural, age or socio-cultural, age or socio-cultural, age or socio-cultural, age or socio-cultural

characteristics. characteristics. characteristics. characteristics. characteristics. It may be useful to explore

the different views of women and men,

young and old, hard- and soft-skilled people

etc. who could find it easier to exchange in
homogenous sub-groups.

BBBBBy suggestion. y suggestion. y suggestion. y suggestion. y suggestion. When the moderation team has

specific pedagogical objectives in mind, you

may suggest the group composition by

yourself. For example, if you want a ‘cross-

fertilization’ of ideas, you may suggest a mix
of different regions, skills, or other qualities

represented in that group.

WWWWWorking in groupsorking in groupsorking in groupsorking in groupsorking in groups

Before the plenary is broken down into working
groups, you should introduce the groups to the

guideline “Writing on Cards,” as described under

visualization competence below. The same

accounts for the guideline “Collecting and

Structuring Ideas on Cards” presented under

Phase 4 – Action and Reflection below. And, of
course, you should offer some guidelines for

group work. It has been mentioned already that

you should carefully formulate, visualize, and

clarify questions or tasks for group work, and

that you should set time limits. Once the groups

have started working, you should go around
every 15-30 minutes, checking whether they are

proceeding constructively.
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Dealing with difficult situationsDealing with difficult situationsDealing with difficult situationsDealing with difficult situationsDealing with difficult situations

Uneasiness within a given group of participants

is something we sometimes face as moderators.

However, this must not necessarily result in
conflict. We prefer to speak of ‘difficult situa-

tions.’ That’s what the funny typology of partici-

pants in Part 3 was all about.

Controversial points of view should be visualized

– with a flash, for example – and dealt with at an
appropriate time. Uncomfortable feelings among

the participants - or between them and the

moderators or organizers - should be dealt with

promptly. Talk individually to the people in-

volved, and try to diffuse tension early on. If that

does not help, try involving an intermediary from
within the group, again outside of class. Also,

interactive games, exercises or role plays can

help to understand and deal with as well as

easing group tension. The ‘Egg Drop’ described

in the Annex is such an exercise. Often, reflect-

ing on the different roles individuals play within
a group (see ‘Roles People Play’ in the ‘Egg Drop’

exercise) helps participants appreciate that a

variety of roles is needed to make a team more

effective.

Mutual respect and assistance are principles that
should rule all difficult situations. That is why a

formulation such as “I agree with you, but…”

should be avoided. “I agree with you and…”

makes it easier for the participant to feel ac-

cepted and easier for you to move the discussion

in a more constructive direction.

Guidelines for Group Work

� Organize a favorable working place: you

may sit in a semi-circle and place your
materials and boards in front of you

� Write down the question or task legibly

and clarify it

� Allocate the tasks - moderator, presenter to

the plenary - and agree on procedures,

timing, and type of visualization
� Prepare a time schedule by estimating the

time implied in each step and by

monitoring time carefully

� Reflect on the question individually

and in silence

� Collect the ideas on cards
� Look at, explain, cluster, and analyze

the cards

� Ask yourself: What is missing?

� Prepare the group work results for

presentation in the plenary session

� Present the group’s working results
as a team

� Maintain eye contact with the plenary

� Back up visualization with creativity: role

plays, involving the plenary etc.

� All cards should just be read aloud and

pointed to without any lengthy
explanations

� Record plenary feedback on cards in a

different color or shape and add those

to the board

adapted from: Ullrich, Krappitz, Gohl 1993: 29f
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The group life cycleThe group life cycleThe group life cycleThe group life cycleThe group life cycle

Working in small groups offers one of the most

promising environments for overcoming

‘difficult situations.’ Ringleaders and experts
have a limited chance to stand out, shy partici-

pants dare to express themselves informally, and

social pressure gets laid-back persons to work.

Participants quickly learn about each others’

strengths and weaknesses. Also, they will develop

a mode to balance those characteristics, under-
standing soon that a group is more than the sum

of its individual members. Still, as the modera-

tor, you should always observe the emotional

state of the group, its social relationships, and

group dynamics. There are typical stages in the

group learning process:

FFFFForming.orming.orming.orming.orming. The group is still a set of individuals

trying to establish an identity from within,

and the members are still familiarizing

themselves with one another. The members

start focusing on a task at hand and its
purpose. The group develops essential rules

for future decisions and actions.

Storming.Storming.Storming.Storming.Storming. Intra-group conflict prevails while

established rules are violated. Individuals

often pursue personal agendas, causing

frictions within the group to increase. Conflict

resolution leads to a more realistic setting of
objectives, procedures and norms.

Norming.Norming.Norming.Norming.Norming. Tensions are overcome and group

cohesion grows. Group members accept each

individual’s peculiarities, causing a group

spirit to emerge. Harmony becomes one of its

key features.

PPPPPerforming. erforming. erforming. erforming. erforming. Roles become more differentiated

and functional, as members collectively

pursue group objectives. The group’s

energy is directed at identified tasks.

Maximum productivity is reached, so that

new insights and solutions begin to emerge
(see Handy 1985)

But you should be aware that this process varies

greatly depending on the socio-cultural back-

grounds of the group members. Therefore, there

is no blueprint for suitable interventions.

adapted from: DSE-ZEL: Training Manual “Training of Trainers for Rural Development”, Feldafing 2001, Module 3, p. 22
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Phase 3 – Sharing ResultsPhase 3 – Sharing ResultsPhase 3 – Sharing ResultsPhase 3 – Sharing ResultsPhase 3 – Sharing Results

This phase is meant to present and discuss the

results generated during the previous working

group sessions in plenary.

Feedback and overviewFeedback and overviewFeedback and overviewFeedback and overviewFeedback and overview

Each group receives feedback and enrichment

related to its own conclusions so far, and it learns

about the discussion results of the other groups.
Often, groups have worked on different aspects

of the same problem. In this case, it is only when

sharing results that individual pieces of a puzzle

constitute a complete picture again. This does

not mean that an event always ends in harmony

or consensus. Conflicting visions, contradictory
points of view, opposite opinions and different

convictions are expressions of the great variety of

human perception.

Therefore, the overall goal of a group event is the

integration of all ideas in an agreement, a set of

recommendations or an action plan that all

members of the group can subscribe to. Hence,

sharing results means more than just aggregat-
ing information from different sources but their

integration towards a common goal. This

facilitates the implementation of recommenda-

tions or action plans, safeguards the continuity of

the learning process, and works against the

marginalization of some and the isolation
of others.

CommentsCommentsCommentsCommentsComments

The group results should be discussed and

critically commented on.  Comments can either

be recorded on the presentation board itself on

cards with a different shape or color, or on an

extra board. If there is just little time for docu-
mentation, use the ‘zipper technique:’ Two

assistants work at two flipcharts. While the first

one puts down a comment or question from

participant A, the second one listens to a com-

ment or question from participant B etc. It is

important for the participants to interpret their
results by themselves.

Rating and decisionsRating and decisionsRating and decisionsRating and decisionsRating and decisions

In a further step, participants often may want to

appraise or rank the conclusions they arrived at,
and they may want to decide on how to proceed

with those results. This could be the case if

participants have to select a limited number of

issues or case studies or mini-lectures from a

longer list of such items. For those purposes,

single- and multi-dot questions can be useful.
Single-dot questions in combination with

matrixes showing a positive and negative order of

How to present ideas?How to present ideas?How to present ideas?How to present ideas?How to present ideas?
Presentations should be short and precise, in

order to avoid overburdening individuals’

capacity to absorb and process information.

There should not be more than three group

presentations during one session. Sufficient

time should be left for the plenary to comment,
question, and enrich group results. Groups

should present one after the other, followed by

a common plenary discussion.

How to obtain interaction?How to obtain interaction?How to obtain interaction?How to obtain interaction?How to obtain interaction?
Search for creative presenation forms. Stimu-
late comparisons with other results. Motivate

for dialogue and avoid self-defense. Respect

different points of view without judging who is

right and who is wrong. Discover and raise

new questions for further group interaction

and conclusions. Reflect the contributions and
the aspirations of every member of the group.
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values, a simple scale with adjectives, or a two-

dimensional diagram are good for a quick review

of a group’s opinions and trends, for setting

priorities, and for highlighting most important

points. The ‘mood barometer’ (see Part 5)
represents a good example for a single-dot issue.

Multi-dot questions are useful for letting a group

determine critical issues on its own. It is a

prerequisite, then, that alternatives or various

aspects of an issue or problem have already been
developed during group work: more points on

the agenda than can be covered within the time

frame, for example. Also, the comparison of

skills, expectations, and achievements assessed

before and after a training event can easily be

facilitated by means of dots (see Part 5). The
multi-dot question helps the group determine

the ‘red thread’ in the ocean of ideas. With a

given number of self-adhesive dots for each

participant, each member of the group has the

same chance to articulate his or her opinion, or

choice.

choose from, e.g., the list of case studies ready

for presentation. You should ask the participants

to note their selection on paper before ‘dotting’ as

to avoid ‘opinion leader effects’. List the items to

be prioritized on a board visible to everyone.
Make the items simple by using visual images,

drawings or symbols. Define a simple ranking

mechanism. The system used may depend on the

number of items. Where there are more than ten

items, each participant can be given a specific

number of stickers and asked to stick one or
more beside each item they consider important.

Where there are fewer than ten items, or where

participants wish to weight their judgment of

each item, a numbering system may be more

appropriate. In that case, each participant

allocates a number to each item according to
their priority. Explain the ranking system to the

participants and ask them to think about their

preferences and then to place their stickers or

write their numbers against the items listed. The

results are immediately and clearly visible to the

group. After each participant has ranked the
items, compile the group result by counting the

number of dots or marks beside each item or by

adding up the numbers recorded against each.

Rank the priorities according to the group’s total

score and discuss the results with the group.

Identify and explore disagreements if any exist
(see Oepen 2000: 143ff).

This type of ranking documents a democratic

and objective selection process. Decisions about

what should be done and the order of priority are

made by the group as a whole rather than being
imposed on them. Ranking through consensus is

helpful in increasing group commitment to a

program of action. But be careful as rankings

and decisions produces winners and losers.

Choices may be affected by highly subjective

factors and ‘block voting’ by certain groups can
bias the result. Therefore, avoid negative argu-

mentations and the identification of ideas or

issues with individuals. Make sure that the

decision making process is transparent and that

the ‘losers’ will remain integrated so they will

continue collaborating constructively.

Ranking is a tool for reaching a group consensus

on a course of action to be adopted, and for

setting priorities. It can be used when individual

opinions must be consolidated into a group

decision. Ranking can also be used to identify

and quantify needs. The moderator visualizes the
question at stake and distributes the dots that are

later to be placed on the board with the items to
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Phase 4 – Implementation and EvaluationPhase 4 – Implementation and EvaluationPhase 4 – Implementation and EvaluationPhase 4 – Implementation and EvaluationPhase 4 – Implementation and Evaluation

Action planningAction planningAction planningAction planningAction planning

By now, the working groups have generated and
elaborated on ideas and issues that could be

solutions related to problems identified earlier in

plenary sessions. Those aspects of solutions and

results have been discussed, commented, and

evaluated in plenary. If necessary, decisions on

priority ranking, sequence, or further develop-
ment of certain issues were made. Now, towards

the end of the moderation cycle, the results that

the plenary agrees on should be integrated.

Often, recommendations or agreements are

formulated, or an action plan is drafted. It

depends on the nature of the event how detailed
such a plan will be. At times, a simple list “Who

does what and when?” may be sufficient, while a

project planning workshop may need a more

detailed planning matrix. This is particularly

useful when several participants originate from

the same institution. The moderator should be
able to guide the group towards realistic and

practice-oriented action planning. Unfortunately,

and more often than not, this means that many

good and well-elaborated ideas may not be

followed up.

EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation

Quality is achieved through constructive interac-

tion and self-identification of the group with the

conclusions it has drawn. When a step in the

group process is finished, it is important to

reflect on the results achieved and the way these

results were achieved. Particularly at mid-term
and at the end of training events, participants

and the moderation team should ask themselves

whether the learning objectives were met,

expectations achieved, and whether skills were

advanced.

Evaluation with MOVE is continuous and a

shared responsibility between the moderation

team and the participants. Under ‘dramaturgic

competence’ later in this Part, various types of

formative, or continuous, evaluation are pre-

sented that are covered by the team alone during
and after an event, as well as other evaluation

methods in which all participants will engage.

Other, more logistical aspects of the final stage of

an event such as follow-up planning, closing

ceremony etc. are dealt with in Part 5.

TTTTTransfer of learningransfer of learningransfer of learningransfer of learningransfer of learning

The transfer of learning refers to the principles

of participatory training approaches. New

knowledge should be developed out of existing
resources. For example, participants’ own case

studies are used to introduce and practice new

methods. After the exploration of new ideas or

after practicing new tools, it is important to link

newly gained knowledge or practices to partici-

pants’ everyday experience at work and in their
social environment. One of the most fundamen-

tal questions is “How can participants apply their

newly acquired learning results and experiences

at work?”

Transfer of learning instruments may support
this reflection by the end of a day, in a module, or

during the final evaluation. You may ask the

participants to write a ‘letter to myself’ in which

they reflect on what has been most important to

them during the workshop and what they intend

to do differently when they have returned to their
respective work stations. Participants put the

letters into envelopes with their addresses on
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them. Three months later, the moderator or the

organizer will mail the letters to the participants.
There is also the ‘workshop telex’ - or fax or e-

mail – which works the other way around:

Participants receive a telex, fax or e-mail form

that states what kind of activities or transfers the

participants intend to implement. They agree

with the moderator to write a short note to him
or her at a certain date. The note

will indicate achievements made

by when and with what kind of

impacts.

Of course, the preparation for this
kind of reflection may also take

place in working groups. This is

particularly useful when several

participants originate from the

same institution. Suggestions can be written on

cards and presented in plenary. At this stage, it
may be particularly useful, to remind partici-

pants that they will be back to their working

reality soon after the workshop or training event.

Hence, you cannot encourage them enough to

think about ways and means of applying the
skills they have newly gained in your workshop

to this reality.
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Visualization competence refers to the ability to

use and arrange a variety of instruments for
visual aids, presentations, and dialogues. These

instruments both, support effective communica-

tion and participation, and serve as an external

memory of topics elaborated on and results

achieved.

„Y„Y„Y„Y„You see what I mean“ou see what I mean“ou see what I mean“ou see what I mean“ou see what I mean“

The visualization competence lets MOVE

moderators translate complex vocalized state-

ments into simple visualized keywords that
capture the essence of what was said. For all

Visualization Competence
group members, that serves an easier under-

standing of subject matters, opinions, and

discussion results. That way, even language,

intercultural communication, and psychological

barriers can be overcome. Also, once visualized,
the participants’ work and expressions become

an external memory and the nucleus for records,

photo reports, or other documents that lead to

follow-up action.

As     humans, we learn and remember things
better if we not only hear about them but also see

them – either in writing or in form of a picture.

Moreover, speaking, hearing, and seeing should

be complemented and enhanced by doing:

what we hearwhat we hearwhat we hearwhat we hearwhat we hear ––––– we forgetwe forgetwe forgetwe forgetwe forget
what we seewhat we seewhat we seewhat we seewhat we see ––––– we rememberwe rememberwe rememberwe rememberwe remember
what we dowhat we dowhat we dowhat we dowhat we do ––––– we understandwe understandwe understandwe understandwe understand

As a central element of communication, visualiz-

ing a verbal statement during a group process
has various advantages as it

� forces the presenter to KISS a message: Keep

It Short and Simple,

� facilitates understanding by appealing to more

than one sense of perception,
� minimizes unnecessary redundancy,

� increases the transparency of the group

process for all participants,

� helps to ‘store’ ideas by keeping results easily

accessible on posters,

� improves interaction, as it significantly
increases the number of contributions

� encourages timid people to

express themselves,

� reveals as explicit what often restricts the

quality of work implicitly: controversial

views, lack of communication,
misunderstandings, frictions

� allows room to express oneself anonymously,

if necessary

� portrays facts that are difficult to explain

orally – pictures tell more than words

� raises the emotional identification with
the results.

Visualization Methods and InstrumentsVisualization Methods and InstrumentsVisualization Methods and InstrumentsVisualization Methods and InstrumentsVisualization Methods and Instruments
A SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA Selection

� communication and retention aids

� graphical elements and their arrangement

in terms of colors, shapes, relationships

� ‘brainwriting’ as a poster on boards or as a
mind map

� legible writing

� presentation, vernissage, or other types of

packaging to get a message across

� short- and long-term, two- and three-
dimensional media and materials

� photo report as documentation

Poster to promote recycling designed by participants of a DSE-
ZÖV Environmental Communication training workshop
in Vietnam
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Of course, there are numerous media and

communication channels for visual aids: visual

or audio-visual, still or moving pictures, two- or

three-dimensional, permanent or non-permanent

in terms of duration, high-tech or hand-made in
professional degree, prefabricated or ‘live’ in

degree of preparation etc. Also, there is a great

variety of materials used: overhead transparen-
cies, slides, posters,  banners, drawings, photos,

maps, online multimedia or PowerPoint projec-

tion, real objects, models etc., all of which have

particular advantages and disadvantages (see Will

2001, Lipp/Will 2000: 137 ff). Moreover, it is

useful to distinguish between media and
materials. Posters and films are materials, ‘the

carriers’ of your message while walls and TV are

media, ‘the vehicles’ that bring the materials and

their messages to the intended audience.

The ‘vehicles’ for the projection of visual aids
most often used in MOVE are pinboards,

blackboards, flipcharts, walls, floors, map stands,

screens. To make your presentations more

attractive, you should vary the use of such

‘vehicles’. For a brainstorming session in a

working group, for example, you may use
‘collecting ideas on cards’ method on a pinboard

one day, and ‘autumn leaves’ with A4 or A5

sheets of paper on the floor the other day.

A media mix is not only most efficient in getting

your message across because different media and
communication channels complement and

reinforce each other. In addition, the mix

increases the retention rate of the participants

and the extent of what they understand of all the

things you or a resource person say or show. The

most effective visual aid will not be a sophisti-

cated PowerPoint illustration but the images you

create in the heads and hearts of the participants.

The ‘packaging’ of information and the process
of communication may take shape in almost all

methods of interactive adult education, ranging

from mini-lectures and presentations via

information markets and working group discus-

sions to role plays and case studies.

Visualization facilitates better orientation in a

complex communication situation. In order to

unravel these advantages, MOVE instruments

are more diverse than the visual means used in

conventional approaches. Conventionally, the
subject matter is visualized by a trainer on a

blackboard or by using an overhead or multime-

dia projector. Participatory approaches give

participants the opportunity to visualize, too.

When the moderator or a resource person raises

an issue, the participants may add their ques-
tions and comments by writing them on cards.

The verbal information should be visualized for

reinforcement by using big letters, graphical

symbols, pictures, or drawings that are easily

legible for the entire group. As this approach is

designed for the use by groups of up to 30
members, the size of the letters should be legible

from a distance of up to eight meters. A few

guidelines on how to use visual aids are ex-

plained below.

The most effective visual aid will not be aThe most effective visual aid will not be aThe most effective visual aid will not be aThe most effective visual aid will not be aThe most effective visual aid will not be a
sophisticated Psophisticated Psophisticated Psophisticated Psophisticated PowerPowerPowerPowerPowerPoint illustration but theoint illustration but theoint illustration but theoint illustration but theoint illustration but the
images you create in the heads and hearts ofimages you create in the heads and hearts ofimages you create in the heads and hearts ofimages you create in the heads and hearts ofimages you create in the heads and hearts of
the participants.the participants.the participants.the participants.the participants.
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Guidelines for Using Visual AidsGuidelines for Using Visual AidsGuidelines for Using Visual AidsGuidelines for Using Visual AidsGuidelines for Using Visual Aids

There are some basic rules that can be applied to

all types of visual aids:

TTTTTitleitleitleitleitle

All visual aids should have a name.

StructureStructureStructureStructureStructure
Less is more: Viewers     should be able to grasp

the essence of a visual aid at a glance. Assign

the headlines and sub-titles different colors.

Form visual blocks. Leave spaces blank

instead of overloading posters, transparencies,

or a PowerPoint slide.

GGGGGraphical Sraphical Sraphical Sraphical Sraphical Supportupportupportupportupport

As pictures tell more than words, use

diagrams, illustrations, or drawings in

addition to text.

ColorsColorsColorsColorsColors

A poster or transparency will look more lively
and attractive when some basic colors are

added. Colors also help structuring

information, but use them selectively and

systematically.

LiteracyLiteracyLiteracyLiteracyLiteracy
“You see what I mean?:” Visual information

needs to be interpreted, too, and the ‘visual

literacy’ to do so is not shared interculturally.

This often makes pretesting necessary.

LegibilityLegibilityLegibilityLegibilityLegibility

Visual aids should be     legible from a distance
of up to eight meters.

adapted from: Lipp/Will 2001: 140 and Will 2001

As far as writing on cards is concerned, it takes

some practice to learn how to use the edge, and
not the tip of the marker. This kind of writing

can indeed be read from eight meters away. Most

participants will learn it by doing. But you may

also integrate a few writing exercises and

coaching efforts on the first day of an event, so

that the new skill can be practiced.

You should have two different letter sizes in your

arsenal. For writing on cards, you should use a

normal size black or blue marker with an edged,

not a round tip, and the letters should be at least

2,5 centimeters high. For headlines, you should
use a big sized marker with an edged, not a

round tip, and the letters should be at least 5

centimeters high. In both cases, you should

observe the proportion of the

letters’ middle length (50%) and

upper and lower length (25%) as

indicated in the example here.

The guideline ‘Writing on Cards’ - as explained

above - applies to other visual aids as well. Also,

general presentaion rules should be kept in

mind:

� Do not speak while writing, drawing, flipping
papers, changing transparencies or

PowerPoint slides: visualize first, explain later.

� Do not turn your back on the participants

while you talk, but maintain eye contact with

the audience.

� Do not always use the same media or material
but vary your presentations.

� Back up non-permanent visual aids with

permanent ones: for example, when you

present results using transparencies or

PowerPoint, put highlights or headlines on a

board or flipchart for permanent reference.
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A Bad ExampleA Bad ExampleA Bad ExampleA Bad ExampleA Bad Example

t causes confusion, e.g., because of

information overload

t looks ‘strange’ and irrelevant at first
impression, but is not interpreted further

t does not provide additional ‘angles’

of a topic

t uses arbitrary images not related to

text (e.g., commercial clipart or

PowerPoint symbols)
t includes conflicting images or

color/layout gaps

t its text tells a different story than the image

t includes whole sentences, narrow line

spacing, small fonts (e.g., textbook copy)

t employs ‘wild’, i.e., unconnected
distribution of images and text

t creates a state of confusion.

A Good ExampleA Good ExampleA Good ExampleA Good ExampleA Good Example

t attracts attention by stimulating the eye

t connects something familiar to the audience

(pretest!), but may put this in a new context
t represents complex issues or

processes simply

t stimulates mental associations and images

that are related to text and topic

t is harmoniously composed (matching

colors, spacing etc.)
t provides mutual reinforcement of written

and visual information

t uses text in key phrases only, large fonts

supported by bullets, boxes or other

‘eye-catchers’

t establishes clearly defined relationships
between visual and text

t stimulates dialogue

How to Use Visual Aids EffectivelyHow to Use Visual Aids EffectivelyHow to Use Visual Aids EffectivelyHow to Use Visual Aids EffectivelyHow to Use Visual Aids Effectively

Mobile VisualizationMobile VisualizationMobile VisualizationMobile VisualizationMobile Visualization

The elements of visualization are mobile. The

cards can be shifted from one cluster to another.

Clusters of cards on the board, say, a working

group’s discussion result, can be moved from the
working group venue to the plenary and back, if

necessary. Cards glued to the brown paper which,

in turn, was attached to the boards on the first

day of training - workshop objectives or partici-

pants’ expectations, for example - can be posted

and used over on the last day, when participants
evaluate whether these objectives or expectations

were met. Posters with the most important

discussion results generated by working groups

may be moved to the foyer in front of the plenary

room. That illustrates the achievements of the

workshop for all to see.

The most crucial materials needed for mobile

visualization are listed below. The specifications

are typical for a one-week training event:
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11111 8 – 12 pinboards: 122.5 x 150 cm board size,

193 cm height, legs and frame made of
aluminum or light wood, board made of 3

layers: 1 – rubber or pressurized styrofoam

on the front side, 2 – cardboard inside, 3 –

rubber or pressurized styrofoam on the

backside, feet should be tipped inwards, legs

should be removable for easy transport.

22222 2 flipcharts

33333 black or blue markers, with an edged (not a

round) tip: 2 x number of participants

44444 5 – 10 markers, different colors, big size,

with an edged, not a round tip

55555 standard cards: 500 white, 150 yellow, 150
light green, 21.5 x 10.5 cm, 165 grams. If no

moderation cards are available, you may cut

one A4 sheet of paper into three standard

cards, but make sure the paper weighs more

than 120 grams.

66666 long cards: 50 yellow, 20 light green, 56.5 x
10.5 cm, 165 grams.

77777 small round cards: 50 white, 20 yellow, 20

light green, 10.5 in diameter, 165 grams.

88888 big round cards: 20 yellow, 20 light green,

20.5 in diameter, 165 grams.

99999 200 push pins with a round head

1111100000 125 sheets brown paper to cover the boards:

90 grams, 122.5 x 150 cm. 25 sheets should

be cut in half so those can be used as

flipchart paper.

1111111111 10 glue sticks: 21 grams or more

1212121212 other basic material: 50 meters of masking

tape, 3 scissors, 3 cutters, 400 self-adhesive

dots, preferably red, 500 sheets of 80 grams

A4 paper, 20 sheets of colored 165 grams A3

paper, 2 notebooks, 10 pencils, 3 rubbers, 3

sets of colored chalk, 3 sets of permanent
fine liners for writing on transparencies, 30-

50 transparencies, 1 overhead projector,

notebooks, pens and name tags for all

participants.

1313131313 extras: 1 photocopier, 1 desktop computer or

notebook, 1 multimedia projector (‘beamer’),
1 digital camera, 1 video recorder, 1 TV set,

candy, small surprises and gifts as incentives

or gratification etc.

A B

C
D

FE

G

Elements of visualizationElements of visualizationElements of visualizationElements of visualizationElements of visualization
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During an event’s orientation phase, you should

explicitly show all elements of visualization to the

participants on a board and explain their use and

function. This is best done after an initial

brainstorming and ‘brainwriting’ session –
typically on concepts and terms of the event’s

subject matter – in which all the mentioned

elements have played a role.

number of the session during the respective day.
This will keep track of the many posters with
group or plenary results generated throughout
our event, and it will facilitate documentation or
a photo report. The posters are kept in storage
over a rack in this corner, and we keep all our
materials in order in two moderation boxes.”

You may also talk about the necessity of prepar-

ing the boards for the next day: “After the last
session, the moderation team cleans the boards
and prepares them for the next day. Often, it is
the task of the assistants to cover the boards with
fresh brown paper. They leave 2 centimeters of
space at the upper end of the board for at least 30
pins, which are left there for the moderator or a
working group to use whenever they need to. If
the ‘ready-for-use’ pins were stuck through the
brown paper, it would be difficult the next
evening to take off the brown paper with all the
cards glued to it.”

In addition to letters, other graphic elements

such as lines, geometric forms, colors, even

empty spaces should be used, and they can be
custom-made by means of simple tools (12). The

advantage - in comparison to a blackboard,

overhead, or multimedia projector - is that

posters may be kept until the end of the event,

and that one can always return to the preceding

subject. Finally, one can copy the posters as a file
or take a photo of them and provide photocopies

or a complete photo report of the event to the

participants. Thus, visualization also provides a

record of the event, as explained under ‘collecting

and structuring ideas on cards’ in the previous

section.

It is easier, then, to refer to the process of

discussion, learning, moderation, and visualiza-

tion as a whole: “Simultaneous to a discussion
we had, the ideas we generated were written
down on cards (5-8) with black or blue markers
(3). The cards, fixed by pins (9), permit a mobile
visualization on the boards (1). Shifting or
rearranging cards in clusters is made easy. The
clusters were lined in a cloud shape with a large
red marker (4) and labeled with a card (6, 8) in
a different shape or color than the ones used for
‘brainwriting.’ When the discussion was
completed, the cards were glued (11) onto the
brown paper (10) in order to transport and to
preserve the visualized results. I attached a
number code to the lower right corner of each
‘poster:’: In addition to a consecutive number
for each poster, it indicates the date and the
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From a methodological point of view, visualiza-

tion offers the following variations:

� prepared in advance by the moderator or

resource person on a board or flipchart, either
ready-made or prefabricated

� by the moderator to accompany a dialogue in

a plenary session on a flipchart, if the

structure of visualization is not so important

and spontaneous: Cards on a board are an

alternative as they remain mobile, if
visualization should be restructured jointly

with the group

� by the participants themselves: they write

their ideas on cards while the moderator and

the participants jointly structure the cards on

the board
� by the participants in the working group, in

order to facilitate a dialogue

� in the plenary, in order to summarize results

from a working group

� for repeated reference: mood barometer,

program structure, suggestion board etc.

Visualization, thus, constitutes an ‘external

memory’ in which “stores” all ideas, questions,

and answers dealt with during the event. It offers

an overview of the entire dialogue. All partici-

pants are given the chance to express their
opinions in a

written form,

especially those

who do not dare to

talk extensively in

front of the group.
The moderator

should visualize

concisely, synthesiz-

ing the contents.

This reduction of complex ideas to a few key-

words very often causes difficulties and resis-
tance. It may also collide with the narrative

culture predominant in some societies. Visual-

ization requires some skills and adaptation, but

it does not speak for itself, and just supports the

oral expression. It does not substitute the

content. Instead, it unveils its gaps. You should
stimulate participants to try using graphical

support. Later on, when the topics are treated

intensively, visualization will reveal its advan-

tages, and the participants will take it on.

Visualization in International CooperationVisualization in International CooperationVisualization in International CooperationVisualization in International CooperationVisualization in International Cooperation

A few things related to visualization in general

are special when it comes to events in interna-

tional cooperation. These events are often

bilingual and intercultural in themselves, and

participants that are to be trained often deal with

illiterate or semi-illiterate groups in their
working environment. The challenge of cross-

cultural communication in bridging local and

external knowledge and information systems and

in facilitating participation in the development

process is common to them (see Oepen 1994,

Oemkes, Thomas 1992).

Bilingual visualizationBilingual visualizationBilingual visualizationBilingual visualizationBilingual visualization
In terms of bilingual visualization, it is very

important to keep posters, transparencies, or

PowerPoint slides perfectly structured, in order

to avoid overloading the visual aid. For example,
you may use a color code for the two languages,

or always arrange the two languages in the same

way. Do not try to capture all information in one

picture, instead, use additional boards, transpar-

encies, or slides.
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Visual literacyVisual literacyVisual literacyVisual literacyVisual literacy
As far as visual information in an intercultural
setting is concerned, ‘visual literacy,’ cannot be

taken for granted, as it is interpreted differently

by individuals, groups, and cultures. This means

that what you put ‘in’ a picture is rarely what the

viewer takes ‘out’ of it. The differences in

interpretation depend on cultural or subcultural
determination, education, socialization, religious

symbolism, as well as other factors. For example,

a series of several pictures that indicate a

sequence of events is ‘read’ from left to right in

Western societies. A U.S. company trying to

market a washing detergent in Maghreb coun-
tries in the 1970s was very alarmed when their

three-picture billboards – there was first a sad-

looking woman putting dirty laundry in a

washing machine, then a washing machine

working, and finally a happy-looking woman

taking white-washed laundry out of washing
machine - did not trigger any sales. The reason

was simple: the Arab speaking population ‘read’

the sequence of pictures from right to left, as it is

the case with the Arab language. This reversed

the intended meaning - and left everyone
wondering why they should buy a detergent that

makes the laundry dirty instead of cleaning it.

When the U.S. Army liberated Sicily from the

Nazis, GIs riding on tanks were very amazed

when their ‘V’ for ‘victory’ sign - stretching out

the middle and the index finger - was hailed with
rocks and other objects thrown at them by the

locals: Italian villagers had interpreted the

gesture as the symbol of the ‘horned,’ meaning a

husband betrayed by his wife.

Particularly in intercultural settings that are

typical for learning and planning events in

international cooperation, the pretesting of visual

information often becomes a necessity. You

should make participants aware of this through
pretesting exercises such as the “Old and Young

Lady.”

In the exercise, the plenary is split into three

groups. The participants are given the same

enlargement of a psychology drawing, showing
the portrait of an old woman and the half profile

of a young woman one in one. But the question

the group is supposed to answer is a different

one: „You have a new colleague in the office.

When you come home, your wife asks you:

GGGGGroup 1roup 1roup 1roup 1roup 1 Isn’t this new lady in your

office a bit too old to work?

GGGGGroup 2roup 2roup 2roup 2roup 2 Isn’t this new lady in your

office a bit too pretty?

GGGGGroup 3roup 3roup 3roup 3roup 3 What is your new colleague like?“

What usually happens is that what the different

groups actually see in the picture is, to a large

extent, influenced by the context. In this case,

that context is the question. It, then, becomes

obvious that the interpretation of the same visual

aid is very different from one individual to the
next, and pretesting proves to be necessary.

In the case of the poster on page 47, participants

of an environmental communication training

workshop in Vietnam designed it in an effort to

convince hotel staff of engaging in recycling.
During the pretesting, the participants first put

on record what they themselves had put ‘in’ the

poster in terms of communication objectives and

intended interpretations of text and visual

information. After the managers, room service,

and waste cleaners of the hotels involved had
been interviewed, it became clear that those

groups interpreted the text and visual messages

quite differently, and that these interpretations

were not identical with the message intentions of

the posters’ designers.

PRA visualization toolsPRA visualization toolsPRA visualization toolsPRA visualization toolsPRA visualization tools
Another situation that often occurs in interna-

tional development settings is that participants

need to be prepared for bridging local and
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external knowledge and information systems in

their cross-cultural communication with local

communities. As these groups are often illiterate

or semi-illiterate, a type of visualization using

simple graphics and maps becomes crucial.

Participatory Rapid Appraisal (PRA) refers to a

number of tools by which a facilitator may assist

rural communities in visualizing their knowl-

edge and share their understanding of their

social and physical environment through
information presented as drawings, models, and

maps (see Chambers 1992, Hoffmann 1995,

Wibowo 1988). Using media that locals and

outsiders apply with the same ease and under the

same conditions is an important contribution to

dialogue and understanding. A simple diagram
of water-collection points and water uses, for

example, may establish a common language

between villagers and environmental planners,

and it helps identify major levels of intervention.

Not all PRA tools can be presented here, but at
least a few should be evaluated a bit closer

(adapted from: Oepen/Hamacher 2000,

pp. 106-111):

TTTTTransect Wransect Wransect Wransect Wransect Walks and Diagrams.alks and Diagrams.alks and Diagrams.alks and Diagrams.alks and Diagrams.

Transects are observational walks of local
people alongside outside experts across an

area. The walks help identify important

aspects of the local biological, physical, and

social environment. At the end of the walk,

the information collected can be summarized

in a transect diagram, which includes key
environmental features identified, such as

density and types of housing, infrastructures,

and amenities, land-use patterns, evidence of

environmental degradation, and an indication

of relevant problems and resources, etc. The

notes and diagram can be used in feedback
meetings with the community at large.
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TTTTTrend Analysisrend Analysisrend Analysisrend Analysisrend Analysis

This toll is used as part of an individual or
group interview and consists of an in-depth

inquiry on specific problems, how they have

evolved, how they are likely to evolve in the

future, and which action has to be taken to

deal with them. For small areas, it is unlikely

that such data exists, which means that the
information to show a pattern of change

needs to be obtained locally. The purpose of

trend analysis is to assess change over time.

Often, it is used to raise the awareness of

people regarding phenomena such as soil

degradation, population dynamics, or water
scarcity, all of which arise rather slowly. It is

necessary to help the community decide on

the accurate indicators of the subject. For

instance, if the subject is community well-

being, you could ask the participants what, in

their view, constitutes a good life. They may
list household income, transport facilities,

numbers of livestock, access to clean water,

etc. Ask the participants to state where they

think they are now in relation to each

indicator, where they were 5, 10, or 20 years
ago, and where they think they will be in 5, 10,

or 20 years. Join them in drawing a graph of

the trend for each indicator.

Seasonal CSeasonal CSeasonal CSeasonal CSeasonal Calendarsalendarsalendarsalendarsalendars

These calendars are drawings or series of
symbols illustrating the seasonal changes in

various phenomena of environmental nature

like rainfall or social nature such as labor

demand. The calendars generate information

on seasonal variations in local problems,

resources, constraints, and opportunities. For
instance, they can explore the use and reliance

on a resource like water. Calendars will differ

depending on the occupations of the different

stakeholders. For this reason, it will be best to

engage in this exercise separately with

different focus groups. The format and the
symbols for the various items and activities

should be selected by the participants. For

illiterate people, symbols can be used to

represent the months and activities. For

instance, different lengths of sticks can be

used to signify the different amounts of
rainfall.
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Participation Competence
Participation competence means the moderator’s

skill to bring out the best in a group by means of

cumulative learning, a process which all indi-

viduals contribute to. The complexity of prob-

lems is tackled with a diversity of views and
solutions offered by mixed teams of investiga-

tors: For example, groups are divided by sectors,

disciplines, outsiders/insiders, gender etc. Also,

participants should learn that such experiential

potentials can be enhanced in cooperation with

their partners and beneficiaries at work.

Participation is a process of enabling people to

use their human and material resources by

motivating and mobilizing them to take their

lives into their own hands. The heart of the

matter of the participation competence for you,

the moderator, is to ‘live’ and set examples
showing that ‘participation’ does not simply

imply the mechanical application of a method or

technique. Instead, it is part of a process of on-

going dialogue, action, analysis, and change - in

class as well as in the field. The basic principle is

to make active use of your participants’ knowl-
edge and experience. You should always start

from the assumption that they already know a

lot, and that your real challenge is to draw this

potential out and to complement it with new

ideas and concepts. Adults are voluntary learn-

ers, meaning they perform best when they learn
for a particular reason, and if the things they are

learning are close to their own tasks or jobs. If

this motivation is not supported, and if a real

world approach is not pursued, their attention

will dwindle.

Methods and InstrumentsMethods and InstrumentsMethods and InstrumentsMethods and InstrumentsMethods and Instruments
Enhancing PEnhancing PEnhancing PEnhancing PEnhancing Participationarticipationarticipationarticipationarticipation
A SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA Selection

� dialogue for shared meaning

� asking questions

� working in small groups

� sharing results

� group dynamics - types, roles, composition
� games and exercises

� team building

� visual aids

ranking and scoring

Guidelines for Facilitating MOVEGuidelines for Facilitating MOVEGuidelines for Facilitating MOVEGuidelines for Facilitating MOVEGuidelines for Facilitating MOVE

� Use your knowledge on the subject matter

to raise relevant questions, but do not

teach or give an opinion.

� At the beginning of a session, briefly
introduce the program visually.

� Summarize the discussion at the

beginning of each session and when the

discussion strays away from the topic.

� Explain the tasks and question clearly, in

detail, and visualize them in writing.
� Do not react to subject matter questions or

comments by giving long explanations -

turn them back to the plenary to answer.

� Accept critique or controversial points of

view and visualize them to be dealt with
later in the session or event.

� Do not justify yourself or the methods you

are using, though you may offer

alternatives.

� Convince the participants of the method by

application, not by preaching.
� Discover learning needs with the

participants, and obtain the necessary

information through them.

� Help them find resources - partners,

materials, activities, or information - that

will increase their confidence and skills.
� Intervene when progress is slow, and

suggest alternative ways of moving ahead.

� Assist participants in relating their

experience to the concerns of others.

� Encourage them to find their own answers,

even if it might be easier for you to supply
a solution that seems obvious to you.

adapted from: UNICEF 1993: 73f
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Lectures and other conventional types of teach-

ing that lean on information and instruction tend

to neglect this potential. Their point of departure

is a fixed, absolute entity of truth and knowledge

which can be ‘handed down’ from a wise master
to an ignorant student. This is not to say that

lectures cannot be employed as a training

element. But they should and can be adapted. For

example,

� limit your talk to about 20 minutes, because
otherwise the attention and concentration of

the audience will be lost,

� tell the audience what you will talk about, then

talk about your topic, and, finally, summarize

what you just talked about,

� structure the lecture by means of clear and
simple key points, and keep the most

important ones until the end,

� if ever possible, visualize key concepts in a

meaningful, eye-opening way, but make sure

that what your audience sees is what it hears,

� support your lecture with a short handout
for individual study, but don’t distribute it

beforehand.

But even then, a lecture is not interactive in itself

- it is a one-way perspective on a topic, problem,

or solution. Participation comes into play when
members of the audience apply the lecturer’s

one-sided view to the multi-faceted reality of

their own working environment, adding and

complementing their own experiences gained

from experiential and/or traditional learning.

This adaptation can be facilitated using numer-

ous instruments that enhance participation. For

example, after or during various parts of a long

lecture, participants may

� form small buzz groups sharing different

experiences of an issue or different

interpretations of a term,

� ‘dig deeper’ in working groups by adapting a

general issue to a more specific, regional, or
local context,

� brainstorm an issue in larger groups, a

method that produces more comprehensive or

more complex concerns or experiences related

to a key point of the lecture,

� produce a drawing of an abstract concept such
as ‘development’ or ‘environment,’ which

allows the participants to reflect and share

their own values and views.

In all cases, the results from the participants’

interaction are reported back and discussed in
plenary sessions. This not only lets them share

the others’ experiences but you also send a

hidden message that you value what they

already know.

The difference between this approach and an
ordinary lecture is the essence of participation -

let participants play an active part in an effort,

and let them have an equal share in the results of

this process. This is what the term’s Latin origin

indicates: pars capere, i.e., to take a part of a

person, thing, or quality. In this, participation
also makes for the difference between informa-

tion and communication. The two terms are

often confused, or information is declared ‘one-

way communication.’ But if you look at the

term’s origin, the Latin ‘communis facere’
means to establish common grounds with
others, a community, and this cannot be done

one-way by information or instruction alone.

Disregarding feedback and understanding,

information dissemination is just a vertical and

linear transfer of signals between a sender and a

receiver. Hence, ‘one-way communication’ is a
contradiction in itself. Communication and

participation, at least in their authentic meaning,

are two sides of the same coin. This is so

important to mention because the essence of any

successful learning, training, or planning event

is participation and communication - to have an
active part or share in something, and to estab-

lish a common ground with others.
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So, let’s define communication as a horizontal

and iterative social interaction process between

two or more communicators aiming at a shared

meaning of the issue they are dealing with. They

are senders and receivers at the same time, they
take active part in the dialogue, and they share

the results. For the Greek, ‘dia logos’ was the free

flow of sense and meaning within a group, so

that it would achieve insights which were left

hidden for the individual members. Today, such

group or team learning is vitally important
because it is teams, not individuals, that form the

basic learning units for problem-solving in

organizations and in implementing project in the

real world. This is where dialogue and communi-

cation come into play, as they enable people to

identify key factors affecting their lives, to
understand the latter’s interdependencies, and to

act upon related problems in a competent way.

As such, communication in-class and in the field

aims not so much at information dissemination

but at a shared vision of a sustainable future and

at capacity building in social groups to solve or
prevent actual problems. This is what we should

have in mind when we facilitate a participatory

training event or meeting.

The ping-pong of going back and forth between

questions, references, and clarifications between
you and your participants is a much more

effective learning and communication style than

a one-way information transfer or an instruction

could ever be. It is also the nucleus for democ-

racy and development. In a nutshell, this is the

functional advantage of participation on the one
hand, and the ethical advantage on the other.

Both aspects of participation - the functional and

the ethical one - are equally important to MOVE.

They are also equally important to two dimen-

sions of the approach that you often will have to
deal with as a moderator:

� the in-class success of a learning process

between you and the participants, and

� the success in the field related to the

developmental efforts between the
participants and their beneficiaries in their

respective working environment, e.g., between

agricultural extension agents and farmers, or

between an environmental administration

officer and polluters in the industrial sector.

To you as a moderator, participation’s effective-

ness for learning and communication is a key
factor for in-class success. But in-class success

usually serves a purpose, e.g., what trainees learn

during training will later be applied in the field.

Therefore, you should convince your participants

of the value of participation when they deal with

their beneficiaries in their own working environ-
ments. You will do so most convincingly by

applying a participatory learning and communi-

cation style in your own training. That way, the

trainees will become aware that, just as a

problem-solving, new practice or know-how

cannot be found in a one-way lecture alone,

development in their clients’ reality should not

be understood as a cluster of benefits handed

down to people but as a process through which
the people gain greater mastery over their

destiny. Here, too, even when information is

accepted, it will most often just cause short-term

knowledge gains and attitude changes. Taking

this for ‘development,’ however, would be fatal

and short-sighted. Non-smoking campaigns
prove, for example, that the attitude „smoking is

unhealthy“ does not necessarily lead to long-term

behavior change, i.e., giving up smoking for

good. Every teacher or trainer knows that things

are no different in educational efforts.

Transforming a vertical and linear information

message like „Stop smoking because it causes

cancer!“ from ‘Said’ to ‘Done’ often sounds so
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easy. But the ‘Said - Done!’ persiflage below

reveals the hidden pitfalls. The physical, psycho-

logical, and sometimes structural barriers

implied in the picture are actually what any

communicator or educator has to deal with every
day. Therefore, don’t take for granted that what

� is said is also heard, because your partner in

communication may not even be listening or

may physically be unable to hear you (e.g., due

to noise or distraction),
� is heard is automatically understood, because

there may be barriers or differences in

language, dialect or mental images, in

intellectual or artistic limits, or in socio-

cultural variances of interpretation and

meaning etc.,
� is understood is necessarily accepted, because

competing beliefs, untrustworthy or

contradictory sources of information, or

binding loyalties to a cultural or religious

value or a social norm etc. may interfere,

� is accepted is always done, because there may
be competing alternatives in practices,

structural constraints such as poverty, or a

lack in motivation or collective action,

� is done is also maintained, because

continuous practice may not be possible,

assistance may be stopped, or because friends,
neighbors, or peers do not sufficiently

participate in or share the efforts.

to     imply a process of social interaction by which

people exchange experiences and views in open

access, egalitarian dialogue, transparent deci-

sion-making, and democratic self-management.

As was shown above, even a typical one-way

instrument such as a lecture can be adapted in a

participatory way. What counts is bringing out

the participants’ examples and experiences from

their own work, their creativity, and authenticity.

There are some common principles of participa-
tory learning:

� Learning develops cumulatively between all

participants, which may include both,

professionals from various fields and local

people who start from different perspectives
on problems, needs, potentials, and solutions.

� Not uniformity and simplicity but diversity

and complexity are regarded as strengths.

That accommodates the fact that different

people make different evaluations, leading to

different solutions and actions. This is why
one of the principles for brainstorming a topic

is that ‘all ideas are equally important.’

� Hence, the complexity of the real world will

not be revealed by individual and unilateral

highlights but through group learning and

multilateral processes.
� These processes should be flexible enough to

suit each new set of conditions and actors. All

actors involved should focus on transforming

the existing conditions by facilitating people’s

learning.

� The participatory processes of joint analysis
and dialogue go beyond merely talking - they

lead to defined changes seeking to strengthen

local institution building and mobilizing

people’s capacity to implement them.

Climate Favorable to Participation

The working environment of a group event – just

as much as the contents and the methods –

should be conducive to an open dialogue among

all participants. All arrangements in the room
where the event takes place should reflect this

spirit - any hierarchy between the team and the

participants should be avoided. It would be ideal

to arrange the chairs in a U-shape, with the

At the functional level, learning and communica-

tion - whether instigated by you in-class or by the

participants in the field - needs participation to

go from ‘Said’ to ‘Done.’ It needs participation to

gain knowledge and to result in a change of
attitudes and practices. And, at the ethical level,

learning and communication need participation
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pinboards in the open space of the „U.” That
way, all participants can see and have access to

the boards. As tables can become physical and

psychological communication barriers, they can

be positioned along the walls. Personal belong-

ings, materials, documents, handouts etc. can be
stored or displayed there. Due to the advantages

of continuous visualization and photo documen-

tation, it will not be necessary to write much

anyway. For personal notes, participants should

be provided with a clipboard and a note pad that

can quickly be stored under the chair, if the
dramaturgy of the event requires a change, for

example, from a plenary to a buzz group or

exercise situation. The clipboards are preferable

to the kind of seminar-style armchairs because of

the latter’s clumsiness.

It depends on the team’s attitude, but also on the

participants’ attitude, whether the forming of a

hierarchy between the team members and the

participants, and among the participants them-

selves can be prevented. Guidelines on how to

facilitate this process were described above, e.g.,
by means of mutual assistance or time limits for

taking the floor. In general, a high degree of

tolerance, self-discipline, and mutual help is

required from all involved. As moderators, we

may make use of the wide variety of didactical

games and exercises, ice-breakers and energiz-
ers, role plays, and simulations, many of which

support and stimulate team spirit and group

cohesion.

Still, it is not unusual for you to be criticized

directly: „The moderator should steer more
…have more of an overview … maintain disci-

pline … summarize results. The procedure is

wrong … the question is badly put …the work is

not productive … first, we have to discuss the

method ...“ In difficult situations like this, you

should beware of abusing your position. If you
react to this type of attack, defense and justifica-

tion will produce fruitless discussion and will

deplete the energy needed for problem-solving.

This does not mean, of course, that you could

never make a mistake. But the solution is not

exchanging accusations and justifications in

plenary. You should evaluate errors with other
team members at the next appropriate moment.

Next, you could clarify the reasons for the

procedure and possible alternatives with the

participants.

As was said earlier, moderating means facilitat-
ing the group’s opinion-finding process. As a

moderator, you provide methodological and

instrumental support to a group, and you do so

without interfering and directing.

Especially in case of a long-term training, using a
participatory approach often creates intensive

relations and emotions between the individuals

involved – ranging from love to hate. As modera-

tors, we should be prepared for this, too. If

someone feels left behind, excluded, treated

unfair, underestimated, disrespected or home-
sick, the group dynamics and, hence, the success

of the entire event will suffer. Extracurricular

activities – take, for example, excursions, sports,

Guidelines for Involving PGuidelines for Involving PGuidelines for Involving PGuidelines for Involving PGuidelines for Involving Participantsarticipantsarticipantsarticipantsarticipants

� Every participant is a resource person, and
every resource person is a participant.

� Each participant helps everyone else.

� Every idea counts.

� Conflicts and controversial viewpoints

should be visualized and dealt with at an

appropriate time.
� Uncomfortable feelings must be dealt

with promptly.

� Use the ‘yellow and red card’ technique to

stop people from talking too long.

� Use MOVE as a learning process for

making people more tolerant and receptive
to other opinions.
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cultural programs, chats, and parties - are rather

important in this context and should, therefore,
not be neglected. Often, it is in the evenings or

on weekends that the ice can be broken or

tensions be smoothed that built up earlier during

the working sessions. Such occasions help

promote a climate favorable to participation and

integration, as they offer ‘second chances:’ some
individuals may then display talents that do not

show in class, such as singing, playing a musical

instrument, or excelling at a particular sport. It is

here that, through socializing, a previously

annoying behavior can be clarified or made up

for, that a deeper understanding of the others’
backgrounds and motives may emerge, that the

differences between ‘oneself’ and ‘the other’ or

‘the alien’ become relative, while the similarities

unify the group.

Another instrument for stimulating participation
in a group process stems from the PRA toolbox:

focus group interviews. This tool is particularly

useful to practice in class. It can be valuable to

many participants, because they may use the

approach in field situations. A focus group
interview is a semi-structured discussion among

a group of 5-15 people who share a common

feature: women of reproductive age, sharehold-

ers in a drinking-water network, users of a

particular service, etc. A list of open-ended

questions is used to focus the discussion on the
issues of concern, though follow-up questions

can be developed during the conversation. Focus

group interviews were developed in market

research to determine customer’s preferences

and expectations. Since the 1980s, this method

has been increasingly used for sociological
studies and in participatory research, particularly

in research to identify and describe group

perceptions, attitude, and needs.

You should identify a list of key questions to

guide the interview. Develop a system for
analyzing the information collected, for example,

a matrix of topics and variables, or just a list of

key topics and possible responses, in addition to

some space for comments. Identify the groups in

the community concerned with the topic under

investigation. Conduct a practice session to check
that the questions are relevant and easily

understood, and that the type of responses can be

summarized in the analysis system designed for

the purpose. Before starting each focus group
interview, explain the purpose of the exercise.

Pose your questions to the group and be sure

that each participant feels comfortable in

speaking. Overly talkative participants should be

controlled and silent ones stimulated. Limit the

length of the session: A focus group interview
should last about one hour. Since the interviewer

also acts as a group facilitator, another person

should record the discussion and jot down the

meaning of the interventions as well as the most

characteristic quotes. If this is not possible, a

tape recorder could be used, provided the group
members give their prior permission. Carefully

review and analyze the interview notes to extract

key statements, issues raised, and response

patterns. Execute these steps according to the

analysis framework designed at the beginning of

the process. The framework may have to be
amended to accommodate unexpected responses.

If possible, review the interview summary with

the participants, which allow them to check

whether their comments have been recorded and

analyzed correctly.
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Dramaturgic Competence
As far as the proper organization of an event is

concerned, dramaturgic competence has a

managerial dimension, namely ‘doing things

right:’ preparation, implementation, follow-up.

More importantly, however, dramaturgy is the art
of ‘arranging the right things at the right time.’

Like a film director or a music conductor, a

moderator scripts an event with all the details of

an evolving drama: He or she alternates between

suspense and thrill, individuals and groups,

theory and practice, curiosity for innovations and
the confirmation of established facts etc.

The elements you can and should vary are

TTTTType of interaction ype of interaction ype of interaction ype of interaction ype of interaction in plenary, group, and

individual work that appeal to heads, hearts,
and hands.

FFFFFaces, aces, aces, aces, aces, as far as changes in the active roles of

moderators or resource persons are

concerned.

GGGGGroup composition roup composition roup composition roup composition roup composition as a     way of easing tension

and avoiding difficult situations or boredom
in group dynamics.

MMMMMethods ethods ethods ethods ethods related to the different functions of an

event – from collecting ideas or gradual

elaboration of issues via the exchange of

experience or rating and decision-making to

reflection or documentation.

Inputs, Inputs, Inputs, Inputs, Inputs, which include     cognitive ones through

theory-oriented basic texts, for example, as

well as experiential ones through exercises,

role plays, or field trips in working groups.

Degree of participation, Degree of participation, Degree of participation, Degree of participation, Degree of participation, from ‘low’ like during a
lecture, via ‘medium’ like in a typical working

group session, to ‘high’ like in a complex

exercise under time limitations (such as ‘Egg

Drop’ or ‘Nuts Game.’)

TTTTTypes of communication, ypes of communication, ypes of communication, ypes of communication, ypes of communication, which may range

from a harmonious dialogue to aiming at
shared meaning, and to a heated pro and con

debate during decision-making.

TTTTTypes of visualization, material and mediaypes of visualization, material and mediaypes of visualization, material and mediaypes of visualization, material and mediaypes of visualization, material and media

board, flipchart, map stand, floor, OHP,

PowerPoint etc.

The general idea is to create a stimulating and

lively mix of different methods, media, and

materials. As the training philosophy builds on

each participant’s know-how and experience,

carefully formulated guiding questions, group
interaction and shared responsibility among the

participants are part of that mix. Employing a

variety of visualization tools leads to precision,

avoids monologues, and it provides an external

memory. In sum, this prevents ineffective and

boring one-way inputs run only by experts or
‘trainers.’

Plenary – Group – PlenaryPlenary – Group – PlenaryPlenary – Group – PlenaryPlenary – Group – PlenaryPlenary – Group – Plenary

In order to increase the effectiveness of two-way

communication, it is essential to work in small
groups (see ‘interaction competence’ in this

Part). If there aren’t enough rooms for the groups

to work in, they may self-organize small discus-

sion groups in the plenary room. You should

‘direct’ the event by alternating between plenary

sessions and group discussions. This will ensure
on-going communication among all participants,

and it helps them share results. Presented below

are the principal functions of plenary sessions

and group discussions in a training event.

Dramaturgic Methods and InstrumentsDramaturgic Methods and InstrumentsDramaturgic Methods and InstrumentsDramaturgic Methods and InstrumentsDramaturgic Methods and Instruments
A SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA SelectionA Selection

� scripting an event

� alternation between plenary, group, and

individual work

� group dynamics - types, roles, composition

� seating arrangements
� time management

� raising awareness of communication,

dialogue, active listening etc.

� games and exercises

� field trips, ‘life cases’

� continuous evaluation
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Opening plenary sessions Opening plenary sessions Opening plenary sessions Opening plenary sessions Opening plenary sessions introduce the issue

at stake, survey all important aspects, identify

problems, allocate the issues or problems that

are to be elaborated on to specific working

groups.

WWWWWorking groupsorking groupsorking groupsorking groupsorking groups analyze the problems in detail

and engage in a dialogue on alternative

solutions, synthesize results for the

presentation in plenary.

Concluding plenary sessionsConcluding plenary sessionsConcluding plenary sessionsConcluding plenary sessionsConcluding plenary sessions share results

presented by working groups, discuss,

criticize, supplement, and question them,

while also searching for joint conclusions and

evaluating the learning process.

The plenary session is moderated by you or

another member of the moderation team. In the

working groups, the participants themselves

assume this function, and members of the team

may serve as resource persons or coaches dealing

with methodological issues. The presentation of
discussion results in the plenary session aims at

interaction between the working groups. It is

useful for the group presenters to summarize

findings, in an attempt to avoid boredom for

other groups, which may have discussed the

same subject matters. You may assist the plenary
by visualizing its comments on the findings on

each group’s poster.

Earlier, we presented essential aspects of working

in groups and teamwork as part of ‘interaction

competence.’ Therefore, only those elements are
summarized here that have an impact on

dramaturgy. For example, altering the composi-

tion of working groups by chance, choice, region

or country, professional background or institu-

tion, by gender or socio-cultural characteristics

helps participants getting to know each other. It
also eases tension and helps avoid difficult

situations and boredom in group dynamics.

Uneasiness within a given group must not

necessarily result in conflict, if you visualize

controversial points of view or uncomfortable

feelings and deal with them at an appropriate
time. Also, interactive games, exercises or role

plays help you and the participants cope with

tension or digest a theory-oriented input. Hence,

you should always try for action – reflection –

action sequences. Also, you should always

observe the emotional state of the group, its

social relationships, and group dynamics,

particularly as far as the different stages in the

group learning process are concerned: forming,
storming, norming, and performing.

On-going EvaluationOn-going EvaluationOn-going EvaluationOn-going EvaluationOn-going Evaluation

For a group event, it is not sufficient to merely

have an evaluation at the end of an event, for
instance, by means of a filled-out questionnaire

or a dialogue with the participants. Certainly it is

important to assess the reaction of the partici-

pants in order to draw conclusions for the

continuation of the common work or for a

similar future group event with other partici-
pants. But you should not overestimate the

importance of the final evaluation for future

group events: different participants with differ-

ent backgrounds may require different ap-

proaches in terms of methods, timing, commu-

nication, inputs, or types of interaction.

In general, different types of evaluation pertain

to different stages of an event: before, during,

and after the actual learning process.

BeforeBeforeBeforeBeforeBefore
An appraisal or needs assessment - sometimes

also called ex-ante evaluation - as part of the

planning and organizational process of an event

estimates what learning or planning needs and

achievements are to be expected.

DuringDuringDuringDuringDuring
During the implementation, the on-going

evaluation - sometimes also called monitoring or

formative evaluation - reviews whether a work-

shop or a training event is on course as expected.

AfterAfterAfterAfterAfter
An impact assessment, sometimes also called ex-

post, final, or summative evaluation. It answers

questions related to the effects of the learning

achievements in the participants’ problem-

solving strategies. The yardstick, here, is the
impact on their regular work, after the event was

implemented.
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On-going evaluation is one of the basic working

principles of MOVE. It primarily focuses on

� achieving learning objectives,

� the relevance of the curriculum and issues
discussed to the participants’ learning or

planning needs,

� a learning environment that is conducive to

interaction, participation, and constructive

group dynamics.

Generally, on-going evaluation makes you aware

of changes in the opinions, intentions, and

attitudes of the participants. By means of this

tool, participants are enabled to co-determine,

within reasonable limits, the course and direc-

tion of an event. Hence, they share a common
responsibility for the workshop or training

course, and they jointly engage in this with the

moderation team. Some examples of evaluation

methods and instruments are provided below,

while the ‘before’ and ‘after’ aspects are dealt

with in Part 5.

Generally, you should distinguish between the

types of evaluation covered by the training team

alone and the evaluation methods in which all

participants will engage. Evaluation tools applied

by and with all participants are the ones below,
for example.

‘Expectations and F‘Expectations and F‘Expectations and F‘Expectations and F‘Expectations and Fearsearsearsearsears’ ’ ’ ’ ’ boards at the begin-

ning of an event are keywords collected on cards
pertaining to questions such as “To make this

event successful: What should we do? What

should we avoid?” The poster on which the

replies are pinned may remain in the workroom

during the event. You may refer to these expecta-

tions at later stages, and when evaluating the
event as a whole (see Part 5).

FFFFFeedback Committeeseedback Committeeseedback Committeeseedback Committeeseedback Committees of the participants work

on a rotation principle. Every morning, a group

of 3-5 participants presents a visualized report of

the previous day, reflecting on the program’s
contents and the mood of the participants. Their

report should include critical remarks, recom-

mendations for change, and it should possibly

end with a song, a game, a joke, or a poem to

‘energize’ the plenary before the first working

session starts. In the case of the photo below the
feedback was presented in the form of a radio

show.

Mood BarometersMood BarometersMood BarometersMood BarometersMood Barometers indicate the atmosphere

which prevailed at the end of every day. Partici-
pants stick a dot on the board, which indicates

their mood. Over time, the barometer will show

the ups and downs of the participants’ emotional

status. The meter will not explain the reasons for
any ‘bad vibrations,’ but it still provides an

indication for the evaluation committees as well

as for the team.

By the end of each day, every participant is asked

to choose one dot on a prepared board, with that
dot indicating his or her mood. The mood

barometer remains in the plenary room through-
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out the workshop and provides a general impres-

sion of the group’s prevailing mood. It does not
provide reasons for any positive or negative

ranking. Yet, you could learn about certain trends

that may serve as indicators whether you are on

the right track or not. For example, if a small

‘minority group’ is repeatedly left behind, either

by the majority or due to the curriculum’s
contents or methods, you should make an effort

to reintegrate that group. The mood barometer is

only useful if the participants take it seriously,

and if they update it regularly. At the beginning

of every first morning session, the moderator

may deliver an indication on the previous day’s
mood.

“What is Missing?”“What is Missing?”“What is Missing?”“What is Missing?”“What is Missing?” boards allow participants to

add any comments they wish to relay publicly or

anonymously. You should publicly comment on

new remarks in a constructive manner. For
practical reasons, such a ‘Suggestion Board’

should be prepared on the back of the ‘Mood

Barometer,’ because both tools remain in the

plenary at all times.

The summative evaluation elements in mmmmmid-termid-termid-termid-termid-term

and fand fand fand fand final inal inal inal inal evaluationevaluationevaluationevaluationevaluation that are dealt with in Part 5

are keyword collections on cards responding to

question such as “Were the workshop objectives

met, were the participants’ skills improved, were

the expectations and fears met and avoided,
respectively? And should similar workshops in

the future be prepared differently?”

Dealing with Large NumbersDealing with Large NumbersDealing with Large NumbersDealing with Large NumbersDealing with Large Numbers

At times, large plenary groups cannot be avoided,
and the sheer number of participants becomes a

methodological problem that can easily affect the

learning or planning success of the respective

event. But there are a number of methods and

techniques that may help you deal with large

numbers.

Information MarketInformation MarketInformation MarketInformation MarketInformation Market
This special technique of presenting and assess-

ing a lot of information within a limited period

of time is useful for groups with 30 – 250

participants. There are various versions of the
information market that you can apply for

different purposes or contexts.

Self-organized versionSelf-organized versionSelf-organized versionSelf-organized versionSelf-organized version
The market stands’ as visualized presentations

prepared by groups of participants are positioned

in a sufficiently spacious meeting room, hall, or

foyer. There are two, four, or more groups of
‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’ of information. In the first

round, the ‘sellers’ present their issues and try to

attract and raise the curiosity of ‘buyers.’ The

‘buyers’ watch, ask questions, and discuss issues.

In a second round, ‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’ reverse

roles. This version is particularly useful at the

beginning of an event, when the introduction of

participants’ institutional background, working

environment, or projects is often a must.

TTTTTutored versionutored versionutored versionutored versionutored version
The preparation is the same as in the version

before. Participants move from stand to stand,

taking in the variety of issues displayed there.

Each stand is served by a tutor or presenter, who

does not move around and who has no or little

technical knowledge on the issues displayed.
That way, they present the same issues to 3 – 5

groups. In a final plenary session, the presenters

document discussion results from the various

groups they facilitated. This version is useful

when time constraints and a well-structured and

unified feedback are a concern.

‘Radio Feldafing’ version‘Radio Feldafing’ version‘Radio Feldafing’ version‘Radio Feldafing’ version‘Radio Feldafing’ version
The preparation is the same as in the previous

version. There are again several groups of

‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’ of information and two

rounds so that ‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’ may reverse
their roles. But in this case, the ‘sellers’ add role

play elements to market their ideas. They present

their results to the ‘buyers’ as a guided tour,

moderated by a ‘Radio Feldafing journalist’, a
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participant from among the ‘sellers’. The

information stands can either be positioned in an

‘exhibition’ or ‘talk show’ arrangement. This

makes the presentation more lively and attrac-

tive. Also, this version of an information market

is often used by an entire plenary group to

present the conclusions from a learning or

planning event to outsiders who did not partici-

pate in the event: For example, the results of a

final evaluation of a long-term training program.

Open SpaceOpen SpaceOpen SpaceOpen SpaceOpen Space
This method has often been applied when

working with groups of up to 500 people in a

Local Agenda 21 or Future Search context in

communities, enterprises, and organizations.
The method is guided by four simple principles:

1 - Whoever comes, is the right person, 2 -

Whenever it starts, it is the right time, 3 -

Whatever happens, is the only thing that could

have, 4 - When it’s over, it’s over. The steps

recommended to implement an Open Space
event are as follows:

� Prepare a big hall for plenary and several

smaller rooms for working group sessions.

� For every group of 20, have one moderator

available, if possible pre-trained.
� Establish rules on logistics and working in

plenary and groups with the participants.

� Document the rules and the topic of the event

on posters on the wall.

� Have a big blank board on the wall ready. It is

to be filled with an agenda of issues of the
event. Also, have paper and markers ready on

the floor, in the middle of the plenary, to be

used by the participants.

� If necessary, prioritize the issues raised,

announce them, and tape them to the wall for

everyone to see, including time and location.

� Let the participants decide which issue they

want to tackle in a working group by means of
the “Law of Two Feet.”

� Participants gradually elaborate the issues in

working groups of 5-20 people by staying in

one group or by moving from one group to

another.

� The tutors facilitate group discussion, and
they or other persons take notes on the

discussion process and results.

� Regular plenary assemblies take place at least

once a day for news exchange and short

visualized presentations from the various

groups.
� The participants move between plenary and

group sessions and between issues raised

until the allocated time is up, or until they feel

they reached a conclusion, action plan etc.

FeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedbackFeedback

Feedback means to receive information about the

effect a particular treatment, group process, or

individual behavior has on other people. You can

ask participants to voice their observations and

feelings about a certain issue or method. You
may also ask for feedback regarding your own

performance as a moderator. Feedback helps you

understand individuals and group dynamics, in

addition to helping you redirect the flow of action

to meet participants’ needs.

When you provide feedback, do it in a construc-

tive way, display empathy, do not judge, be

specific, and just talk about your own point of

view. When you receive feedback, look at it as an

opportunity, not as an attack, listen silently, and

do not interrupt or defend yourself.

There are different types of feedback. After a

lecture or session, verbal feedbackverbal feedbackverbal feedbackverbal feedbackverbal feedback is common.

It helps to understand how performances were

perceived and how they can be improved. Verbal

feedback is also a ritual starting the daily review
session of the moderation team. A flashlight flashlight flashlight flashlight flashlight is a

short comment by each participant about how

they felt after a particular session, day, or phase

of the event. Combined, the flashlights provide
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an impression of the group’s mood. It also allows

participants to voice concerns immediately,

which may ‘clear the air.’ Anonymous feedbackAnonymous feedbackAnonymous feedbackAnonymous feedbackAnonymous feedback

on cards     can be used at different stages of an

event. For that purpose, you should prepare and
visualize questions such as “To evaluate the

group’s performance: What do I like about our

group? How can we improve our performance?

What would I like to see changed?” The feedback

is written on cards, which are collected by the

moderator, pinned to a board, and then clustered

according to the aspects that the comments have

in common. Finally, participants are invited to

comment and to draw conclusions.

Climate Favorable for PClimate Favorable for PClimate Favorable for PClimate Favorable for PClimate Favorable for Participationarticipationarticipationarticipationarticipation

As was pointed out in the previous section about

‘participation competence,’ the working environ-

ment of a group event should be conducive to an
open dialogue among all participants. The entire

composition of the venue where the event is

staged should reflect this spirit. This prevents a

hierarchy from emerging between the team and

the participants. Seating arrangements are an

important matter:

� Depending on the group size and the type of

event, one large room for plenary sessions and

1-3 separate rooms for working group sessions

are needed.

� Tables are not required, because they
represent an obstacle for group interaction

and communication. But some tables can be

positioned along the room periphery to store

materials, handouts etc.

� A sufficient number of comfortable chairs

should be arranged in a semi-circle or U-

shape, with the boards and other means of

visualization (OHP screen, TV set etc.) at the

center of attention.

As was said earlier, it would be ideal to arrange

the chairs in a U-shape, with the pinboards in

the open space of the “U” so that all participants

can see and have access to the boards. Tables

should be positioned along the walls as they
often become physical and psychological com-

munication barriers. Due to visualization and

documentation, it will not be necessary to write

much anyway. For personal notes, participants

should be provided with a clipboard and a note

pad that can quickly be stored under the chair, if
the dramaturgy of the event requires a change,

for example, from a plenary to a buzz group or

exercise situation.

Another crucial aspect of a climate favorable to
participation is time management which, in any

case, should be flexible and take local customs

into consideration:

� Events lasting longer than a week should

allow for a one-day break that can be used for
recreation.
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� Whenever possible and suitable, field trips

should be arranged, as they do not only
provide practice-oriented insights. In addition,

they expose participants to a change of venue,

different types of didactics, and lets them

assume a different pace.

� The time schedule and logical sequence of

training sessions, as explained in the section
on scripting below, should regularly include

changes of methods and exercises. Even the

most interesting method will become boring

when used too often within a certain time.

� Be aware of the fact that awareness, retention

rates, and concentration curves vary over the
time span of the four sessions during a day:

Usually, participants need to be ‘energized’ for

the early morning and the early afternoon

sessions, meaning that this is not a good time

for theory-dominated, ‘heavy’ inputs.

� In longer training events, opportunities for
physical exercises and recreation outside the

lass-room should be encouraged during

breaks and after classes.

� Optional programs such as video screening,

roundtable discussion, demonstrations, poster
shows, media market, case studies, cultural

performances etc. can be planned for the

evening, and will foster social contacts among

the participants and the training team.

Other aspects of site, seating and logistical
arrangement are covered in Part 5.

There is quite a number of interventions that a

moderator may use to improve the atmosphere

and mutual trust in a group. Social activities

such as a cultural evening or a welcome and a
farewell party have a positive effect on group

dynamics. Responsibilities such as time keeping,

food or leisure committee etc. can be delegated

to participants. Allow time for exercises that

enhance communication skills and good group

cooperation such as:

AAAAActive listeningctive listeningctive listeningctive listeningctive listening in a group of three: one person

talking about a personal problem, one person

repeating and only asking relevant questions,

one person observing silently and giving

feedback later.

‘Y‘Y‘Y‘Y‘You-messagesou-messagesou-messagesou-messagesou-messages’’’’’ are turned into ‘I-messages.’

‘S‘S‘S‘S‘Six Hix Hix Hix Hix Helperselperselperselperselpers’’’’’ concerns the use of open questions
to ‘dig deeper’ into an issue: Who? What?

How? Why? When? Where?

‘F‘F‘F‘F‘Four sides of a messageour sides of a messageour sides of a messageour sides of a messageour sides of a message’’’’’ helps develop

awareness of the different functions of

communication:

1 facts
2 statement about the relationship

    between speaker and listener

3 statement about speaker

4 request to listener.

Games PGames PGames PGames PGames People Playeople Playeople Playeople Playeople Play

When directing and scripting an event, games

are very important dramaturgical elements.

However, you should know how to use games,

because  they “are like medical plants: If you take
too much or the wrong kind, you may be dead

soon” (Will 2001). First of all, you should

distinguish between

� didactical games, exercises and role plays,
� and energizers, ice-breakers, and warm-up

exercises.

The difference lies in the dramaturgical value.

GGGGGames and exercises role playsames and exercises role playsames and exercises role playsames and exercises role playsames and exercises role plays are like a path
that helps participants arrive at certain conclu-

sions: There is an underlying didactical meaning.

Because of that didactical meaning, games

alwaysalwaysalwaysalwaysalways have to be debriefed, so that the groups

involved can discuss what happened, how they

felt, and which conclusions they drew in the
process. Also, they are always in relation to the

group process and to the event’s subject matter.

For example, after a resource person lectured

about problems of cooperation vs. competition in

sustainable development in a plenary session,

you may ask the participants to engage in the
‘Nuts Game’ (see Annex) in two working group

sessions: one session for playing the game and

one for debriefing it. In another example, you

may want to foster team-building in a group of

participants who do not yet know each other very

well. By the end of the event’s first day, you
introduce the ‘Egg Drop’ exercise (see Annex). It
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highlights the different roles individuals assume

in teamwork, while also letting participants
discover their strengths and weaknesses under

stress. Sometimes, it may be necessary to make

participants aware of communication problems

as a result of different perceptions, socio-cultural

backgrounds or working environments. Instead

of a lengthy, theoretical explanation, you may
briefly introduce the ‘Paper Tear’ exercise (see

Annex) in plenary. On their own, participants

will experience the fact that one-way instructions

are not very effective in conveying mental

images or concepts, but that a two-way commu-

nication process is needed. You may use the
“Said – Done!” sequence on page 64 during the

debriefing.

In all examples, the conclusions drawn and the

didactical intentions that you planned in connec-

tion with the game or exercise are realized
during the debriefing. Let the participants

discover these conclusions themselves. Do not

try to ‘learn for them’ by revealing the ‘real

meaning’ of the game. There is no such ‘real

meaning’ but the one the participants perceive as
a result of playing the game. You may, however,

summarize the results of the groups’ discussion

and make comparisons to conclusions that other

groups have arrived at. The Annex contains a

small selection of games and exercises, and

many more can be found in the IIED ‘Participa-

tory Learning&Action Guide’ (see Pretty et al.

1995) or other manuals listed under ‘Selected

Literature’ in the Annex. When you are about to
select a game from one of the manuals, ask

yourself: “Why do I want to select a game?

Which ‘red thread’ runs between an issue or

problem, the game to be selected, and back to the

issue again? Which conclusions should the game

lead to? How do I best formulate a leading

question for the briefing and the debriefing?“

Role playsRole playsRole playsRole playsRole plays can be acted out in two ways. On the

one hand, you can use them like a game or

exercise, relating them to an issue raised in the

learning process, and exposing the didactical

value in a debriefing. On the other hand, you
may encourage participants to use a role play as

an entertaining way of presenting results from a

working group session. For example, such

results can be translated into a radio or TV show,

or a typical extension situation between urban

advisors and rural water users. This does not
require a written script, costumes, or a long

preparation time, but it should be clear who

plays which role. A brief rehearsal is recom-

mended to be sure that everyone can speak

loudly and clearly enough, using gestures and

introducing props to make the situation more
real, humorous, and attention grabbing. Also,

time management is crucial. A 5-10 minute role

play is usually sufficient to make a point.

Energizers, icebreakers and warm-up exerEnergizers, icebreakers and warm-up exerEnergizers, icebreakers and warm-up exerEnergizers, icebreakers and warm-up exerEnergizers, icebreakers and warm-up exer-----

cisescisescisescisescises are very different from games, as they
stand alone, do not have a deeper meaning, and

should be self-explanatory. They do not require a

debriefing, and they do not necessarily have a

rational connection to the event’s subject

matters. Energizers can be applied at any time

when participants feel tired, dizzy, or tense, in
other words, in situations when they can no

longer concentrate on the event’s subject matters

to be discussed. Icebreakers are often used to

facilitate the process of learning to know each

other or to overcome a critical or tense situation.

Such playful elements in a learning process
usually have a positive impact on the mood of a

group, as people have fun and interact in a

relaxed manner. They divert their attention from

the purely cognitive level, and participants may

show personality traits other than their intellec-

tual capacities, by, for instance, contributing a
song, a joke, or an energizer of their own.

Numerous energizers are compiled in the

relevant literature (for example, see Pretty

et al 1995).
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At times, you may need a very specific setting or

plot that directly relates to the subject matter,

problem, or solution you would like to highlight

in the learning or planning process. In this case,

the guideline included in the annex under
‘Games and Exercises” will provide you with

some ideas on how to prepare your own games,

exercises or role plays.

Scripting an EventScripting an EventScripting an EventScripting an EventScripting an Event

As described earlier, the mentioned mix of

different methods, media, and materials is later

translated into a script. This script serves as a

methodological guide for the moderator as a

stage direction would be for a film director. A

good film director elicits the best of an individual
actress as one member of a team of actors. The

group knows that the film plot as a whole and

each single scene depend on all of them and on

the combined quality of their acting. This is what

a moderator does in relation to individual

participants and the composition of working
groups. A useful way of illustrating the interre-

lated nature of individuals and groups in

learning and planning is the ‘Team Learning

Wheel’ to the right. There is reflection – connec-

tion – decision – action in the individual ‘learn-

ing wheel’ (see Kolb 1984), and public reflection
– shared meaning – cooperative planning –

coordinated action in the team learning wheel.

This is very similar to the MOVE learning

process: orientation – teamwork – sharing results

– implementation and evaluation. The wheel

illustrates how each point in individual learning
has its equivalent in team learning, and that

individuals and the team move from reflection to

action and from abstract thinking to concrete

issues – and back again.

We will demonstrate how a script is prepared and
how the numerous elements of MOVE – Modera-

tion and Visualization for Group Event can and

should be composed by means of a real script of

a three-day ‘Environmental Communication’

training workshop that was organized by DSE-

ZÖV for 21 participants from different countries,
institutions, and projects.

In addition to the comments related to the topics,

guiding questions, methods, materials and

moderators of the individual sessions you should

take the following general remarks on the ‘red

thread’, basic phases and the learning scenario
into consideration:

Red ThreadRed ThreadRed ThreadRed ThreadRed Thread in terms of the event’s subject

matter and its different aspects, in this case:

‘Environmental Communication’ and related
issues such as communication barriers, environ-

mental concepts, the participation of strategic

groups, the ten steps of the communication

strategy, media selection, message design,

monitoring, and evaluation etc.

Basic phasesBasic phasesBasic phasesBasic phasesBasic phases in the learning process, as de-

scribed under ‘interaction competence:’ orienta-

tion – teamwork – sharing results – implementa-

tion, and evaluation and all the related aspects

regarding the MOVE working principles,

guidelines for card collection, card writing and
visualization, working in groups, on-going

evaluation, etc.

Learning scenarioLearning scenarioLearning scenarioLearning scenarioLearning scenario as far as the dramaturgical

composition of the various MOVE elements is

concerned: plenary, group and individual work,
different moderators or resource persons, group

composition, methods ranging from mini-

lectures to games or field trips, cognitive and

experiential inputs, space and time, degree of

participation, and the types of communication as

well as visualization, materials, and media.
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DSEDSEDSEDSE    Training Course Training Course Training Course Training Course     
"Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication"    

Day 1Day 1Day 1Day 1    
MoD: ManfredMoD: ManfredMoD: ManfredMoD: Manfred    

SESSIONSESSIONSESSIONSESSION    TIMETIMETIMETIME    MinMinMinMin    CONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTS    GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS    METHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD    MATERIALMATERIALMATERIALMATERIAL    PERSONPERSONPERSONPERSON    
o9:oo 1o Opening    
OrienOrienOrienOrientationtationtationtation 4o Introduction of participants WHO are we? Plenary presentation +  

discussion 
Boards&cards 

 2o Participants’ expectations and skills   Prepared board 

Susanne 

 1o Workshop objectives and contents WHAT are we going to do? Plenary presentation +  
discussion 

Board, flipchart 

1111    
 1o Working Methodology HOW are we going to do it? Plenary presentation +  

discussion. 
Boards&cards 

Manfred 

 1o.3o 3o Break     
11:oo 
 

2o Starter „Paper Tear“, incl. debriefing What can go wrong with communi-
cation? - What happened?, How did 
you feel?, What conclusions do you 
draw?  

Individual 1 A4/participant,  
co-moderator writes cards 

Manfred 

CommuniCommuniCommuniCommuni----
cation cation cation cation     
ProblemsProblemsProblemsProblems 

5o Communication problems at work Do you face similar communication 
problems at work? - Problems, 
reasons, solutions 

5 Buzz groups +  
plenary discussion 

Boards&cards Susanne 

2222    

 2o Wrap-up „Said - Done:  
Five Communication Barriers“ 

What are the essentials to 
remember? 

Input + plenary discussion Beamer (OHP/ PP)+ handouts Manfred 

 12.3o 9o Lunch     
13:3o     5o EnvCom Terminology  3 Working Groups  

(1 x PR, 2 x Conservation)  
discussion 

Boards&cards Manfred 

3333 
EnvComEnvComEnvComEnvCom 
BasicsBasicsBasicsBasics 

4o Input „Definition, objectives and 
principles of EnvCom“ 

What really is EnvCom all about? 
Plenary instructional dialogue Beamer + handouts,  

prepared boards 
Manfred + 
Susanne 

 15:oo 3o Break     
15:3o        
 

15 Input „EnvCom in the project  
life cycle“ 

What role does communication play 
in a project? 

Plenary presentation +  
discussion 

Beamer + handouts Manfred 

Project Life Project Life Project Life Project Life 
CCCCyyyyclecleclecle 

3o Elements, priorities and sequence  
of an EnvCom Strategy 

elements in 5 Buzz Groups,  
discussion in plenary 

Boards&cards Susanne 

 15 Intro „1o Steps Strategy“ 

If you plan a communication strategy 
- Which elements do you have  
to consider? Plenary presentation +  

discussion 
Beamer + handouts Manfred 

4444 

 3o Exercise „Egg Drop“ What roles do you need to build  
a team? 

Exercise in 3 Working Groups,  
debriefing in plenary 

1 egg, 1m tape, 20 straws,  
1 paper x 3 groups 

Manfred 

   Dinner     
 

11111Initially, the participants, the
workshop objectives and
program, and the working

principles of MOVE were introduced,
and the participants’ expectations
and skills were assessed.

22222Participants first experience
communication problems by
themselves when they engage

in the ‘Paper Tear’ exercise. Then,
they relate this experience to their
own working situation in random
buzz groups. Only after they have
drawn their own conclusions, a
cognitive input is provided by means
of a wrap-up by the moderator who
may use the ‘Said – Done’ sequence
about the five major communication
barriers for this shown under
‘visualization competence’. The on-
going sequence of plenary – working
group – plenary starts here and is
maintained for the rest of the day.

33333The ‘hard facts’ about EnvCom,
again, is preceded by a
working group reflection phase

in which the terms at stake are
questioned. To the participants, this
way is much more interesting and
attractive as they can start from
their own points of views and
opinions. The degree of curiosity,
discovery, and participation in the
discussion is much higher in
comparison to having a mini-lecture
or PowerPoint presentation first.
Also, you should note that the group
composition (by professional
background) and the male and the
female moderators changed. The
participants are still in the
orientation phase but they have also
experienced already what teamwork
and sharing results means. The
moderator explained briefly the
basics of ‘brainwriting’ and working
in groups.

44444Again, participants themselves
identify the major elements of
an Environmental Communica-

tion strategy and put them in a
logically consistent order. This way,
the ‘10 Steps’ - which are often
similar to the planning sequence the
participants have identified - appears
not as something magical generated
by the resource person’s wisdom but
as something that they themselves
could elaborate. As the 21 partici-
pants did not know each other well,
‘Egg Drop’ as a team building
exercise was introduced. During the
exercise, they discover their
strengths and weaknesses under
stress and the different roles
individuals assume in teamwork.
Again, the group composition
(random) and the moderator
changed. By the end of the day,
participants indicated their
satisfaction with the event on the
mood barometer.
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DSEDSEDSEDSE    Training Course Training Course Training Course Training Course     
"Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication"    

Day 2Day 2Day 2Day 2    
MoD: SusanneMoD: SusanneMoD: SusanneMoD: Susanne    

SESSIONSESSIONSESSIONSESSION    TIMETIMETIMETIME    MinMinMinMin    CONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTS    GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS    METHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD    MATERIALMATERIALMATERIALMATERIAL    PERSONPERSONPERSONPERSON    
o9:oo 1o Feedback Committee What happened yesterday, how was it 

done, how did it feel? 
4 volunteers 

1o Step 1o Step 1o Step 1o Step 
StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy 

5 Proceedings for EnvCom  
strategy development 

 Susanne 

 2o Case study presentations:  
Mongolia, Musk Deer 

What are the case study  
entry points? 

 5 Working group formation  

Plenary presentation +  
discussion 

Boards&cards 
flipchart 

Chimge + 
Volker 

1111 

 5o Input „Steps 1-4 of the  
EnvCom Strategy“ 

What is crucial about assessment 
phase and communication objectives? 

Plenary instructional dialogue Beamer + handouts Manfred 

 1o.3o 3o Break     
11:oo 15 Starter „Monkey and the Fish“ If you were the monkey’s consultant 

- what would you recommend? 
Comments recorded by  
‘zipper’ method 

Comic, 2 reporters,  
2 flipcharts 

 6o Input „Steps 1-4“ ctd. see above Plenary instructional dialogue beamer + handouts 
Manfred 2222 

 15 Exercise „Horse Trader“ Is there one „correct“ answer  
to the task? 

Individual + Buzz Group task +  
plenary discussion 

task on flipchart Susanne 

 12.3o 9o Lunch     

3333 

13:3o 9o Working Groups: Development of an 
EnvCom Strategy in relation with the 
2 case studies 

Who are the strategic groups and 
what are their interests?  
Formulate a project goal based on  
1-2 key problems identified 

2 Working Groups per case 
study 

Tasks on flipchart,  
1 job aid/step, 
Boards&cards, flipchart 

Manfred 

 15.oo 3o Break     

4444 

15:3o-
17:oo 

9o Working groups ctd. Formulate a communication objective 
in KAP steps for 1-2 strategic groups 
Design a preliminary strategy for 1-2 
strategic groups 

2 Working Groups:  discussion 
+ documentation 

ctd. documentation on boards Manfred 

 18:3o 9o Dinner     

5555 

2o:oo 9o Presentation of WG results:  
EnvCom Strategy in relation with the 
2 case studies 

What is good and not-so-good about 
the two presentations? 

Plenary presentation + 
discussion 

Boards&cards 
 

Group presen-
ters + Manfred 

 21.3o 15 Break     

6666 

21:45 9o Games for Sustainable Development: 
The „Nuts Game“ 

Can games be used to portray 
complex environmental relationships 
and the role of cooperation therein? 

Game in 1 active,  
1 observation group 
plenary evaluation + 
discussion. 

Rules + evalation matrix on 
flip-chart, nuts, pools, 
evalation sheets 

Manfred 

 

44444Again, the moderators
alternated and the partici
pants used dots for ranking

their emotional state on the mood
barometer.

55555Participants themselves had
decided to use the evening as
this gave them more time to

elaborate Steps 1-4 in working
groups. The ‘Nuts Game’, here, was
played to show participants a simple
way how to gain cognitive and
affective insights about sustainable
development and the virtues of
cooperation and participation. The
fight over resources as in the games
is an everyday problem of partici-
pants working in environmental
protection.

66666Hence, the conclusions
fromthe game could
directly be related to

their situation at work.

11111A feedback committee that
had been established the
evening before, reported about

the results and the mood of the
previous day. The ‘10 Steps’ are not
put in as a lecture or elaborated in
general but along the lines of two
case studies selected and presented
by the participants in a visualized
format. The first input for Steps 1-4
is not only introduced cognitively by
OHP as a non-permanent and
flipcharts and handouts as
permanent visual aids, but also by
means of affective learning through
the ‘Monkey and Fish’ comic. The
plenary – working group – plenary
sequence is maintained for this day
as well.

22222At Step 4, the ‘Strategy
Design’, decisions about the
further direction of the

EnvCom Strategy are taken. In order
to show that there is not just one
way but a number of alternatives as
well, the exercise ‘Horse Trader’ is
integrated. Also, the exercise served
as a way to change group composi-
tion one more time before a longer
period of participants remaining in
the same groups.

33333Working groups are formed by
choice because the groups will
remain the same for most of

the workshop as the working group
results are accumulated from one
step of the communication strategy
to the next. If this was not the case,
it would be better to change group
composition more often. The groups
apply their newly gained knowledge
about steps 1-4 of the communica-
tion strategy to the two case studies
they selected before. This is a first
measure in interactively transferring
learning achievements to the real life
situations of their working
environments.
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DSEDSEDSEDSE    Training Course Training Course Training Course Training Course     
"Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication""Environmental Communication"    

Day 3Day 3Day 3Day 3    
MoD: ManfredMoD: ManfredMoD: ManfredMoD: Manfred    

SESSIONSESSIONSESSIONSESSION    TIMETIMETIMETIME    MinMinMinMin    CONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTSCONTENTS    GUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONSGUIDING QUESTIONS    METHODMETHODMETHODMETHOD    MATERIALMATERIALMATERIALMATERIAL    PERSONPERSONPERSONPERSON    
o9:oo 
 

1o Feedback Committee What happened yesterday, how was it 
done, how did it feel? 

Plenary presentation + 
discussion 

 4 volunteers 

 5 Time management  Plenary discussion Flip chart Susanne 1111 
1o Steps 1o Steps 1o Steps 1o Steps 
ctd.ctd.ctd.ctd. 

75 Input „Steps 5-1o of the  
EnvCom Strategy“ 

What is crucial about planning, 
production and action phase? 

Plenary instructional dialogue Boards&cards 
beamer + handouts 

Manfred 

 10.3o 3o Break     

2222 

11:oo 9o Working Groups: Development of an 
EnvCom Strategy in relation with the 
2 case studies 

Select appropriate media and 
facilitate target group participation  
Formulate messages for  
1-2 strategic groups 

2 Working Groups Tasks on flipchart,  
1 job aid/step, 
Boards&cards 
 

Susanne 

 12.3o 9o Lunch     
13:3o 6o Presentation of WG results:  

EnvCom Strategy in relation with the 
2 case studies 

What is good and not-so-good about 
the two presentations? 

Plenary presentation + 
discussion 

Boards&cards 

3333 
 45 Is there Life after Training? What did I learn in using an  

EnvCom Strategy?  
How can EnvCom competence be 
strategically focussed on? 

Plenary presentation  
Buzz Group and plenary 
dialogue 

Preparation questionnaire. 
Boards&cards 

group 
presenters, 
Margret 
Manfred 

 15.15 15 Break     
15:3o    
 

15 ctd. What could be ‘Next Steps’ in your 
organization? 

Buzz Group by institution ctd. Susanne 

EvaluationEvaluationEvaluationEvaluation 4o PRE – Participatory Rapid Evaluation 
of the Workshop 

Did we meet our objectives?  
Did we improve our skills? How were 
food, facilities, moderators and 
curriculum etc? 

Ranking matrixes with dots, 
discussion 

PRE board, flipchart, dots Manfred 4444 

16:3o 5 Farewell    Susanne 
 

11111Again, the feedback commit
tee reported about the
previous day. The plenary –

working group – plenary sequence is
maintained for this day as well when
Steps 5-10 of the communication
strategy were introduced.

22222Again, conceptual inputs were
elaborated on and applied to
the case studies in the working

groups. Also, the moderators
alternated as before.

33333Sufficient time was allocated
to present and discuss the
final working group conclu-

sions in plenary. The question how
participants could transfer their
newly gained skills and insights from
the training to their regular work
was explicitly raised and tackled.

44444Recommendations and next
steps for action planning were
formulated. Last but not least,

the workshop was evaluated by the
participants. They used dots for
ranking on the PRE board and for a
skills assessment.
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Organizing Group Events
In this Part, we will exp lain in greater detail how

to systematically organize a group event. The

organizational process goes through four phases

which could also be regarded as management
steps:

� context assessment,

� planning,

� implementation, and

� evaluation.

You can apply the four phases to all kinds of

group events such as workshops, training

courses, seminars, and conferences, as well as

staff meetings, office planning sessions or

presentations. The steps taken within the
organizational process should of course be

adapted to the specific group event in question.

The following example is based on a two-week

workshop with 20 participants. The institution

organizing the event will be called “organizer”
and will invite a team of external moderators and

trainers or resource persons.

Context AssessmentContext AssessmentContext AssessmentContext AssessmentContext Assessment

The organizer of an event could be an individual

person, an organization, a task force within an

organization, an NGO, or a foreign training

institution. The moderator or moderators invited

in by the organizer from within or from outside

the organizing institution should be familiar
with that institution’s background, its experience

in organizing an event, its financial and staff

capacity, and other factors in order to better

understand the event’s context.

Context assessment is the first important step
before you start the planning and preparation

process. It requires a clear understanding of the

event’s history and background. Who wants to

organize the event and why? Has there been any

systematic training needs assessment as a

baseline? What are the conclusions of the latter?
What could be the motive for organizing the

event – identifying problems, defining objectives,

planning or providing training to someone?

Other important questions have to be answered:

Is the overall topic precisely defined or does the

organizer need assistance in clarifying the topic?
Can the topic be tackled within two weeks? Has

there been any prior training event? If yes, are

the results documented and discussed? Is it

necessary and useful to relate to the results and

the structure of previous events? The answer to

these questions will lead you to the expected
output of the event and the definition of objec-

tives. The definition of learning objectives will

directly affect the program’s methods and

structure, the task and qualification of the

moderators, and the selection of participants.

Therefore, objectives should be defined as clearly
as possible.

After having elaborated the objectives in a

precise way, the participants to be invited should

be defined using as much information as
possible. What is the professional and institu-

tional background of the participants? Do they

come from the same organization, the same

region? How old are they? What will the gender

ratio be? Do they have group event experience

and experience with the topic to be dealt with?
What could their expectations regarding the

event be? The more you find out about these

questions, the easier it will be for you to plan the

event according to the needs of the participants.

Checklist for formulating objectives

� Objectives should focus on the event’s goal,

not on the content or process.

� Formulate objectives in simple,

straightforward language. Do not confuse the

participants with objectives that are too long.
Objectives should communicate well and

cover one learning outcome.

� Do not use too many objectives for one event.

� Objectives should incorporate an action word

(verb). Avoid weak verbs such as know,

understand, have, feel, aware, and believe.
Strong verbs such as do, tell, write, describe,
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list, explain, demonstrate, show, answer,

choose, organize, conduct, draw are preferred.

Objectives should be measurable and

observable.

� The participants should be the subject, not the
object of the goals formulated – grammatically

and in real life.

In addition, objectives should refer to

AAAAAudienceudienceudienceudienceudience
the intended beneficiaries, i.e.,

mostly the participants

BehaviorBehaviorBehaviorBehaviorBehavior

the action to be performed

by the participants

ConditionConditionConditionConditionCondition
the circumstances of the

behavior to be shown

DegreeDegreeDegreeDegreeDegree

the quality of behavior

to be achieved.

Planning the EventPlanning the EventPlanning the EventPlanning the EventPlanning the Event

Composing the TComposing the TComposing the TComposing the TComposing the Teameameameameam

Planning an event requires the selection and
composition of a team with different functions.

In detail, Part 3 outlines the composition of a

team of organizers, moderators, event assistants,

resource persons and support staff, their qualifi-

cations, and tasks.

Conceptualizing the CurriculumConceptualizing the CurriculumConceptualizing the CurriculumConceptualizing the CurriculumConceptualizing the Curriculum

A first planning session should take place about

two months before the event. If ever possible, the

moderators should join the organizers in

analyzing the objectives and drawing up an
initial program draft. The meeting’s success will

depend largely on the context analysis. The

meeting should answer the following questions:

� Last things first: What should be the event’s

‘final product’ in terms of learning
achievements, recommendations, action

plans or the like?

� What are the event’s primary learning or

planning objectives?

� How many participants will attend?

� What is the prior experience of the

participants in regard to the topic?

� Which positive factors could contribute to the

success of the workshop: training as an
incentive for participants, nice location,

season of the year, certificate etc.?

� Which negative factors could endanger

the success of the event: participants are

forced to attend, boring environment, wrong

timing etc.?
� Which resource persons should be invited and

how many should be invited? How and when

can they be involved in and briefed on the

methodology?

� Which technical means are or should be made

available: working group rooms, media, pin
boards, visualization material etc.?

The answer to these questions will not only

shape the event’s program structure but also its

success. Unclear objectives will require time for

clarification. If the participants are not familiar
with the visualization method, they will need an

introduction. The objective and nature of the

event will determine the balance between input

from the moderators, external resource persons

and group work. You should neither overload the

curriculum nor the time schedule – less is more.

Also, leave sufficient time for leisure and cultural

activities because head, heart and hand all need

time to relax. In case the training needs transla-

tion, you will have to factor in ample time for
that. As a rule of thumb, a regular monolingual

curriculum has to be cut by at least 30% if the

input has to be translated sequentially.
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Of course, the moderation and organizing team

will never be able to anticipate exactly the initial

knowledge and experience level of the partici-

pants when planning an event. Therefore,

planning should be flexible and leave space for
reacting to on-going evaluation results by the

participants. Usually, the team cannot change

everything, but there are many ways of adapting

the program, the methods and the learning

environment of an event to the expressed needs

of the participants.

Logistical ArrangementsLogistical ArrangementsLogistical ArrangementsLogistical ArrangementsLogistical Arrangements

The organizers are responsible for identifying a

suitable location for the event. For a two-week

workshop, one big plenary room for 20 partici-
pants and one or two working group rooms are

needed. The plenary room should allow for two

working groups of five to eight participants, each

to work side by side. Additionally, it may be

useful to have one room for keeping the visual-

ization material and for team meetings.

The venue should not be too isolated but easy to

reach by local transport in order to avoid difficult

travel arrangements, and to offer a change of

scenery and faces to look at during leisure

periods. The building infrastructure should
enable a pleasant working atmosphere. For

example, plenary and working group rooms

should, by all means, have windows in order to

provide – and preserve - a fresh, healthy and

stimulating room climate, and allowing for a

work environment with as little artificial light as
possible. Also, the acoustics of the rooms should

be checked in order to make sure that there are

no disturbing noises from within or outside the

venue – a loud air condition in the rooms, the

music in the hotel lounge close by, birds in the

roof, a noisy road etc. The rooms should be close
to one of the building’s exits, so that the partici-

pants can step outside during breaks. The chairs

in the rooms should be comfortable for long

sessions. University-type chairs with extended

writing pads would be ideal, as cards can easily

be handled on top of the pads. Even though
tables will not be needed during most plenary or

working group sessions, a number of tables

should, at all times, be arranged along the walls

of the rooms, so that demonstration and working

materials, handouts, and personal things can be

deposited there. The individual rooms of the

participants should be checked, too, for cleanli-

ness and functionality. The venue’s kitchen or

catering department should allow for flexible and
changing food delivery. Experiences from many

training events show that problems with logisti-

cal arrangements can affect the working spirit

and mood of a group directly, negatively, and

lastingly. Therefore, you should take these

preparations as seriously as the content or the
event’s methods.

Seating ArrangementSeating ArrangementSeating ArrangementSeating ArrangementSeating Arrangement

The chairs should be arranged in a flat U-shape

or a half-circle, with the pin boards positioned at
the open end in front – the ‘stage’ (see Part 4 on

‘dramaturgic competence’).

Depending on the size and shape of the room,

the chairs should be put in as low a number of

rows as possible. Forming a half-circle, which is
completed by the ‘stage,’ would be ideal because

everybody has a straight view at the ‘stage’ in

front and can establish eye contact with every

other participant. If two or more rows have to be
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set up, it may make sense to arrange the chairs

in a way that a participant in one of the ‘back

seats’ can still have a clear view between the

heads of two other participants in front of him or

her. As a rule of thumb, no participant should be
sitting more than eight meters away from the pin

boards. Preferably, the ‘stage’ should be posi-

tioned at the long front of a room and opposite

the windows. That way, a lot of participants will

fit in a row, and no light reflecting on the boards

or in their eyes can disturb their view. Alternative
seating arrangements are illustrated below.

InvitationInvitationInvitationInvitationInvitation

Participants like to receive as much information

as possible before they attend the event. The
invitation should, therefore, include all relevant

information regarding

� objectives (why?)

� contents (what?)

� participants (who?)
� resource persons (who?)

� methods used (how?)

� location (where? how to get there?)

� schedule (when? how long?)

� financial arrangements (who will pay for what?)

This information should reach the participants

at least two months in advance. A reminder

including materials related to the event is

helpful.

The TThe TThe TThe TThe Team’eam’eam’eam’eam’s First Planning Meetings First Planning Meetings First Planning Meetings First Planning Meetings First Planning Meeting

The training team’s first planning session before

the event is described in Part 3 with a focus on

didactical aspects. Logistically, the size of the

group, the types and functions of participants,

the time lines for sessions and breaks are
important. The planning meeting should

conclude with precisely formulated tasks

distributed among the team members so that

everyone knows exactly what to do during the

event. If possible, the team should inspect the

physical layout of the venue, and carefully set up
the logistics such as lodging and food, photo-

copier, OHP or visualization material, because

these factors could otherwise interfere negatively

with the learning process.

Implementing the EventImplementing the EventImplementing the EventImplementing the EventImplementing the Event

Second Planning MeetingSecond Planning MeetingSecond Planning MeetingSecond Planning MeetingSecond Planning Meeting

The team meets a day before the event starts to
go through the entire program script in general,

to plan in great detail the event’s first two days

and to prepare the plenary room for the first day

as far as seating arrangement, pin boards, flip

charts, photo camera, media and other material

is concerned.

Before the opening ceremony starts, all facilities

and equipment should be ready.

Opening CeremonyOpening CeremonyOpening CeremonyOpening CeremonyOpening Ceremony

The formal opening is a necessary part of the

event. Even though it does not take a long time, it

gives participants a feeling that the event – and

their presence in it – is sufficiently important.

Depending on the nature of the event, one of the

organizers or moderators may carry out the
opening, or they will delegate this task to a

special guest. Thereafter, a group photo can be

taken, followed by a short break to rearrange the

room in a required setting for the first working

session.

Moderation cycleModeration cycleModeration cycleModeration cycleModeration cycle

After the formal opening, the event will proceed

through the four didactical phases typical of a

moderation cycle outlined in detail in Part 4

under ‘interaction competence’:

OrientationOrientationOrientationOrientationOrientation

The event’s participants, objectives, program,

and working principles are introduced, the

event’s subject matter and its basic terms are

clarified, issues and ideas are collected and
selected in working groups and a team-

building exercise helps participants relate to

each other.

TTTTTeamworkeamworkeamworkeamworkeamwork

The processing and in-depth elaboration of

the issues selected takes place in working
groups. The moderator introduces guidelines

on how to write and how to collect and

structure ideas on cards, and how to organize

group work.
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Sharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing ResultsSharing Results

The results generated during working group

sessions are presented, discussed, and

commented in plenary. This provides

feedback on conclusions drawn and helps
deciding on how to proceed with those results.

Implementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and EImplementation and Evaluationvaluationvaluationvaluationvaluation

The shared results are integrated,

recommendations formulated, or an action

plan is drafted. At mid-term and at the end of

training events, it should be evaluated
whether learning objectives were met,

expectations achieved and skills advanced.

The transfer of learning refers to the

fundamental question “How can participants

apply their newly acquired learning results

and experiences at work?”

The entity of the four phases makes for the shifts

between action and reflection, and group work

and plenary work that are so typical for moder-

ated and visualized learning or planning pro-

cesses. These shifts are part of what is called
‘dramaturgic competence’ in Part 4.

Organizing a Field TOrganizing a Field TOrganizing a Field TOrganizing a Field TOrganizing a Field Tripripripriprip

If planned and organized appropriately, a field

trip can be a valuable method in effective and

more realistic learning. For a workshop longer
than one week, a field trip is often included in

the program because

� participants wish to be exposed learning in a

real-life situation,

� this is a useful way to apply factual know-how
or practical and technical skills that have been

newly-acquired during in-class sessions.

Organizing a field trip, however, is not an easy

task. It involves a lot of preparation and proper

coordination with people and institutions
involved (e.g., hosts, local authorities etc). Three

types of field trips can be distinguished:

Study tourStudy tourStudy tourStudy tourStudy tour demonstrates in practice what has

been said in theory in a classroom setting. A

study tour helps participants learn and possibly
change their attitudes.

FFFFField studyield studyield studyield studyield study aims to develop participants’ skills

through actual learning within a ‘real world’

setting. In a field study, participants visit a

location more than just once depending on the

specific interest or objective they want to tackle.
They will interact with local people and institu-

tions to identify problems and solutions, present

common observations, findings and recommen-

dations. If such an interaction is extended and

regular over a period of time during a longer

workshop, it is often referred to as a ‘field labo-
ratory’ or a ‘life case study’. A field study can help

participants gain skills like questioning, plan-

ning, monitoring, organizing and evaluating.

FFFFField workield workield workield workield work allows participants to practice newly-

acquired technical skills in exercises or in

accomplishing tasks in a ‘real world’ setting.

The process of organizing a field trip can

generally be divided into three phases, each

characterized by essential and practical activities,

as outlined below.
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Before the tripBefore the tripBefore the tripBefore the tripBefore the trip
� Select appropriate sites

� Provide the participants with basic

information on the site to be visited and the

problems or phenomena to be observed there
� Inform hosts about the number of visitors,

length and objectives of the visit etc.

� Distribute specific tasks among the

participants and give clear instructions

� Prepare a related budget and allow for

sufficient cash to be brought along

During the tripDuring the tripDuring the tripDuring the tripDuring the trip
� Make sure that food, beverages and medicine

are available

� Make sure that the required materials and

equipment are available
� Stick to the program to avoid that participants

become distracted by landscapes, site-seeing

or local markets

� Follow a punctual time management

After the tripAfter the tripAfter the tripAfter the tripAfter the trip
� Evaluate the management of the trip

� Draw conclusions by posing systematic

questions. If possible, the trip’s results and

conclusions should be used as a wrap-up of

previous workshop sessions or as an input for

the future.

Often, a field trip can be introduced before or

analyzed after the actual trip by means of a well-

prepared case study. Some major hints regarding

the features of a good case study are given below.

Case StudyCase StudyCase StudyCase StudyCase Study

A well-prepared case study should illustrate the

concepts, methods, techniques, means and

procedures that were applied throughout the

project or program studied. The case should be
written and revised considering a number of

essential aspects:

� What was the major problem addressed and

who raised it first?

� What was the general context the problem
occurred in: location, population, time frame?

� How was the problem awareness further

raised among general or specific audiences,

and who were those target audiences?

� Who planned the problem-solving strategy

and how was it implemented?

� Which elements did the problem-solving

strategy include and which phases did

it undergo?
� Which means and resources were used and

which specific results were expected from

using this specific input?

� How were relevant actors involved at

the various levels (local - regional -

national/ government - NGO - people’s
organizations etc.)?

� Which kind of participation (e.g., in

consultation, decision making, media

planning, production, implementation,

evaluation etc.) was achieved and how, exactly,

was it facilitated?
� Which kind of monitoring and evaluation

methods were used, and which success

indicators were applied, i.e., how did the

project planners know that they were

successful?

� Was there any cost-benefit analysis?
� What were the major lessons learned, and

how were they documented?

While the context and background of the case is

important, it should be brief and concentrate on

the process, tools used, and the analysis of

lessons learned. A suitable case study should
not exceed ten pages. If possible, it should

include photos, maps, diagrams etc. for illustra-

tion purposes.
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Cultural ProgramCultural ProgramCultural ProgramCultural ProgramCultural Program

Organizing a cultural program is a quite difficult

task, especially when participants come from

different cultural backgrounds or age groups.
Yet, a cultural program is recommended if the

workshop lasts longer than one or two weeks and

takes place away from the participants’ place of

origin. Often, you have a variety of options to

choose from - theater, movie, games, sports etc.

ClosingClosingClosingClosingClosing

On the closing day, three essential activities

should be carried out:

� Evaluating the workshop
� Handing out certificates to the participants

� Concluding the workshop with a ceremony

Depending on the circumstances, the workshop

may have an informal or an official ceremony.

Usually, the closing ceremony will consist of
awarding certificates, a closing address by the

organizer and a vote of thanks from the partici-

pants. Those activities often take place in a nice

location outside the classroom, such as a

restaurant or a hotel’s dining room. Last, but not

least, the closing ceremony is often followed by a
farewell lunch or dinner.

Evaluating the EventEvaluating the EventEvaluating the EventEvaluating the EventEvaluating the Event

The evaluation of a participatory group event is

an on-going process (see Part 4 under ‘dramatur-

gic competence’). It provides you with feedback
on whether the participants’ needs and the

workshop’s objectives are met, and whether the

working environment is suitable. From the

beginning, you should stress that evaluation is

part of a responsibility for the overall success of

the workshop, and that it is shared between
moderators and participants. Hence, participants

will take evaluation tools seriously only if

moderators and organizers react to it. Respond-

ing to evaluation results, therefore, requires

openness and flexibility. But you will be re-

warded, as the feedback allows you to refine the
workshop curriculum and assist you in planning

follow-up events.

Why evaluation?Why evaluation?Why evaluation?Why evaluation?Why evaluation?

During an evaluation, you should consider

future activities and have a progressive

orientation. Reviewing previous steps will
shape a basis for a better projection of the

upcoming ones. Therefore, both, the positive

experiences and the failures, are helpful.

What makes an  evaluation difWhat makes an  evaluation difWhat makes an  evaluation difWhat makes an  evaluation difWhat makes an  evaluation difffffficult?icult?icult?icult?icult?

Trying to sincerely evaluate something first

leads to a question: “What did I do or avoid
doing?” But we all know that we can only

speak about ourselves in an atmosphere

of confidence.
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What is the solution?What is the solution?What is the solution?What is the solution?What is the solution?

Creating and maintaining such an
atmosphere within a group is fundamental to

the participatory approach. Often, people may

be required to display an open and tolerant

attitude before mastering the adult education

instruments to facilitate such a state of mind.

In order to monitor the participants’ reactions,

you should employ various evaluation methods

and instruments before, during and after an

event. In Part 4 under ‘dramaturgic competence’

we focused on on-going evaluation elements

such as

� feedback committee

� mood barometer

� „What is Missing?“ board

In this section, we will concentrate on midterm
and final evaluation.

Midterm EvaluationMidterm EvaluationMidterm EvaluationMidterm EvaluationMidterm Evaluation

A mid-term evaluation is recommended for
events longer than a week. It allows for a

reflection on the achievements of the workshop

so far and enables the moderators to restructure

the contents and working methods, if necessary.

By collecting keywords, participants are invited to

answer the following questions:

“What did I like?”“What did I like?”“What did I like?”“What did I like?”“What did I like?”

“What did I not like?”“What did I not like?”“What did I not like?”“What did I not like?”“What did I not like?”

“My suggestions for the rest of the workshop“My suggestions for the rest of the workshop“My suggestions for the rest of the workshop“My suggestions for the rest of the workshop“My suggestions for the rest of the workshop”””””

Moderators and organizers should respond to the

cards and encourage a plenary discussion. The

planning of a learning event should be flexible

and leave space for reacting to on-going evalua-

tion results by the participants. Midterm is a
good point to adapt the program, the methods or

the physical arrangement because the event itself

and its participants will directly benefit from

interventions and improvements made.

Final EvaluationFinal EvaluationFinal EvaluationFinal EvaluationFinal Evaluation

At least one session on the last day of a workshop

should be used for in-depth evaluation of the

entire event. The moderator should explain the

procedure and purpose of the evaluation. Aspects

you may want to evaluate are whether

� the workshop objectives were met,

� participants’ skills were improved,

� expectations and fears expressed on the

first day were met and avoided, respectively,
� future similar workshop should be

prepared differently.

This is when the objectives board kept in storage

from the first session should be presented again,

complemented with a rating matrix so that the
participants can compare the aims and the

achievements of the event (see Part 4). The same

refers to the participants’ skills which they self-

assessed during the orientation phase. By the
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end of the event you may compare the initial

skills levels with those at the end of the training
as to identify learning achievements as in the

poster below.

You can use a combination of various evaluation

instruments such as

� a questionnaire to be filled out anonymously,

� a prepared chart with topics such as content,

methods, moderators and resource persons,

food, venue, etc. to be ranked individually by

means of dots – an instrument which jokingly

has been labeled ‘PRE – Participatory
Rapid Evaluation’,

� a matrix with single-dot or multi-dot

questions referring, for example, to the degree

of learning success and mood or to topics or

resource persons rated most relevant

� a keyword collection based on questions
such as the ones during the mid-term

evaluation (see above),

� a plenary discussion on certain main topics

derived from the keyword collecting, as

described earlier.

It is essential that you stimulate a plenary

discussion on the interpretation of the evaluation

results and that moderators and organizers offer

a personal reaction to it. In addition to the

workshop evaluation by the participants, the
training team members should assess their work

amongst themselves during and after the

workshop as described in Part 3 in more detail.

TTTTTeam meetingeam meetingeam meetingeam meetingeam meeting
By the end of every day, the team will meet to
evaluate the day’s process and results and to plan

the following day in advance. The script is used

for checking materials needed. Particularly

games or exercises often require special materi-

als to be procured or prepared.

TTTTTeam evaluationeam evaluationeam evaluationeam evaluationeam evaluation
After the workshop, the team members and the

organizers should jointly reflect on the results of

the team’s and the participants’ final evaluation.

In addition to general questions concerning the

curriculum, logistical and organizational matters
such as venue selection, team composition,

First DayFirst DayFirst DayFirst DayFirst Day   Last Day  Last Day  Last Day  Last Day  Last Day
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procurement and preparation of material etc.

should be discussed.

Last but not least, logistical and organizational
conclusions should also be drawn from an

evaluation 4-6 months after the event. Follow-up

activities such as advanced training courses or

coaching measures should be improved in

this respect.
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Annex

Games and Exercises

Selected Literature

Illustration Credits

Institutional Profiles
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Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Described here is what the participants should

learn in this particular learning unit and

which potential conclusions they can draw

from it.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

The teaching methods used throughout the

game or exercise should be stated, e.g.,

plenary or group or individual work, plenary

input or moderated/visualized session etc.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

Materials needed to carry out the learning unit

could be soft boards, brown or flipchart paper,

paper, pins, cards, markers etc., OHP, or any

other physical resources (such as clothes and
other theater requisites for a theater role play).

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration

The time requirement for the total game or

exercise should be stated in minutes.

GGGGGroup Specifroup Specifroup Specifroup Specifroup Specificsicsicsicsics

Often, it is useful to know what kind of

participants the game or exercise works best

with, e.g., age (children, teenagers, adults

etc.), education, literate or illiterate, rural or
urban, regions within a country, professional

background etc. Also, hints may be given as to

how the working groups should be

established, e.g., on a random basis or on the

basis of the professional, social, or regional

background.

ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings

A description of the steps and procedures a

trainer or moderator may want to follow

during the learning unit in order to achieve

the learning objectives with the stated means
and resources. It is helpful to provide time

lines for particular elements in the unit, e.g.,

„buzz groups for 10 minutes, then a

debriefing for 15 minutes in plenary.“

BriefBriefBriefBriefBriefinginginginging

In the briefing, the lead question or task of

the game or exercise is given, i.e., „What„What„What„What„What
exactly should the participants do orexactly should the participants do orexactly should the participants do orexactly should the participants do orexactly should the participants do or
answer?“ answer?“ answer?“ answer?“ answer?“ This question or task should be
visualized and presented to the participants,

respectively, the working groups before they

start working on it.

DebriefDebriefDebriefDebriefDebriefinginginginging

After the question or task of the games or
exercise has been accomplished by the

participants and the working groups,

respectively, the results should be presented

in the plenary. Following this presentation of

results, it is very important to debrief the

game or exercise, i.e., to ask „What can the„What can the„What can the„What can the„What can the
participants actually learn from this gameparticipants actually learn from this gameparticipants actually learn from this gameparticipants actually learn from this gameparticipants actually learn from this game
or exercise?“or exercise?“or exercise?“or exercise?“or exercise?“ Sufficient time should be

allocated for the debriefing, as this is equally

important as the game or exercise in the

working groups itself. Often, it is useful to ask
the same working groups to get together

again and answer three questions:

1 -1 -1 -1 -1 - What happened? Recall the sequence of

events, the cognitive level.

2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -How did you feel? Recall the emotional
level throughout the game.

3 -3 -3 -3 -3 - Which conclusions can you draw?

Formulate lessons learned that can be applied

in the participants working environment.

The answers to these questions can then again
be presented in plenary. If there isn’t

sufficient time for this procedure, the

questions should be posed to the plenary, with

the resulting answers visualized on cards or

flipcharts.

RemarksRemarksRemarksRemarksRemarks

Provide hints regarding alternative exercises,

games, procedures, and a warning regarding

critical parts in the procedure or learning

objectives, such as time line, group specifics,

group composition etc.

How to Prepare a Game, Exercise or Role PlayHow to Prepare a Game, Exercise or Role PlayHow to Prepare a Game, Exercise or Role PlayHow to Prepare a Game, Exercise or Role PlayHow to Prepare a Game, Exercise or Role Play
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“Games are like medical plants:
If you take too much or the wrong ones
 you may be dead soon” (Will 2001)

Game or ExerciseGame or ExerciseGame or ExerciseGame or ExerciseGame or Exercise ThemesThemesThemesThemesThemes

Egg DropEgg DropEgg DropEgg DropEgg Drop Team building, cooperation
under stress

Chairs in the CornerChairs in the CornerChairs in the CornerChairs in the CornerChairs in the Corner Advantages of cooperation over competition,
conflict management

Broken SquaresBroken SquaresBroken SquaresBroken SquaresBroken Squares Advantages of cooperation and communication
over competition and isolation

Horse THorse THorse THorse THorse Traderraderraderraderrader Difficulties in consensus building

Drawing BricksDrawing BricksDrawing BricksDrawing BricksDrawing Bricks Communication problems

PPPPPaper Taper Taper Taper Taper Tearearearearear Communication problems

Guiding the BlindGuiding the BlindGuiding the BlindGuiding the BlindGuiding the Blind Domination and dependency

Nuts GameNuts GameNuts GameNuts GameNuts Game Advantages of cooperation over competition,
team building

Flow Diagrams for SystemsFlow Diagrams for SystemsFlow Diagrams for SystemsFlow Diagrams for SystemsFlow Diagrams for Systems ????
and Impact Analysisand Impact Analysisand Impact Analysisand Impact Analysisand Impact Analysis

Mapping YMapping YMapping YMapping YMapping Your Own Cityour Own Cityour Own Cityour Own Cityour Own City ????

Games and Exercises
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
The plenary is split into groups of 5-10 partici-

pants. Each group is provided with a written

instruction and the material mentioned below.

The groups are given a maximum of 20 minutes
to solve the task. The moderator should keep a

close eye on strict time management.

InstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructions

� In 20 minutes, the egg given to your group
will be dropped from a table.

� Please, build a container to protect the egg

from breaking.

� You have the following material available for

building the container:

� 20 straws

� 1 meter of masking tape

� 1 flipchart paper

� Do not use any other materials!

� If the eggs of more than one group do not
break when dropped from the table, they will

be dropped from a higher altitude.

� The team achieving the highest altitude is

declared the winner.

Egg Drop

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

The exercise is very good for team-building at

the beginning or before certain phases in a

training or planning event. It helps participants
in the learning process of getting to know each

other, and they also discover their strengths and

weaknesses under stress. Also, the different

roles individuals assume in teamwork are

brought to light. Also, the issue of tension

within a group can be reflected upon.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working groups and plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

Each group is provided with one raw egg, 20

plastic straws, 100 cm of masking tape and one

flipchart paper sheet. Have a couple of extra
raw eggs in reserve. Also, a table and a chair

are needed, and it is useful to have some scrap

paper to cover the floor.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 90 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing

Ask the groups to discuss and visualize the

following debriefing questions:

� What happened during group work?

� How did you feel?

� Which conclusions can you draw?

This exercise is fun and exciting, but it also

reveals how participants deal with stress. In most
cases, a division of labor will evolve. For example,

there is the model thinker, the engineer, the

manager, the handicraft person, the time keeper

etc. It will be important to stress that all the

different roles individuals take over in teamwork

are equally important and necessary for success.
Such an exercise and insight may be useful to

ease tension within a group facing a difficult

situation in terms of group dynamics such as

described in Part 3. The ‘Roles People Play’

overleaf, of course, is by no means complete (see

also the ‘animal typology’ of participants in Part
3) but it can be used to assess who holds which

role in a given situation.
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AmbassadorAmbassadorAmbassadorAmbassadorAmbassador shows concern for external environment,

sells the team

ChallengerChallengerChallengerChallengerChallenger challenges the accepted order, provides the unexpected

stimulus or radical review

ConformerConformerConformerConformerConformer fills gaps,     co-operative,

helps relationships, observes

DiplomatDiplomatDiplomatDiplomatDiplomat promotes diplomatic solutions, good negotiator,

builds alliances, aids consensus

ExpertExpertExpertExpertExpert provides specialist expertise and professional viewpoint,

acts as expert witness

InnovatorInnovatorInnovatorInnovatorInnovator proposes new methods, nurtures ideas,

transforms ideas into strategies

JJJJJudgeudgeudgeudgeudge listens, promotes justice,     acts
pragmatically, provides balance

Output pusherOutput pusherOutput pusherOutput pusherOutput pusher is pre-occupied with outputs and results,

chases progress, shows high commitment

Quality controllerQuality controllerQuality controllerQuality controllerQuality controller checks output orientation, is pre-occupied with quality,
inspires high standards, acts as team conscience

ReviewerReviewerReviewerReviewerReviewer observes, promotes regular review, acts as mirror,

looks for pitfalls

SSSSSupporterupporterupporterupporterupporter puts people at ease, ensures job satisfaction,
resolves conflicts, encourages

TTTTTeam leadeream leadeream leadeream leadeream leader forms the team, identifies strengths and weaknesses,

monitors performance

adapted from: DSE-ZEL: Training Manual “Leading and Managing Rural Organizations”, Feldafing 2001, Module 7, p. 14

Roles PRoles PRoles PRoles PRoles People Playeople Playeople Playeople Playeople Play
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Chairs in the Corner

ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
The participants should remove all chairs from

the workshop room, except for four chairs which

are put in the center of the room. Then, the
moderator splits the plenary into four equal

groups. The four groups gather in the four

corners of the room, which should be labeled “A”,

“B”, “C” and “D”. The moderator should explain

the exercise by telling the groups to carefully
read the instructions below. The same instruc-

tions should be handed out to each group – but

the specific corner in which the group should

collect the four chairs is different for each group:

“A corner” for group 1, “B corner” for group 2 etc.

The participants are given the following instruc-
tions for a working group session of 20 minutes:

InstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructions

� There are four chairs in the room,

and four corners.
� It is your goal as a group to collect the four

chairs in your corner of the room.

� The exercise will be played in a maximum of

12 rounds. In each round, only one group will

be allowed to carry a maximum of three

chairs. Then, the next group will follow.
That means, in round 1, group 1 will start,

while in round 2, group 2 will be allowed to

carry chairs etc.

� During the rounds, the groups are not allowed

to communicate with the other groups.

Negotiations between the four groups will
only be allowed after round 4 and 8 for a

maximum of five minutes each.

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

In group work, cooperation and communica-

tion are more efficient than competition,

unilateralism and conflict when solving a task
that any number of group members cannot

solve all by themselves.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working groups and plenary presentation

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

Four chairs, instructions written on a flipchart

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 60 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing

The moderator asks the four groups to discuss

and visualize the following debriefing questions:

� What happened during this exercise?

� How could a strategy be developed so that

ALL groups could achieve their goals?

� Which conclusions can we draw for our daily
work?

Often, but not always, the groups will realize

after a while that if they share the limited

resources (for chairs) among themselves, the

goal of each group can still be achieved. For
example, the four chairs can be collected in each

of the four corners of the room one after the

other so that each group “has” the four chairs for

a certain time. The job description did not imply

the exclusive use of the chairs.

You may use the poster of the two donkeys above

to conclude the debriefing: the donkeys fight over

two hay stacks first, and then eat all the hay up

once they have agreed on procedures.
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Broken Squares

ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
Any number of groups of five participants each.

The participants are given the following

instructions:

The plenary is split into groups of five members.

Each group sits around a table. The rules of the
game are written on a board visible to all

members:

1. Each group member receives pieces of

paper to build a square.

2. The group task is to build five squares of the
same size, using all pieces.

3. The individual task is to build one of

the five squares.

4. No communication at all is allowed.

5. No interference in others’ work is allowed.

6. Everyone may place pieces that are not needed
in the middle of the table.

7. These pieces are common property and may

be used by anyone.

After the rules have been explained, each group

member receives an envelope with pieces of
paper in it (see above) and the game starts for a

20-minute working group session.

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective
In group work, cooperation and communica-

tion are more efficient than competition,

unilateralism and conflict when solving a task

that members of a group cannot solve individu-

ally and selfishly.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working groups and plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed
One big envelope per group containing five

smaller envelopes that hold various pieces of

different size to form a square. The initial

distribution of the pieces in the “Broken“Broken“Broken“Broken“Broken

SquaresSquaresSquaresSquaresSquares””””” envelopes is as demonstrated to

the right.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 60 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
After the game is finished, the participants are

asked to write on cards and present on a board.

� What happened in the group?

� How did you feel?

� Which conclusion do you draw?

The game can be debriefed in various ways.
Often, it is used at the beginning of a training

event or a field trip to make participants aware

that cooperation, mutual assistance and sharing

are favorable conditions for effective group work.
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The Horse Trader

ProceedingProceedingProceedingProceedingProceeding
Form groups of three people. The following

situation and tasks are written on a flipchart for

permanent reference, and are read aloud to the
participants.

SSSSSituationituationituationituationituation

A horse trader goes to a market. He buys a horse

for $50. After a while, he sells it for $60. He
looks for other horses to buy, but realizes that his

old horse was better. Therefore, he buys it back

for $80. However, when he is offered $90 for his

horse, he sells it once again.

Individual TIndividual TIndividual TIndividual TIndividual Taskaskaskaskask
Calculate individually how much loss or profit

the horse trader has made that day. Write the

result down and keep it to yourself. Each person

has 3 minutes for this task.

GGGGGroup Troup Troup Troup Troup Taskaskaskaskask
Meet as a group and discusses the case. Present

to the plenary one result only. The group has 15

minutes for this task. Document your result on a

piece of paper, which is pinned on a board for

the plenary to see.

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

The game is about the difficulties in forming a

consensus. Starting from various individual

results, the group is supposed to arrive at a
common conclusion regarding a relatively

simple task. The group result should really be

based on a shared meaning, not a trade-off

between the individuals involved. The task and

rules of the game are described below.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Individual exercise, working groups and

plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

blank paper, pens.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 60 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
After the exercise is finished, the participants

return to their groups and are asked to write on

cards and present on a board

� What happened in the group?
� How did you feel?

� Which conclusion do you draw?

In most cases, individuals will arrive at a variety

of solutions to this relatively simple mathemati-

cal task. Often, their rationalizations and
conclusions reveal different perceptions, world

views, cultural values or social norms. If this is

the case with even simple problems, what about

more complex problems which may imply a

moral or ethical, cultural or social dimension, as

is often the case with subject matters related to
environment, resource management or sustain-

able development?
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
While the participants remain in the same four

groups as in the morning, they are given the

following instructions for a 20-minute working
group session:

� One volunteer per group sits separated from

the others behind a screen.

� He or she is given a sheet with a figure on it
(see left) which no one else can see.

� The volunteer tries to explain to the group

what the figure looks like. Only verbal

instructions are allowed.

� The rest of the group has to draw what the

volunteer asks them to draw.
� In this phase of the exercise, the group

members are not allowed to ask questions or

talk to each other, and they must draw the

figure silently and individually.

� The individual drawings of all group

members are posted on a board.
� Next, the volunteer is given a second sheet. It

holds the same figure as before, however, the

group will not know this.

� The exercise is repeated, but this time the

group is allowed to pose questions to the

volunteer, and they may also talk to each
other. Again, the volunteer may just

react verbally.

� At the end, the collective group figure is

compared to the individual drawings and

the original.

Drawing Bricks

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Understanding the conceptual aspects of

communication problems related to divergent

viewpoints and backgrounds of the social
groups in the participants’ working

environment.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working groups and plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

Boards and cards, “Drawing Bricks“Drawing Bricks“Drawing Bricks“Drawing Bricks“Drawing Bricks””””” scenario

and drawings, paper, pens.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 180 minutes

The groups are asked to reflect on the exercise by

asking themselves:

11111 Which assumptions is the volunteer making?

22222 What made it so hard for the group to

understand the instructions?

33333 What was the main difference between

Phase 1 and Phase 2?

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
Even though the figure is quite structured and

relatively easy to explain, the groups had great

difficulties drawing it. The problems primarily

emerged from visual perceptions, technical

terminology and expressions, all of which
differed between the volunteer and the group.

That obstacle was almost impossible to overcome

when only one-way communication was allowed.

When the rules allowed for two-way communica-

tion, several rounds of questions and answers

and feedback finally led to ‘shared meaning’ - the
essence of communication. You may use the

“Said – Done!” sequence for the debriefing (see

Part 4 on visualization).
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
The participants should sit in their chairs with

no material at all in their hands. Ask the partici-

pants to place the materials (writing pad, purse,
markers etc.) under the chair. Tell them that they

will now enter an exercise which will show how

easy communication can be facilitated. All they

have to do is follow the moderator’s instructions

carefully. The goal of the exercise is to produce
ONE uniform paper design by means of clear

production instructions. Hand out one A4 paper

to each participant. Tell them to hold it in front

of them and to listen to your instructions now.

Then, you should readreadreadreadread aloud the instructions

below. Have them written on a piece of paper for
yourself because it is important that you follow

the text precisely. Repeat every instruction twice.

If some participants open their eyes or speak,

remind them that this is not allowed.

InstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructionsInstructions

1. Close your eyes and your mouth during the

whole exercise. You are not allowed to open

your eyes or to ask any questions to neither

the moderator nor the other participants.

2. Hold the paper in front of you.
3. Fold the paper in half.

4. Tear off the upper right corner of the paper.

5. Fold the paper in half again.

6. Tear off the lower left corner of the paper.

7. Unfold the paper completely.

8. Hold the paper over the top of your head.
9. Open your eyes.

10. Compare the individual results.

Paper Tear

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

Understanding the conceptual aspects of

communication problems related to divergent

viewpoints and backgrounds of the social
groups in the participants’ working environ-

ment.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Individual exercise in plenary.

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing

Count the number of different paper designs that

have been produced by the participants. Usually
there are at least 4-5 different ones. Pretend you

are astonished and a little angry that they did not

achieve the goal of the exercise, namely to

produce ONE uniform paper

design, even though you gave them such clear
instructions.

Now, ask them to establish buzz groups of 3-5

participants and discuss and visualize the

following debriefing questions:

� What went wrong in this exercise?

� How can communication be made

more effective?

� Describe a situation at work where you

experienced similar communication

problems.

Typically, many different shapes     will be created,

and the participants will be surprised. The

importance of clear communication can be

discussed, as well as the fact that one-way

communication is not very effective in conveying
mental images or concepts - even for simple

tasks. You may use the “Said – Done!” sequence

for the debriefing (see Part 4 on visualization).

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

A4 paper sheets, depending on the number

of participants.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 30 minutes
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
This exercise can be implemented in-class or

outdoors. It is up to the moderation team

whether tables, chairs and other objects should
be removed from the room. The participants are

given the following instructions for a 10-minute

exercise:

� Choose a partner. One partner will guide, the
other will be guided

� The ‘guide’ may only use one hand, putting it

on the partner’s shoulder, and guiding the

‘blind’ around the room with directions given

by the hand on the shoulder only

� The ‘blind’ partner should firmly close his or
her eyes (or be blindfolded with a ribbon,

scarf, or napkin)

� Swap roles after 5 minutes: Now, the ‘guide’

becomes the ‘blind’ person and vice versa

� No word should be spoken during the

entire exercise

Guiding the Blind

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

When participants change their roles as a

‘guide’ and a ‘blind’ person, they learn experi-

entially about domination and power on the
one hand, and about dependency and helpless-

ness, on the other hand. Therefore, this

exercise is particularly useful before engaging

in field work.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Pairs of two during the exercise and

plenary presentation

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

Boards and cards, “Guiding the Blind” scenario

on a flipchart, possibly ribbons

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 60 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
After the game is finished, the participants are

asked to write on cards and present on a board

� What happened during the exercise when you

were guided and when you were ‘blind’?

� How did you feel when you were guided and

when you were ‘blind’?

� Which conclusions do you draw?

Often, participants would state that they felt self-

confidence, responsibility, command, authority,

power, leadership or partnership,     as guidesguidesguidesguidesguides,

and lack of confidence, anxiety, confusion,

exploitation, or dependency as the ‘blind‘blind‘blind‘blind‘blind’’’’’. The
conclusions drawn from the exercise can be

summarized as a ‘Code of Conduct’ that may

later be used as a guideline for behavior in

‘real-life’ situations.

DON’Ts
interrupt or argue

act like a  tourist
jump to conclusions

waste time

teach or command

empty promises

 impolite gestures or body language

DO’s
dress simply

validate data gathered
continuous interaction and dialogue

be polite

express appreciation

introduce group and objectives

be patient

listen more - talk less
come prepared
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
The plenary is split into groups of 4-6 players.
Each group sits around a table with a bowl in

the middle containing a pool of 25 nuts. The

rules of the game are written on a board visible

to all members:

GoalsGoalsGoalsGoalsGoals

The goal of each player player player player player is to get as many nuts as

possible in one game.

The goal of each group group group group group is to get as many nuts as

possible in one game.

RulesRulesRulesRulesRules

1. Upon the tutor’s signal, players take the nuts

out of the pool, all at the same time, using

only one hand. This is called a “round”.

2. The organizer doubles the balance left

in the pool after each round out of the
replenishment fund, up to a maximum

of 25 nuts.

3. A game is over when the pool is empty, or

after 10 rounds.

Nuts Game

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

The game establishes an affective and rational

experience about the advantages of cooperation

in comparison to competition in a group. This
can be specifically applied with regard to the

limits of growth, resource management and

sustainable development.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working group and plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans neededeans neededeans neededeans neededeans needed

‘N‘N‘N‘N‘Nuts Guts Guts Guts Guts Gameameameameame’’’’’ scenario per group: rules on a

flipchart, one plastic bowl (“pool” for 25 nuts),

small bucket or plate (“replenishment fund”)
and a minimum of 100 nuts (or similar round

or oval objects, e.g., marbles), evaluation

matrices and a tutor. The game should be pre-

tested among the tutors the day before it is

played by the participants.

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 180 minutes

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
After the game is finished, the participants are
asked to write on cards and present on a board.

� What happened in terms of group dynamics?

� How did you feel?

� Which conclusions do you draw?

Usually, participants would state that the group

dynamics went through a stage of individualism,

greed and frustration until the need for collabo-

ration and team work is realized. Early hints by

group members that there must be ways of
improving the individual and the group scores

through cooperation are often neglected and

mistrusted. Finally, there is not only a sense of

cooperativeness and participation. Also, the net

result of the team effort materializes in much

higher individual and group scores. In compari-
son with games without participation, games

with participation show, that the maximum

harvest per group and the minimum harvest per

player increase tremendously. Should the group

agrees on a mutually benefiting type of harvest-

ing, the pool of nuts will never go dry: sustain-
able resource management is maintained. The

crucial role of communication becomes obvious

from the comparison of games with and without

cooperation, as illustrated in the chart overleaf

which should be presented and discussed in

the plenary.
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
First, divide participants into groups, using a

group-forming exercise.

Systems DiagramsSystems DiagramsSystems DiagramsSystems DiagramsSystems Diagrams

Ask participants to consider a typical water user
system in an area they know well. The first step

is for them to identify and represent the compo-

nents of the water user system. Then ask them to

show the linkages and flows between the

different components. Next, they should show

the linkages between water users and authorities,
markets, hospitals, stores, distant town, etc.

Discuss with the groups whether the system they

have depicted has changed over time. What

happens if certain linkages break down?

Impact DiagramImpact DiagramImpact DiagramImpact DiagramImpact Diagram
Ask the groups to select an activity or event, the

impact of which they wish to explore. This may

be the impact of a project (e.g., irrigation

project), or of policy changes (e.g., structural

adjustment program), or of household changes

(e.g., disabling illness of a family member). They
could also consider the impact of the training on

their lives or work. Ask them to represent the

impact on paper and then identify the conse-

quences of the activity or event. This could be

both, positive and negative. Participants should

link the consequences using arrows to indicate
the direction of flow. Encourage them to think of

Flow Diagrams for Systems
and Impact Analysis

primary, secondary, and tertiary effects, grouping
them into different sub-systems.

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
Show the results of the group work by staging a

kind of information market, with all the partici-
pants visiting each group in turns. Use the

presentations to allow participants to reflect on

actual findings and on the methodology by

asking:

� How will the process differ in the field?
� As a group, what have you learned from

this exercise?“

� Which problems do you anticipate?“

� Which possible applications can you think of

for your work?“

Learning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning ObjectiveLearning Objective

This exercise intends to illustrate how water

user and livelihood systems can be shown on a

diagram, leading to a better understanding of

the complexities of linkages and relationships
at the local level. Also, the impact of an

intervention or process can be illustrated in a

diagram, leading to a better understanding of

the anticipated and unexpected effects from a

local people’s perspective. The basic principles

and procedures of designing flow diagrams are

learned by doing.

MMMMMethods Aethods Aethods Aethods Aethods Appliedppliedppliedppliedpplied

Working groups and plenary presentation

MMMMMeans Neededeans Neededeans Neededeans Neededeans Needed

Flipchart, flipchart paper, pens

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 120 minutes
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ProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedingsProceedings
Divide the participants into groups to produce

map models of the village, town, or city in which
the training is being conducted. The exact mix of

groups and nature of the task will depend on the

knowledge of participants present on the locality.

If there is a broad range of knowledge in regard

to how long participants have lived in or visited
the location in question, divide them on this

basis. The groups may comprise the most recent

arrivals (migrants, expatriates), those who have

come to live in the location, those we were born

and grew up there, and those we have never been

there before the workshop. Each group will
produce a different mental map according to its

varying perceptions and knowledge. If this range

of knowledge does not exist, introduce another

variable by telling each group in private that you

are from a particular institution wanting to

conduct a project here, and that you are mainly
interested in certain issues only (WHO project

on health, Ministry of Environment project on

trees etc.). Each group will produce different

maps by emphasizing elements and issues that it

deems as important for the outside project.

DebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefingDebriefing
After all the groups have finished, or after about

60 minutes, conduct an information market so

all participants get to see the various constructed

maps. Ask each group to present their map,

focusing on the process of creating it, rather than
each detail.

Mapping your own City

Learning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

This exercise should demonstrate that we all

have different mental maps of where we live or

work, depending greatly on who we are and
which information we have to practise map-

ping and modelling first hand. Use this

reflection to explore issues of perception, bias,

and hidden information.

MMMMMethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods appliedethods applied

Working groups and plenary presentation.

MMMMMeans Neededeans Neededeans Neededeans Neededeans Needed
Pens and large sheets of paper or any available

materials or objects that can be used for

modeling (e.g., colored chalk, stones, nuts,

beans, etc.)

DurationDurationDurationDurationDuration 90 minutes

Conclude with a buzz session to reflect on two

questions:

� „What did you learn?“

� „What will you do differently next time?“

The moderator should use this exhibition to

introduce important new issues pertaining to the
field. These may include:

1. A map model is only a snapshot of the

present. Suggest that useful historical

information could be gathered, if map models

of the past and the future were to be
constructed in the field. Now that a map of the

present and future ideal has been constructed,

discussion can be shifted - to the issue of how

to reach the future ideal. This is the „Story
Without The Middle“ – we know about the

present and the desired future, but not yet
about how to get from one to the other.

2. The power of the pen or stick. When drawing

on paper, usually only one or two people do

the drawing. When constructing map models,

all members of the group can participate.

Remind everyone to watch „who holds the
stick“ during discussions and presentations.

3. The process of creating the map model. What

did you agree upon? What was difficult to

represent? What was included? What was

excluded? What was emphasized or de-

emphasized and why? Use this reflection to
explore issues of perception, bias, and hidden

information.
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Profiles

InWEnt – Capacity Building International,
Germany is an organization for international

personnel development, advanced professional

training, and dialogue. Germany’s government,

the federal states, and the private sector serve as

InWEnt’s main commissioning bodies. InWEnt

came into existence in October 2002 in the wake
of the merger of the German Foundation for

International Development and the Carl

Duisberg Society. Today, InWEnt builds on the

experience that these two organizations gained

over decades of international cooperation. In

addition to the German government, the federal
states (Länder) and the European Union,

InWEnt’s most important clients and partners

include multilateral institutions such as the

World Bank, the International Monetary Fund,

the World Trade Organization, the United
Nations, as well as foundations and private

corporations. With offices in more than 35

domestic and international locations, InWEnt’s

900 staff members serve more than 35,000

training participants per year. InWEnt’s annual

turnover amounts to 130 million euros.

Department for the Environment, NaturalDepartment for the Environment, NaturalDepartment for the Environment, NaturalDepartment for the Environment, NaturalDepartment for the Environment, Natural
Resources and FoodResources and FoodResources and FoodResources and FoodResources and Food

Global climate change is a reality, and the poorer

countries in particular are suffering from its
effects. Natural resources are becoming increas-

ingly scarce or even completely depleted. The

direct consequence: Hunger and poverty, and

this especially pertains to the rural regions,

where around 3/4 of the world’s 1.3 billion

poorest are living. This situation demands
sustainable resource management on all levels,

from the public to the private sector.

Developing and transformation countries need

competent professionals and executives who can

assume responsibility in their respective coun-
tries for developing sustainable structures and

development processes. To do so, current as well

as future decision-makers need proper advanced
training that helps them build on their existing

professional backgrounds. Another objective is to

expand their methodical, social and individual

competencies.

Many developing and transformation countries
lack the forums suited for international exchange

and dialogue, and this pertains particularly to

junior-level executives. Whether they can assume

additional leadership functions and anchor the

guiding principle of sustainability in their

countries’ development processes hinges upon
broad and in-depth qualification and preparation.

International dialogue and tailor-made training

events allow participants to reflect on their own

past experience and approaches while also

bringing them up to par on international debates
surrounding natural resources, rural develop-

ment, food security, and the environment.

Beyond training events that are limited to a

certain time frame, a strong long-term network is

built between the participants, their respective
organizations and our partners, which hail from

the realms of politics, science, and business.

InWEnt invests into the competences and skills

of those people who will hold key responsibility

for resource management, food security, and

poverty alleviation in their countries. And that is
in the global interest.

InWEnt,
Capacity Building International, Germany

Division for the Environment, Energy and Water

Lützowufer 6 – 9

10785 Berlin, Germany

phone +49 - 30 – 254 82 - 101
fax +49 - 30 – 254 82 - 103

email umwelt-berlin@inwent.org

InWEnt – Capacity Building International, Germany
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The partners of the working group ACT –
Appropriate Communication in Development

have merged individual and professional

experiences related to communication, especially

regarding environmental issues. The cooperation

within this partnership is coined by the aware-

ness that information and education alone rarely
trigger changes in behavior or practice. Instead,

sustainable development requires a dialogue

towards shared meaning and action by planners

and people affected, theory and practice, and

government and non-government organizations.

In the process, clashing interests can be medi-
ated and moderated, with a compromise balanc-

ing social, economic and ecological concerns

being the eventual outcome. Such a communica-

tion and development process draws its strength

from the motivation, mobilization, and interac-
tion of those immediately involved. Groups and

sectors that are not in contact directly are

brought into touch with one another and jointly

develop guidelines for action. Together, they will

define problems, balance interests, and devise

and implement problem-focused action plans.

ACT has its regional focus in Central, East and

Southeast Asia, the Near East, Eastern Europe

and East and Southern Africa. In recent years,

for example, environmental projects in China,

Cambodia, Vietnam, Georgia, Syria, Zimbabwe,
Mongolia, and Indonesia were consulted.

Consulting included communication strategies,

mass-media campaigns, and human-resource

development activities. ACT is mostly contracted

by GTZ, the European Union, InWEnt, and

private consulting firms. The organization’s main
professional expertise is in

� developing step-by-step communication

strategies for development and environmental

projects using social marketing, mass-media

and community media campaigns: concept,
planning, human resource development,

implementation, and impact assessment

ACT     - Appropriate Communication in Development

� organizing, scripting, and implementing
training and planning events using

MOVE - Moderation and Visualization for

Group Events

� facilitating large group participation in Local

Agenda 21 and other community decision-

making and action processes using Future
Search, Open Space, PRA - Participatory

Rapid Appraisal, etc.

� planning, management, public relations, and

evaluation of international projects in water

and environmental management, urban and

rural development, poverty alleviation, etc.
using PCM – Project Cycle Management,

GOPP - Goal-oriented Project Planning etc.

� tailor-made curricula and advanced training in

communication strategies, social marketing,

environmental and project management,
capacity development and human-resource

development, conflict and change

management, strategic planning and

community participation

� environmental multi-media teaching and

learning aids, databases and visualized
data services

� computer-assisted and interactive information

systems, simulations, interactive landscape

models, audio-visual media etc. for museums,

exhibitions and events.

ACT – Appropriate Communication
in Development

Manfred Oepen, Managing Director

Kleine Twiete 1A

30900 Wedemark, Germany

phone +49 - 5130 – 79674, 60130
fax +49 - 5130 – 79803

email m.oepen@act3.de
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